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Lone senior anchors gymnastics team, p.8 
THE BG NEWS 
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Residents complain about noise, litter 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
If some city residents get their 
way, dinner at Mark's Pizza Pub 
will still include pizza - but not 
beer. 
A notice of complaint has been 
Siven to Mark Pape, owner of 
lark's Pizza Pub, by Bowling 
Green City Council in response 
to a petition filed by seven resi- 
dents. 
The petition given to council 
requested that the city take ac- 
tion to prohibit the renewal of 
the restaurant's liquor license 
GSS wants 
tax issue 
supported 
by Dave Harding 
staff reporter 
In an effort to pressure Con- 
gress, the Graduate Student 
Senate has organized a "Toll- 
Free Congressmen Call-in" to 
lobby for a bill that will reinstate 
the tax ememption on graduate 
fee waivers. 
"We plan to call Congressmen 
and every member of the Senate 
Finance Committee and tell 
them that this bill is important 
to graduate students, and if it 
doesn't pass, we'll have 800 
graduate students eating gruel 
For breakfast," David Anderson, 
president of GSS, said. 
Graduate fee waivers would 
be taxed at a rate of 20 percent if 
Congress does not pass Senate 
Bill 558 which would reinstate 
the tax exemption. 
In a memorandum to grad- 
uate students, Anderson said 
that in-state graduate assistants 
would have $216 taken out of 
their pay for the last three 
months of the academic year, 
while out-of-state assistants 
would have $500 deducted from 
their stipends. 
Susan Willis, GSS vice presi- 
dent, said if the exemption is not 
reinstated, it will be extremely 
difficult for graduate students to 
make enough money to remain 
in teaching. 
"It's like putting a boulder 
around the necks of graduate 
assistants and having them walk 
across a highway ui order to 
teach and research," Willis 
said. 
THE TWO-DAY call-in, which 
concludes today, allows grad- 
uate students to voice their sup- 
port for Senate Bill 558. The free 
call may be placed between 8 
a.m. and 5 p.m. at the Graduate 
Student Office located in 304 
McFall Center. 
"The idea behind this call-in is 
to blanket the Congress," An- 
derson said. "If we get 100 calls 
a day, their phones are going to 
be pretty busy." 
Approximately 75 calls had 
been placed by graduate stu- 
dents to their Congressmen in 
the first day of calling, he added. 
D See Graduate, page 5. 
because of peace and litter prob- 
lems. 
The notice of complaint was 
filed because Patrick Crowley, 
city attorney, said he did not 
think the petition itself was sub- 
stantial legal grounds to deny 
renewal of the license by the 
Ohio Board of Liquor Control. 
"At this time I ruled that there 
is not sufficient evidence that 
the license should be revoked," 
Crowley said. "However council 
can direct the zoning inspector 
and the chief of police to investi- 
gate any future complaints to 
determine if there is a prob- 
lem." 
Under Ohio law. all liquor 
licenses expire on October 1, at 
which time they may either be 
renewed or revoked, Crowley 
said. If council finds sufficient 
reason to revoke the license, it 
must schedule a public hearing 
before August 31, he said. 
WILLIAM BLAIR, Ward 3 
councilman, said he doesn't 
think council will take further 
action in the matter. 
"The petition was no grounds 
for license revocation in my 
opinion. There were mostly hus- 
band and wife signatures on the 
Cetition and some were illegi- 
Ic," Blair said. "The biggest 
complaint was noise made by 
patrons leaving the establish- 
ment, which I don't find as 
grounds for revoking a liquor 
license." 
If the city receives more com- 
plaints concerning the restau- 
rant, then a hearing could be 
scheduled, he said. 
"If anything comes up be- 
tween now andAug. 31, then and 
only then could there be grounds 
for filing anything," he said. 
"For example, if there were 15 
citations for selling to minors, 
then the city could object." 
But Jim Davidson, Ward 1 
councilman, said he thinks the 
petition could cause the city to 
look further into the matter. 
"There is a problem with the 
parking lot, with a lot of kids 
coming out of the bar making 
continual noise," he said. "The 
six or seven people who signed 
the petition weren't just talk- 
ing.'' 
THE ORIGINATOR of the pe- 
tition was Michael Marsden, a 
resident   of   Troup   Street. 
Marsden, a Popular Culture pro- 
fessor, declined comment on the 
petition. 
Pape said he was stunned to 
hear about the complaints. 
"I would do anything to coop- 
erate, but he (Marsden) didn't 
even come to talk to me before 
going to city council," Pape 
said. "How am I supposed to 
solve the problem if I know 
nothing about it?" 
Pape said he also questioned 
why his restaurant was being 
singled out as being the cause of 
disturbance. 
D See Mark's, page 5. 
Go Ahead, Make My Day BG News'J»««u'e Pe"»" 
Comedian Tony Griffin aims a pistol at his Mickey Mouse doll. "Would you laugh if I shot your 
wife?" he asked Rich Parthemer, freshman predentistry major, at the "We Can Make You Laugh" 
show in the Grand Ballroom Wednesday night. Contestants who endured six minutes of comedy and 
didn't laugh while sitting on stage won a T-shirt and $25. Only two. not including Parthemer. succeeded. 
Funds could 
surpass goal 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
The University is optimistic 
about meeting and surpassing 
their $12.5 million goal for the 
75th Anniversary fund. 
The three-year fund-raising 
effort has raised about $7.88 
million in gifts and pledges be- 
tween July 1, 1984 and Dec. 31, 
1985, according to Everett 
Piper, interim director of devel- 
opment. 
Dwight Burlingame, vice 
president of University rela- 
tions, said he was sure the goal 
would be reached and believed it 
may be surpassed. 
"Usually, at this stage of the 
game, we'd expect to be at the 40 
percent mark ($5 million) - 
we've already passed the 50 
percent mark,   he said. 
Piper said the fund is all-en- 
compassing and will include ev- 
ery dollar donated to the 
University within the three-year 
period. 
Fund-raising is an ongoing, 
annual operation, Piper said. 
Money is donated by business 
and industry, alumni, friends 
(non-alumni), organizations and 
associations and foundations. 
LARRY WEISS, assistant vice 
Bresident of alumni affairs, said 
Diversity President Paul Ols- 
camp travels to alumni chapters 
throughout the country to en- 
courage them to establish chap- 
ter scholarships. 
The campaign brought him to 
alumni chapters in Chicago, 
Phoenix, Seattle and Fresno in 
December and Dallas, Houston, 
Ft. Myers, Tampa and Atlanta 
during January, Weiss said. 
Scholarships have been estab- 
lished for Cleveland, Toledo and 
Williams County chapters, 
Weiss added. The Alumni Asso- 
ciation will match every schol- 
arship dollar raised by chapters 
for up to $2,500. 
Burlingame said, "Obtaining 
private support allows us to 
keep down the amount of in- 
creases students have to pay" - 
the University's student fees 
are the second lowest in the 
state. 
Piper said donors can desig- 
nate where the money goes. The 
dollars raised will be divided 
among annual projects such as 
scholarships, student loans, ath- 
letics, academic programs ($5 
million), special projects and 
equipment ($2 million), endow- 
ments ($3.5 million) and re- 
search centers and institutes ($2 
million). 
Burlingame believes the idea 
of an anniversary fund makes 
donors more responsive to 
pledging money. 
"The fund gives us an opportu- 
nity to promote what the Univer- 
sity has done throughout it's 
history - donors wanttosupport 
a success," Burlingame said. 
Angolan rebels may receive aid 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- 
dent Reagan assured guerrilla 
chieftan Jonas Savimbi on yes- 
terday he wants to be "very 
helpful" to his campaign to oust 
the Cuban-backed government 
in Angola, and the Reagan ad- 
ministration suggested it wants 
to give aid secretly rather than 
Savimbi, leaving the White 
House, said he was satisfied. 
Reagan, dressed in a dark 
business suit, and Savimbi, 
bearded and wearing a Nehru 
jacket, posed for pictures in the 
Oval Office. The two sat in wing 
chairs in front of a low-burning 
blaze in, the fireplace. 
"We want to be very helpful to 
what Dr. Savimbi and his people 
are trying to do, and what we re 
trying to arrive at is the best 
way to do that," Reagan said. 
The administration reportedly 
is seeking up to $15 million in aid 
for Savimbi, who was trained as 
a guerrilla fighter by Mao Tse- 
tung and other leaders of the 
Chinese revolution before form- 
ing the National Union for the 
Total Independence of Angola 
(UNITA). 
Savimbi's forces control one- 
third of Angola's territory and 
exercise political influence over 
about 60 percent of the country's 
7 million people. 
On the other side is a Marxist 
government backed by 35,000 
Cuban troops and Soviet aid 
totaling more than $2 billion in 
recent years, according to ad- 
ministration estimates. 
Until congressional repeal of 
the so-called Clark amendment 
last year, the United States had 
been banned from providing aid 
in Angola. 
Resumption of covert aid 
would renew - at least par- 
tially - the role the CIA played 
in Angola. It was disclosure of 
secret CIA assistance to UNITA 
that led to adoption of the Clark 
amendment in 1967. 
In contrast to the administra- 
tion, key congressional leaders, 
including Sen. David Duren- 
berger, R-Minn., chairman of 
the Senate intelligence commit- 
tee, and Rep. Lee Hamilton, D- 
Ind.. chairman of the House 
intelligence  committee,   insist 
that any aid to Savimbi be pro- 
vided openly, subject to full con- 
gressional debate. 
However, a senior administra- 
tion official rejected that ap- 
proach, saying, "We don't think 
it's the right way to go." 
The official, briefing reporters 
at the White House after Savim- 
bi's departure, said, "We don't 
think it (overt aid) will work. We 
just don't think it's the appropri- 
ate way to go in terms of strat- 
official insisted on ano- 
nymity. 
Flu vaccine available at Student Health Center 
Editor's note: This is the second 
of two stories about influenza. 
by Matt WlnkeHohn 
reporter 
Although there is a vaccine 
available to fight the' influenza 
virus, not everyone is entitled to 
it 
The vaccine is available on a 
limited basis, according to Dr. 
Joshua Kaplan, director of Stu- 
dent Health Services. 
"While flu vaccines are made 
each year, they are not always 
available to the entire public," 
Kaplan said. 
When there is a shortage of the 
vaccine, it is distributed on the 
basis of an individual's priority 
rating, he said. 
The priority ratings are based 
on an individual's ability to fight 
the virus, rather than a person's 
vulnerability to the virus. Peo- 
ple with cardiovascular and pul- 
monary problems are least able 
to fight the virus, he said. As a 
result, they are the first to be 
given access to the vaccine. 
The Immunization Practices 
Advisory Committee lists health 
care personnel and those af- 
fected by metabolic disorders 
(such as diabetes) as high-risk. 
Thus, these people are next to be 
given the vaccine. 
The vaccine is a combination 
of three strains of the influenza 
virus, Kaplan said. 
IT CONTAINS inactive pro- 
teins from selected strains of the 
flu virus. After injection, it is 
hoped the human body will de- 
velop antibodies to the inactive 
proteins, and these antibodies 
will combat the actual virus 
should it enter the body. 
Only three virus proteins are 
in the vaccine making the selec- 
tion of those proteins very im- 
portant, Kaplan said. Each year 
doctors predict which strains 
will be most common and place 
proteins from those strains in 
the vaccine. 
Q See Flu, page 6. BG News Photo Illustration/Jlin Sakola 
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Keep fire lanes clear 
It should be expected that some people will 
practice the timeless adage that rules or laws are 
made to be broken. 
But it is confusing when this philosophy is em- 
ployed by our own Department of Public Safety. 
TTie Parking and Traffic division of Public Safety 
apparently suspends parking rules during athletic 
events. 
At first, it would not appear that suspending 
parking rules is too heinous a crime. But a closer 
look reveals that the rule suspension could place 
many people in jeopardy. 
One case in point is the parking in the Ice Arena 
lot during hockey games. 
The Parking and Traffic division allows the 
athletic department to handle parking during 
hockey games. The athletic department parking lot 
attendants, trying to accommodate the throngs 
who attended the game Jan. 18, told people to park 
their cars in the fire lane directly in front of the Ice 
Arena. 
This is where the rule suspension becomes dan- 
gerous. 
Bowling Green Fire Chief Jack Gonyer said that, 
under no circumstances, should a fire lane be used 
to park cars. 
We agree. 
Even though Ice Arena Director Greg Jordan 
said what happened Jan. 18 was a rare incident, it's 
wrong to park cars in a designated fire lane at all. 
The fire lane is there so that ambulances and fire 
trucks can have access to the Ice Arena in case of 
fire or emergency, and it is not in Jordan's realm of 
authority to designate them. 
It only stands to reason that the area be kept 
open, especially when the arena is filled with 
people and a violent hockey game is being played. 
Tne Department of Public Safety should patrol 
lots for parking violators during athletic events 
instead of using the hands-off policy adopted when 
it made an agreement to let the athletic depart- 
ment handle tne parking. 
Echoes of a college dorm room 
The single man's complete guide to keeping the pantry stocked 
by Mike Royko 
Editor's note - This intro- 
duces syndicated columnist 
Mike Royko to the BG News 
editorial page. This column, 
which originally appeared Oct. 
13, 1962, deals with a subject 
familiar to college students, so it 
will serve to mark his first ap- 
pearance here. 
An old friend stopped by re- 
cently and went to the refrigera- 
tor to get himself a beer. 
He took the beer but stood 
looking inside the refrigerator 
for several seconds. Then he 
opened the freezer section and 
looked at that for awhile. 
And then he began opening 
kitchen cabinets and looking in- 
side. Finally, he shook his head 
and said: 
"Are you moving or some- 
thing?" 
No. Why do you ask? 
He looked in a couple more 
cabinets and then said: 
"You don't have any food in 
this place. I mean, absolutely 
nothing." 
I nodded. He was right. There 
wasn't a thing to eat in the entire 
kitchen. Not a morsel. Not a 
crust of stale bread. Not one can 
of tomato soup or a spoonful of 
peanut butter to be scraped out 
of the bottom of the jar. Nothing. 
He shook his head. "You don t 
even have a can of stewed toma- 
toes or things like that. Every- 
body's got an old can of 
something or other in their 
kitchen. But you don't have a 
thing. Don't you ever eat?" 
Of course I eat. I eat too much. 
"Ah, then you eat all your 
meals in restaurants?" 
No, only lunch. And dinner out 
maybe once a week. The rest of 
my meals I have at home. 
"But there's nothing to eat 
here. I don't understand." 
Most people don't. So I ex- 
flained the Royko System of 
ood Shopping for the Single 
Man. 
It works on a very simple 
Erinciple: I buy groceries once 
I a while. And in large Quanti- 
ties, too. But then I don t buy 
another thing until it's all gone. 
My friend happened to come 
along the day after I had eaten 
the last food in the kitchen - a 
can of tuna and a frozen waffle. 
"What is the advantage of 
your system?" he asked. 
There are several advantages, 
and they go this way: 
First, you don't have to go 
shopping very often. At most, I 
mate one shopping trip a month. 
I've gone as long as two months 
between trips. 
Second, you don't accumulate 
things that begin piling up in 
most kitchens - those extra cans 
of stewed tomatoes and soup 
gathering dust in a cabinet; the 
smoked   Korean   oysters;   the 
Sickages of frozen chicken in 
e back of the freezer; the half- 
filled jars of Welch's grape Jelly, 
side by side in the refrigerator 
door. 
Under my system, you cannot 
accumulate cans of stewed to- 
matoes because you have to eat 
them before you can shop again. 
"You must have some pecu- 
liar meals," he said. 
There have been a few un- 
usual meals, yes. One evening, I 
found that the last edible items 
in the kitchen were three eggs, a 
half-stick of margarine, an on- 
ion and some flour. 
I could have taken the easy 
way out and had three fried 
eggs. But I was more creative 
than that. 
It seemed to me that if I mixed 
a cup of flour with an egg, some 
margarine and water and 
chopped onion, I wuld have 
some form of dough. So I did. 
I spread the dough on a pan 
and put it in the oven, hoping it 
wukf become some kind of 
bread. 
As it turned out, my creation 
became something that resem- 
bled onion pancakes. Sort of 
dried out, slab-like, onion pan- 
cakes. Then I fried the other two 
eggs and put them on top of the 
sort-of-pancakes. 
"It sounds awful," my friend 
said. 
Well, Julia Child wouldn't rec- 
ommend it for a dinner party, 
but it did get me through the 
night. 
The advantages to this system 
are obvious. It s economical be- 
cause you never buy anything 
!'0u don't eventually eat. And it 
orces you to be innovative. I 
remember the night I had noth- 
ing left but two pouches of frozen 
creamed spinach, three small 
Etatoes and a frozen chicken 
j. I made a stew. I don't re- 
member how it turned out, but it 
was surely high in some kind of 
vitamin. 
"But what about your chil- 
dren?" my friend said. "Isn't it 
rough on them?" 
Actually, my sons were partly 
responsible for my approach to 
food shopping. 
I discovered a law of eating, 
which I call Royko's Law. It 
goes this way: Young people will 
always eat anything that is con- 
venient, then wait until you buy 
some more convenient foods, 
and they will eat them, too. 
In other words, if I went out 
every week and bought five 
pounds of chicken pieces, five 
packages of spaghetti, five jars 
of Ragu sauce and 10 frozen 
pizzas, they would eat the 10 
frozen pizzas and leave the rest. 
And the next week, they would 
do the same. Eventually I wuld 
have stacks of chicken pieces, 
bales of spaghetti, and cases of 
Ragu sauce and they'd still be 
eating the frozen pizzas. 
So, under my system, when 
the frozen pizzas are gone, they 
either eat what is left, or they 
don't eat. 
"That's kind of sadistic, isn't 
it?" my friend said. 
Yes, but then, what else are 
young people good for? I am 
particularly fond of the memory 
of the evening my youngest son 
came home and found me in 
front of the TV set with a bowl in 
my lap. 
What are you having for sup- 
per?" he asked, looking hungry. 
"Raisin Bran," I said. 
"There's still some left in the 
kitchen." 
He looked in my bowl and 
said: "Jeez, there's no milk. It's 
just dry Raisin Bran." 
"It's not bad," I said, scooping 
some of it into my mouth with 
my fingers. "But some does tend 
to fall on your shirt." 
My friend shook his head and 
said: "Your sons must be get- 
tine skinny as hell." 
No, that's not so. My system 
lust encourages them to make 
the acquaintance of young ladies 
who have more substantial qual- 
ities than mere pretty faces. 
When they meet girls, they don't 
ask questions like: "What s your 
astrological sign?" or "Say, do 
Scome here very often?" 
y're more likely to say: "Hi! 
You don't know how to make a 
§ood pot roast and dumplings, 
o you?" 
My friend went back to the 
refrigerator and said: "I notice 
there's no shortage of beer, so 
you must do some extra shop- 
ping for that." 
"As an ancient wise man once 
said," I told him, "Man doesn't 
live by Raisin Bran alone." 
Royko is a syndicated column- 
ist writing for the Chicago Tri- 
bune. 
Shuttle crew: ordinary people     Space program a futile folly 
by Bill Melden 
"Then something broke the 
peace. Like wind it was, the 
flutter of rising wind... There 
were no words in that implaca- 
ble and feathery thunder, and 
yet there must have been, or 
EUyat's mind caught them like 
broken arrows out of the air." 
- Stephen Vincent Benet, John 
Browns Body 
There were words in the "im- 
flacable thunder" that split the 
lorida sky on Tuesday, but 
they seemed to go unheard, so 
mercilessly visual was the mo- 
ment. Regardless of what one 
heard or failed to hear, the 
images were relenUessly the 
same for all who watched: the 
Shuttle rising grudgingly from 
the frozen pad, seeming to hesi- 
tate before giving itself fully to 
its task, then climbing, climb- 
ing, rolling... and finally burst- 
ing, like Icarus, into a hysteria 
of tire. In the next few moments, 
all that could be seen was a puff 
of smoke, and the silly, playful 
booster rockets, suddenly liber- 
ated from their massive host, 
childishly scrawling clouds 
across a field of blue. 
Heard or not, there were 
words, and they will be the prin- 
cipal legacy of the seven smiling 
people of the space shuttle Chal- 
lenger, who never knew that 
their mission was other than an 
unqualified success. 
Heretical though it might be to 
say, these seven people were not 
heroes. If they had been, then 
perhaps the tragedy would be 
lessened somewhat, for we ex- 
pect heroes to die heroic deaths, 
and we cannot claim to be 
stunned when they do. The Chal- 
lenger astronauts, however 
brave, were not heroes: they 
were astonishingly ordinary 
men and women, people who 
would have gone unnoticed in 
almost any crowd and the an- 
guish is greater for that. Profes- 
sionally, they had been chosen 
on the basis of competence and 
reliability, rather than brilli- 
ance and audacity. It is hard to 
believe that they were a great 
deal more noble or godlike than 
the people with whom they 
worked every day. (Neither tea- 
chers nor technicians are any 
more godlike than the clerks, 
teamsters and office personnel 
we meet from day to day.) 
They were much like the rest 
of us; and therein, lies the hor- 
ror and the fear. We do not 
mourn Ronald McNair because 
his technical virtuosity in the 
field of lasers cannot be re- 
Elaced; we mourn him because 
e was a friendly man who joked 
about taking his saxophone with 
him to space. We do not weep for 
Christa McAuliffe because she 
was a pioneer educator of So- 
cratic skills; we weep because 
of the anguished husband and 
fiuzzled daughter and son she 
eaves behind. The American 
space program has not flou- 
rished Decause it has tapped 
some mysterious pool of heroes; 
it has flourished because it has 
been comprised of Americans, 
and not terribly atypical Ameri- 
cans at that. They are very 
much like the rest of us making 
it easy to weep for them in 
death, just as it made it easy to 
take them for granted while they 
were alive. 
Forget, just for the moment, 
all the inevitable, undeniable 
questions of whether or not our 
great effort in space has been 
worthwhile. Think instead of the 
disaster itself and the people 
involved, and try to hear the 
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words coming from that hideous 
thunder of Tuesday morning. 
The men and women whose 
lives disappeared a few miles 
downrange of Cape Canaveral 
must not be regarded as mar- 
tyrs to the United States space 
[irogram. It would be nothing 
ess than an obscenity to poli- 
ticize or propagandize their sac- 
rifice, although this will surely 
be done by everyone from NASA 
lobbyists to opponents of the 
Strategic Defense Initiative. 
Rather, we must see their le- 
gacy for what it is: a tribute to 
certain enduring values that 
transcend politics and programs 
and attest to the American 
spirit. 
When General Douglas Mac- 
Arthur made his farewell ad- 
dress to the cadets at West 
Point, he said, "Always there 
echoes and re-echoes in my 
ears: Duty, Honor, Country. 
Many Americans snickered and 
some sneered; the words he 
used had fallen from favor in a 
time of cynicism and bitterness. 
And yet, it is precisely those 
three words-duty, honor and 
country - that peal down to us 
from Tuesday's cruel thunder, 
and provide tne only fitting epi- 
tath for the seven riders of tne 
star-crossed Challenger. When 
all the investigations are over, 
and the last drop of "human 
interest" has been wrung from 
the tragedy by the newsmong- 
ers, those three strong words 
will remain. If we hear those 
words and seek to understand 
them, then the short flight of 
Challenger will be the most 
worthwhile of all the missions 
yet sent forth by our fellow citi- 
zens of Houston and Florida. 
Melden is a free-lance writer 
from Chattanooga, Tenn., living 
in Bowling Green. 
Respond 
The BG News editorial 
page is your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, dou- 
ble-spaced and signed. Your 
address and phone number 
must be included. 
Letters may not be signed 
by more than two people. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject submissions 
that are in bad taste, mali- 
cious or libelous and all sub- 
missions are subject to 
condensation. 
Please address submis- 
sions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
210 West Hall 
by David H. Schmidt 
"Every life is a perfect tra- 
Sedy in that each life ends in 
eath," Shakespeare said. No 
one is exempt from what the old 
playwright was talking about. 
Most of us aren't preoccupied 
with death because we are more 
or less involved with life. And 
when we all share something, 
like the space shuttle, we are all 
involved with it because it be- 
comes our lives. Tnrough tne 
media coverage, etc., we all 
formed a relationship to the 
teacher and the crew of the ill- 
fated ship. It's as if we lost part 
of the family. 
Perhaps what stopped the na- 
tion coldlast Tuesday was not so 
much the fact that we lost seven 
people as it was the fact that we 
lost an "American Dream." And 
that's a blow to the ego, worse 
yet if you're an American. 
Strange, but not even a full day 
before the fatal incident, the 
nation was standing on its feet, 
hands on hips and in jubilant 
celebration over the Super Bowl 
victory of the Chicago Bears. 
That would have lasted us for at 
least a month or so but was 
quickly negated by the explosion 
of the space shuttle. Winner take 
nothing. 
Harrowing as these events 
are, they are nonetheless fleet- 
ing and in due time the thought 
of them shall come to pass. The 
best thing we can hope for is 
oblivion. But the thing about the 
American ego gets me the most. 
Just a few months ago, 25,000 
people were killed in Bogota, 
Colombia. We shook it off in 15 
minutes. That's 24,993 people 
more than in the space shuttle. 
Let's carry the thought fur- 
ther. I charge that we're even a 
little anthropocentric. What if 
one of those rockets spinning 
down into the ocean hit an octo- 
pus on the head and killed it? 
That isn't very nice of us either. 
Eric Fromm was right in say- 
ing, man is the "freak" of the 
universe. And if there's any tro- 
6hies in that category, I believe 
le United States is the undis- 
puted champion. 
If it's any consolation to any- 
body, I revelled in what hap- 
pened the other day. Because it 
only shows the fact that we are 
not only freaks, but stupid 
freaks to boot. No other animal 
in the world has a need to take 
off into the wild blue yonder in 
hopes of finding something. In- 
deed, we (man) are the unhap- 
piest of all creatures. Surely, 
only boredom and anxiety would 
drive men to do such outlandish 
things. But this is precisely it: 
boredom and anxiety. That, 
according to Martin Heidegger, 
is when we come to terms with 
our lives in complete under- 
standing. 
Millions of bucks were wasted 
as well. And if it is space that we 
are really interested in, I sug- 
gest everybody pick up a copy of 
Cosmos, by Carl Sagan. Youll 
have a better chance of reading 
Cosmos than getting the chance 
to get a ride on the shuttle. 
Moreoever, it's safer, and it only 
costs $20, hardcover. But read- 
ing is boring, isn't it? 
I, too, suffer from extreme 
cases of boredom. But like Volt- 
aire, I believe we are living in 
the best of all possible words: 
Mars has a mean annual tem- 
perature of - 95 degrees and Ve- 
nus is over 1.000 degrees. But 
despite those tacts, man finds it 
imperative to get out of here. 
Earth just isn't good enough 
for him; and we'll be back at the 
launching pad before you know 
D See Schmidt, page 3. 
Tax has grad assistants worried 
by Denis Collins 
Wednesday afternoon about 40 
to 50 graduate assistants met in 
the basement of Shatzel Hall. In 
a room usually reserved for 
philosophical discussions, con- 
cerned adults sat on chairs 
around the seminar table, stood 
against the walls and sat on the 
floor. Some couldn't even get in 
the room. 
They were all concerned with 
how they were going to be able 
to live on $200*300 a month 
beginning March 20. They were 
beginning to create plans on how 
BLOOM COUNTY 
graduate assistants should re- 
spond to a new tax cut on tuition 
waivers which snuck in under 
the nose of the University ad- 
ministrators. 
An old tax exemption law had 
expired in July 1985. Starting 
Jan. 1, 1966, tuition waivers 
would now be taxed as a fringe 
benefit. 
On Dec. 12, 1965, one day be- 
fore to the last day of classes, 
Richard Eakin (vice president 
of planning and budgeting) de- 
cided to inform the graduate 
assistants of this minor techni- 
cality. 
After the graduate assistants 
came back from winter holiday, 
another memo appeared. Grad- 
uate assistants were informed 
that if possible they should 
change to in-state residency for 
tax reasons. 
Then graduate assistants be- 
gan to do a little mathematics. 
Fringe benefits are taxed at a 20 
percent rate. Twenty percent of 
a $2,500 tuition waiver is $500. 
That's $125 extra in taxes every 
month from our last four pay 
checks. Instead of a take-home 
salary of $425, which barely cov- 
ers basic living expenses, start- 
D See Collins, page 3. 
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Letters 
Space program 
must continue 
We would like to commend 
The BG News for its Wednesday 
editorial on the Challenger di- 
saster. We wholeheartedly 
agree that the space program 
should press forward so that the 
fine Americans aboard Chal- 
lenger shall not have died in 
vain. 
The future lies in space. There 
we can find unique new re- 
sources: new medicines, new 
knowledge, new industries and 
new sources of energy. The de- 
velopment of space will ultima- 
tely improve life for all 
humanity. 
Great endeavors are under- 
taken only at a price. Those who 
paid the price knew this. They 
would want Americans to re- 
spond to this disaster with the 
same courage, foresight and 
commitment to the future which 
the astronauts exemplified. 
Joshua D. Isenberg 
Bruce McCollum 
Graduate students 
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy 
HSA tuition raffle 
The University Honors Stu- 
dent Association is sponsoring 
its fourth annual Tuition Raffle 
this semester. 
Tickets for the raffle will be 
sold Feb. 3-20 and may be pur- 
chased from any Honors student 
or in the program office, 231 
Administration Building. The 
cost is $1 per ticket, or six tick- 
ets for $5. 
Proceeds from the first raffle 
in 1983 were used to establish the 
J. Robert Bashore Scholarship 
Fund. From this fund HSA 
awards annual scholarships. 
Money is also set aside each 
year to build upon the perma- 
nent scholarship fund. 
The raffle's grand prize is the 
cash equivalent of one in-state 
semester's tuition ($792 this 
year). Also, three $50 book 
scholarships will be awarded. 
All registered University stu- 
dents are eligible to win. 
Although faculty members 
are not eligible to win, they can 
support the project by making 
donations to the scholarship 
fund or by purchasing tickets in 
the name of students of their 
choice. 
For further information, con- 
tact Paul Haas or Susan Darrow 
in the Honors Program office 
372-8202. 
Cralg Auge 
Communications Chairperson 
HSA 
Schmidt 'spineless' 
When I first read David H. 
Schmidt's efforts at disgracing 
the name of the 82nd Airborne 
Division and attacking Presi- 
dent Reagan's foreign policy I 
was irate. 
Schmidt's enlistment in the 
military and the distinguished 
82nd Airborne obviously did not 
teach him the meaning of Duty. 
Honor, and Country. His fla- 
nt attempt to demean Presi- 
Reagan's Grenada rescue 
of American civilians and obli- 
gation to keep a free Grenada 
seem to typify Schmidt's spine- 
less character. 
I am proud to have a brother 
who served in the Grenada res- 
cue, and who came home telling 
stories of how a familiar sight 
and sound greeting the liber- 
ators was echoes of "God Bless 
America!" Native Grenadians 
were often seen offering what 
little thay had to these brave 
men, be it food, water or shelter. 
The men who served so bravely 
in this liberation effort were 
heroes, not retards. Additio- 
nally, the Combat Infantry 
Badge (CIB) is not given for 
number of "kills" or how many 
times you shoot your weapon, 
but for time spent in a combat 
environment. These men were 
not gypped by not having the 
opportunity to witness or admin- 
ister death. 
BobShultz 
519 Of f enhauer West 
Word choice was 
inappropriate 
Regarding David H. 
Schmidt's column in the Jan- 
uary 28 issue of The BG News 
concerning the Reagan adminis- 
tration's handling of interna- 
tional affairs, I also feel that 
grave mistakes were made in 
Grenada and Lebanon. 
However, I strongly object to 
calling the soldiers of the 82nd 
Airborne "retards." One would 
get the impression from reading 
this column that the soldiers 
were lying on the Grenadian 
beach taking in the sun. If I am 
not mistaken, several men were 
killed while on this "vacation." 
These men were ordered to 
Grenada; they did not choose to 
go on their own. Mr. Schmidt 
should remember, as I do, that a 
soldier's duty is to obey orders 
to the best of his ability. These 
men cannot be blamed for the 
government's actions. Calling 
these soldiers "retards" is a 
cheap slap in the face to them 
and anyone else has served their 
country. 
Gregory J. Duvall 
705 Seventh St. 
Schmidt 
D Continued from page 2. 
probably about the same time 
Rocky gets back into the ring. 
Indeed, more tragedies will fol- 
low, because our wants always 
seem to exceed our abilities. 
Man can conceive but he he 
can't comprehend, nor can he 
grasp. Ana we've got seven new 
martyrs to prove ft. 
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In short, we are not only the 
most embarrassing country, 
we're the most embarrassing 
species. 
I hope that octopus is all right. 
Poor filing. 
Schmidt, a graduate student 
in philospohy from Rochester, 
Minn., is a columnist for The 
News. 
Collins    O Continued from page 2. 
ing February 20 our take-home 
salary would be $300. That cov- 
ers rent and three weeks of food. 
Something strange is going on. 
Fortunately, for the moment 
there was temporary salvation. 
The University administration 
was inefficient enough that the 
bookkeeping work couldn't take 
place until our March pay 
check. Great. At least we could 
now pay our heat bills for Feb- 
ruary. It's a luxury to have heat 
in your apartment. 
However, that $500 is still due 
Uncle Sam. Now all you have to 
do is divide the $500 into 3 pay 
checks, a ridiculous $167 extra in 
taxes. Let's see.. .thatmeansa 
meager $253 take-home salary. 
Instead of eating for 3 weeks and 
fasting for one week now we can 
only eat for one week and fast 
for 3 weeks. How exciting! 
Maybe the bookkeepers might 
have trouble instituting this tax 
for another month. 
What is the Administration 
doing about this? Try asking 
someone. They're looking into it. 
They're consulting with their 
lawyer. They're waiting forpoli- 
ticians in Washington, DC, to 
take action. Many vague gener- 
alities. Any mention about the 
financial tragedy which all 
graduate assistants will face on 
March 20 is purely accidental. 
Will graduate assistants 
picket the supermarkets where 
Dr. Olscamp and Vice President 
Eakin do their shopping? Will 
800 graduate assistants all de- 
cide to sign up for food stamps at 
the same time and the same 
Silace? Will the three weeks of 
asting affect graduate assis- 
tants' abilities to teach? 
It looks as though time will 
tell. Maybe University adminis- 
trators should step outside their 
comfortable offices, stick their 
index finger in the air and judge 
the wind Tor themselves. 
Collins is a graduate assistant 
in philosophy from New York 
Gty. 
CHARLESTOWN 
=APARTMENTS=^ 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—summer 
1986 and 1986-87 school year: 
1 or 2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat 
& water included, air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
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SATURDAY, FEB 1 
9:00 — 1:00 
N.E. COMMONS 
Sponsored by $KT 
to benefit C.R.C. 
of Bowling Green 
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only 2.69 
only 3.99 
only 5.99 
12exp. 
15exp. 
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36exp. 
325 E. Wooster 354-3977 
VOLUNTEERS 
IN 
PROGRESS 
BE A CAMPUS 
BROTHER TO A 
LOCAL YOUTH 
—PROVIDE THE GUIDANCE 
AND FRIENDSHIP THAT 
CAN MAKE GROWING UP 
A LOT EASIER 
GET APPLICATIONS 
AT 317A STUDENT 
SERVICES 372-8088 
ATTENTION 
GRADUATE STUDENTS! 
The Graduate Student Senate will be 
sponsoring:    THE    TOLL—FREE 
CONGRESSMAN     CALL—I 
ON 
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, 
JANUARY 30 AND 31, 
FROM 8-5 p.m. 
Stop by the graduate student senate office at 
300 East McFall and voice your concerns to your 
elected representatives on the 
TAXATION OF GRADUATE-FEE WAVERS 
This could be the most important call 
you make this year! 
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Nun: Parents' rights in jeopardy 
by Ron Coulter 
staff reporter 
The right of parents to decide 
where to educate their children 
is in jeopardy, according to Sis- 
ter Julia Marie, assistant super- 
intendent of the Catholic 
Diocese in Toledo. 
She spoke on the subject of 
Eublic versus nonyublic educa- 
lon as a part oi Values and 
Ethics Week. The Rev. Peter 
Manto, Superintendent of Cove- 
nant Christian Academy in 
Bowling Green, also spoke on 
the subject Wednesday night in 
the University Union's Alumni 
Room. 
Because the cost of sending a 
student to a non-public school is 
becoming too great, parents are 
losing their freedom of choice 
for education, she said. 
"Education is a primary right 
of every U.S. citizen. State gov- 
ernment has a duty to grant 
citizens freedom of choice for 
education," Sister Marie said. 
"We (the Catholic Diocese) 
believe in the seperation of 
church and state, but the First 
Amendment does allow for the 
free exercise of religion." 
She added that state aid to 
parents, rather than to the Cath- 
olic schools, gives parents free- 
dom of choice while preventing 
state funds from directly enter- 
ing the non-public school. 
MANTO ATTACKED what he 
termed as the "myth of neutral- 
ity" in public education. He said 
that it is impossible to teach 
without a bias and added, "The 
natural bias of public education 
is to be anti-God." 
Manto said the Covenant 
Christian Academy is a non- 
charter, non-tax supported 
school. To receive state support 
"Education is a primary right of every 
U.S. citizen. State government has a duty 
to grant citizens freedom of choice for 
education. We (the Catholic Diocese) 
believe in the seperation of church and 
state, but the First Amendment does 
allow for the free exercise of religion" 
Sister Julie Marie. 
Black history 
remembered 
for the school, the curriculum 
would have to be changed, which 
he opposes. 
Manto and Sister Marie 
agreed that the voucher system 
is a feasible way to lessen the 
cost of sending a child to a non- 
public school. 
Under the voucher system, 
every parent would be alloted a 
sum of money to be used for the 
child's education. The parent 
would have the freedom to de- 
cide how the money would be 
used. 
Sister Marie said that a form 
of the voucher system has been 
used in Wisconsin without cre- 
ating a loss of enrollment in the 
state's public school system. 
Additional lighting planned for campus 
by Valerie Clptak 
staff reporter 
Additional lighting will be pro- 
vided on parts of campus that 
University officers believe are 
unsafe, said Bill Bess, director 
of Public Safety. 
Vice President of Operations 
Karl Vogt said money was trans- 
ferred from one budget to an- 
other   to   allow   for   the 
improvements. 
We've done the transfer (of 
funds) and we'll initiate upgrad- 
ing as soon as weather per- 
mits," he said. 
Slightly more than $8,000 was 
allocated to provide the lighting. 
The areas to be improved are 
the northwest area of the Busi- 
ness   Administration   building, 
Soing toward Eppler North, and 
ie major areas encompassing 
the Education and Business Ad- 
ministration buildings, reaching 
the west side of the Jerome 
Library. 
Older lights will also be re- 
placed and the globes of dim 
lights will be cleaned. 
When campus police think an 
area is poorly lit or students, 
faculty or staff complain, the 
department conducts a lighting 
survey to see what funds main- 
tenance can supply. Bess said. 
The   last   lighting   im- 
Brovements were made about 
ie same time last year, costing 
$25,000, Bess said. 
More surveys will be con- 
ducted in the spring when leaves 
grow and block light, Bess said. 
by Valerie Lonero 
staff reporter 
During February, the Of- 
fice of Minority Affairs has 
planned a large schedule of 
events which will commem- 
orate accomplishments of 
blacks, Mary Edmonds, vice 
president of Student Affairs, 
said. 
The kick-off event for Black 
History month will be an 
overview of the economic, 
historical and social aspects 
of the black male in our so- 
ciety, she said. 
"The conference will ac- 
knowledge achievements of 
the blacks and dispell some of 
the myths which nave formu- 
lated about the Afro-Ameri- 
can male over the past 
years," Edmonds added. 
The Ohio Department of 
Human Services Office of 
Prevention Initiatives is 
sponsoring the presentation 
along with the Office of Mi- 
nority Affairs. The program 
is entitled "An Affirmation of 
the Afro-American Male: 
Myths and Realities." 
"This conference will bring 
all cultures together and in- 
form people of the different 
situations that the black male 
experiences," she said. 
IN ADDITION to looking at 
the black family under cer- 
tain economic, social, reli- 
gious and medical situations, 
Edmonds said the conference 
will be educational. 
"There are many myths 
that have surfaced over the 
past years about the black 
male which need to be 
cleared up," she said. "By 
examining the black male as 
a single unit, many of the 
realities can be faced." 
This is the first time this 
type of conference will be 
held. 
"People are culturally di- 
versified and interested in 
learning about other ways of 
life," she said. "This confer- 
ence will get people inter- 
ested in cultures other than 
their own." 
The featured speakers will 
be Samuel McKinney of 
Seattle, Wash., who will pre- 
sent, "The Social and Eco- 
nomic Conditions of the Afro- 
American Male in American 
Society," and Audrey Forbes 
Manley of the United States 
Public Health Service, Wash- 
ington, D.C., who will discuss 
"The Health Concerns of the 
Afro-American Male." Calvin 
Butts of New York City will 
present his speech, "The 
Afro-American Male from a 
Historical Prospective." 
WHAT IS NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE? 
• out-of-state fees are waived 
• courses are arranged to 
transfer back to BGSU 
• 2.5 GPA required 
• exchange for one term or full year 
during sophomore or junior year 
NSE 
is a program that offers you the 
opportunity to study at one of over 
80 colleges and universities across 
the United States at in-state tuition 
rates. 
For more information contact: 
Joni Reed 
Center for Academic Options 
231 Administration 
372-8202 
1986-87 DEADLINE  FEB. 20 
uWJwgnduOlt Sfcctont Gov*ryn#o» 
INTERESTED IN 
STUDENT COURT? 
Student Court is now taking applications 
Sign-ups at 405 Student Services until Monday, 
February 3rd. 
Sign-up for an interview time when applying. 
Interviews on Tuesday and Wednesday, February 4 
& 5, between 6 to 9 p.m. 
OPEN HOUSE 
SATURDAY 
NOON - 4:00 
25% OFF 
All Foliage Plants 
Cash & Carry 
Preview Our 
Valentine Arrangements 
and Specials 
"Come out and see our newly remodeled 
Showroom and newly built Greenhouse." 
• FREE DRAWING • 1 FREE CARNATION 
TO EVERY STUDENT 
KLOTZ FLOWER FARM 
906 Napoleon 
at the end of S. College 
inhouse charges 
available 353-8381 
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Corner of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN I CLOSE TO REC CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES, 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK. FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA 
'Gas heat, hot water and cooking 
included. Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
'Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished 
•*ast dependable, 24 hr maintenance 
'In house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
'Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
| (Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
9-5    Mon-Fri 
10-2    Sat 
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GSG to recognize excellence 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
Outstanding individuals have 
a chance to be recognized 
through two awards presented 
by the Undergraduate Student 
Government. 
Nomination forms for the Dr. 
Hollis A. Moore University Serv- 
ice Award and Faculty Excel- 
lence Award will be made 
available Monday. 
"A lot of individuals on this 
campus do a lot for us under- 
grade," said Michele Nemes, 
academic affairs coordinator 
for USG. "The awards give stu- 
dents and administration a 
chance to recognize outstanding 
people on campus." 
The Hollis A. Moore Award 
will be given to an undergrad- 
uate or graduate student, 
faculty and an administrative 
/classlfied staff member who 
has provided services that are 
considered extraordinary in na- 
ture, Nemes said. Anyone may 
make a nomination. 
Students may nominate an 
instructor in their college which 
they believe is excellent in the 
areas content and advising for 
the faculty award, Nemes said. 
There will be one recipient in 
each college. 
"The awards give incentive 
for staff and faculty to keep an 
environment for students to get 
a good education," she said. 
Nomination forms for the Ex- 
cellence Award will be sent to 
3,000 randomly-selected stu- 
dents and faculty and adminis- 
tration members will receive 
forms for the Hollis A. Moore 
award Monday, Nemes said. 
Both forms are available in 405 
Student Services. 
Graduate 
O Continued from page 1. 
Anderson said they hope to 
Sressure Congress into passing 
le bill when it comes to vote in 
early March. Unless the bill is 
passed by March 15-16, it will be 
impossible to stop the withhold- 
ing of taxes from graduate assis- 
tant stipends, he said. 
The essential thing for grad- 
uate students to do is to compel 
senators to pass the bill which 
would be retroactive and perma- 
nent, he said. 
Richard Eakin. vice president 
of planning and budgeting, said 
the solution to the problem lies 
in Congress and that there Is 
very little the University Admin- 
istration can do. 
"According to our council, 
there is no apparent way around 
the fact that students will be 
liable for taxes on their fee waiv- 
ers," Eakin said. 
Some graduate students have 
criticized the University Admin- 
istration's efforts in handling 
the tax situation. 
MKE LAFEVRE, a graduate 
assistant in the philosophy de- 
partment, said the administra- 
tion has been looking out for 
their own interests and has been 
apathetic to the concerns of 
graduate students. 
LaFevre said he presented a 
list of options to the University 
Administration to deal with the 
tax situation but he has not 
received a response. 
"One suggestion I made to the 
University was that they estab- 
lish an emergency task force to 
examine the situation with the 
conditions that they make all 
meetings public and all records 
available for public scrutiny," 
LaFevre said. "So far the ad- 
ministration has done nothing." 
Lafevre also suggested the 
University seek a written tax 
ruling from the IRS to deter- 
mine just what can be done 
legally to help improve the grad- 
uate student situation, but they 
have also failed to act on this 
proposal. 
"We need an innovative and 
responsible administration con- 
cerned with our needs to protect 
the interests of graduate 
students,"LaFevre said. "So far 
the evidence indicates that the 
administration does not meet 
the above criteria." 
An   open   meeting   between 
Cduate students and Eakin 
been scheduled for 4:30p.m. 
today in Kobacker Hall ot the 
Moore Musical Arts Center to 
discuss the tax issue. President 
Olscamp has been invited to this 
meeting, but it is not known if he 
will attend. 
Release of book delayed 
Publication commemorates 75th Anniversary 
by Greg Connel 
reporter 
The College of Education is 
delaying the release of a book 
commemorating its 75th An- 
niversary due to a lack of 
material to fill the 75 pages. 
But the department says it 
will not be long before the 77ie 
College of Education at BGSU 
is available. 
Orignially slated for re- 
lease on Jan. 1, it should be 
released in three to six weeks. 
In keeping with the col- 
lege's 75th Anniversary, the 
book was designed to have 75 
pages, but once it was typeset 
for printing, it contained less 
than 75 pages according to 
Marilyn Braatz, public rela- 
tions specialist for the College 
of Education. 
"We solved the problem by 
adding more photographs to 
the last two or three chapters. 
Those chapters needed more 
pictures anyway," Braatz 
said. 
Upon publication, the de- 
partment also plans to sell 750 
copies. 
The book was written by 
Braatz and Susan Willis, doc- 
torial student of the College of 
Education. The book will be 
offered to anyone making a 
donation of $25 or more to the 
Department of Education's 
general fund, scholarship 
foundation or the Education 
Foundation. The cost of print- 
ing will be covered by $15 of 
the donation and the other $10 
or more will be a tax deducti- 
ble donation, she said. 
The book will be advertised 
in the alumni magazine and 
presented to faculty and edu- 
cation majors. A few orders 
have already been received, 
but Braatz expects a stronger 
response once it is available 
for delivery. 
Mark's 
n Continued from page 1. 
"I wonder why Mark's is be- 
ing blamed for the litter, the 
noise and the parking problems. 
The major complaint is the noise 
made after the Kids leave - how 
am I supposed to be responsible 
for that?" 
Richard Burke, a resident of 
Manville Avenue, said he signed 
the petition in hopes that there 
would be a public hearing. 
"I haven't specified any com- 
Elaints but I hoped that the peti- 
on would establish a public 
hearing which would enable res- 
idents to have a voice," he said. 
"I would like to go and tell them 
to keep the back door closed and 
do something about the parking 
lot - like put up a sign saying 
this was a residential area." 
Scholarship established 
<f ^ 
Beginning this spring, juniors 
or seniors in the College of Edu- 
cation and Allied Professions 
may be eligible for a new schol- 
arship. 
The George R. Snvder schol- 
arship was endowed by Marvell 
Snyder in honor of her husband 
George, former professor eme- 
ritus of education. 
Although applicants for the 
scholarship also must have 
graduated from an Ohio high 
school, prime consideration will 
be given for students in financial 
need, said to Rita Keefe, assis- 
tant dean of the college. 
Because the scholarship is an 
endowment, the amount will de- 
pend on the interest generated 
on it. 
^ 
ATTENTION BSN CLASS OF 1986 
Why wail to start your nursing career? 
The Air Force has a special program for 
1986 BSN's. If selected, you can enter Air 
Force active duly soon after graduation — 
without waiting for the results of your Stale 
Boards. 
To apply, you must have an overall "B" 
average and meet other basic officer entry 
requirements. 
As a newly commissioned nurse, you'll 
attend a five-month internship at a major 
Air Force medical facility. It's an excellent 
way to prepare for the wide range of experi- 
ences you'll have serving your country as an 
Air Force nurse professional. For more infor- 
mation, 
call collect: (419) 865-6017 
A (re* way of die 
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CHECKOUT 
•   OUR MANY 
NEW 
RELEASES 
Barney's 
Video 
We Carry 
Both Beta 
and VHS 
Tapes 
U'IIHI|!H»l:| IlllllllliU 
&k'St&fh''s/Mtewotwe 
Collect 9 stors ond get FREE movie!    ••••* 
Now available: 
s&P 
\ 
and 7 copies of Rambo 
First Blood Part II 
FREE 
POPCORN 
•»H* rental at 
a«|r twa w»l«tl- 
* check Thursday's 
ad for specials 
j 
Membership Required — 
•^BB      1093 N. Main St, BG 
mSmm        Mon.-Sat. 10-9 
$10 for one year 
354-1401   annfc 
Sun. 11-6 "HUP 
Next to Barney's Convenient Mart 
Beer and Wine at State Minimum Prices 
^t T T T T"\ Open 6:30 a.m.-l a.m. every day fTTf ft 
simon 
SALAD 
ANY | FOOT urn 
I 
I 
I 
I    109 N. Main 
SS2-M91 
109 N. Main 
Phone 352-8391 
$IMOFF 
&ieSM*~ Jflmik* 
Sandwiches A Salads 
AMY        -i 
FOOTUmt 
simon      ■ 
SALAD 
I 
l»» H. Main   | 
»rjxp[r«ia/14/8*| 
DOH'T MISS THEFUH IN DAYT0M! 
WIN A Spring Break trip lor two to Daytona Beach 
Complete the order form below for your 1986 
KEY Yearbook and be eligible for you and a guest to 
experience Daytona Beach-a $430°° value! 
Trips organized by $£§ through Echo Travel, Inc. include: 
'7 nights accommodations at the Desert Inn-Quad occupancy. Stay 
right in the middle of the action. Desert Inn has a restaurant lounge, color 
TV, air conditioning, indoor pool, outdoor pool with one the largest decks 
on the beach. ($25 refundable room deposit not included.) 
'Round trip motor coach transportation-Departs Fri., March 21, 
returns Sun., March 30, 1986. 
'Pool deck parties & activities every day. 
'Optional excursions to Disney World, Epcot; Hawaiian Luas, 
Party boats and more. 
'All taxes and gratuities. 
ENTRIES due in the KEY office, 28 West Hall by Fri, Feb. 14,5 p.m. 
DRAWING: Fri., Feb. 21,5 p.m., 
Union Foyer 
All those who have already 
ordered a 1986 Key are 
automatically entered 
ut this raffle. 
Key staff members & volunteers ineligible 
NIIIH 
Locel Phon» 
J Soe. Sec. No. 
I Dele I I 
5 Http ctMvjr* BGs '5m arv*v*sary *<tr> a spec* 0*- 
I tmmt MMeeMM otm. I986KE» c«etur« not onty 
■    IMyMfbul 75 ywi ot gfowm 
! 0 Order Your 
1986 KEY Now! 
J   SPECIAL 73th AHMIVERXKRV PRICED 
$16.95 
KEY SrniHG BREAK 8IVEAWAY 
□ ILL BE HERE TO PICK UP my yearbook 
wttan it orrtvoa tn Soptomoor. i»M 
Ptaaat M my burtar account 
D I WONT BE MEUE TO PICK UP my 
yaarftoc* Plaaaa b* my Burn* account an 
■OMionol tt ■ moling chorga and aand 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
special for your valentines 
by placing Valentine messages 
in 
THE BG NEWS 
Fri., February 14 
$5.00 each 
Limited number available 
DEADLINE: Wad., Fab. 12, 4 p.m. 
Valentine messages must be 
submitted in person or by using the 
classified mail-in form — back page 
214 Watt Hall 
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1,500 attend McAuliffe service 
Eulogist praises teacher who was 'reaching for the stars' 
FRAMINGHAM, Mass. (AP) 
- Christa McAuliffe's parents 
joined 1,500 people yesterday at 
a memorial service for the 
spunky, homespun girl who 
overcame childhood illnesses to 
reach for the stars. 
In their first public appear- 
ance since witnessing the death 
of their daughter and six others 
when the shuttle Challenger ex- 
goded Tuesday, Edward and 
race Corrigan sat in the front 
row of a hushed and crowded 
auditorium. Two of their chil- 
dren, Stephen and Betsy, who 
now live in California, also at- 
tended. 
The parents wept as they sang 
a hymn, "Let There Be Peace 
On Earth," and departed si- 
lently after the service at Fra- 
mingham State College, which is 
near their home and from which 
their daughter graduated. 
Charles Sposato, a teacher at 
Framingham South High who 
was among 11,000 applicants to 
become the first teacher in 
space, told the gathering, 
''Christa McAuliffe is infinite 
because she is in our hearts." 
"When trying out for the pro- 
gram, Christa said, 'What are 
we doing here?' and before I 
could answer she said, 'We're 
reaching for the stars.' Christa 
reached for the stars ... Her 
wisdom said, 'Reach for the 
stars and become a starholder 
... and now you too have be- 
come infinite,   he said. 
THE REV. JOHN Culloty 
cited McAuliffe's zest for life 
and said, "She would not want 
us to dwell on her tragic death 
too long." 
After the service, students re- 
leased seven black balloons into 
the chilly blue sky, one for each 
of the crew members. 
"May our spirits soar with her 
spirit,'' said Culloty, college 
chaplain. 
Gov. Michael Dukakis, who 
sat with the Corrigans during 
the hour-long service, linked 
McAuliffe's death to the assassi- 
nation of President John F. Ken- 
nedy. 
"Another child of Massachu- 
setts, another person with the 
ability to inspire, has been taken 
from us," Dukakis said. "She 
was a hero, as President Reagan 
said. All the people on the mis- 
sion were heroes." 
McAuliffe's parents and her 
four brothers and sisters had 
arrived home Wednesday from 
Florida. Her husband and two 
children are expected to attend 
a memorial service for her to- 
day in Houston. 
McAuliffe, a teacher at a Con- 
cord, N.H., High School, was 
bom Sharon Christa Corrigan on 
Sept. 2, 19i8. At the time, her 
Kits lived in a cold-water, ■month apartment in a Bos- 
ton housing project, while Ed 
Corrigan worked toward a col- 
lege business degree. 
THE FAMILY WAS poor, and 
matters worsened when Christa 
developed severe asthma arid 
infant diarrhea. She almost died 
at six months, but was saved by 
a new antibiotic. 
She spent the rest of her youth 
fighting against illness, and win- 
ning. Friends and family re- 
member her as a happy, 
ambitious child who walked and 
talked early and was so vibrant 
that it was hard to find a baby- 
sitter with enough energy to 
watch her. 
"She was never much inter- 
ested in sleeping," her father 
once recalled. 
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS 
PROUDLY 
INTRODUCES ITS 
Friendly Service Program 
This service will provide volunteers on a 
temporary basis for various reasons for the 
Bowling Green community at large. Volunteers 
will be given a 24-hour notice before their services 
are needed. If you have any questions, call the VIP 
office at 372-8088 or 353-0378. 
Our Restaurant 
Is Filled 
With Squares 
-.-^■l     '--.-■- •'.--,-:^aH    "/•'.'•• .-^al 
«••:■;'■- 
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Stusafr and Muinroom SMiufr Prptcroni 
Rocky Rococo Pan Style Pizza slices, to be exact. And they're anything but dull. Whether you 
choose our delicately spiced sausage slice, our zesty pepperoni slice or any of our other 
delectable slices, you're getting a unique and exciting new shape in pizza, a generous Vi lb. 
square slice. Ready almost instantly in six delicious varieties—hot, fresh and fast. And 
Rocky's slices are always specially prepared with extra care, made by hand with heart. Try a 
Rocky Rococo Pan Style Pizza slice today. It's a square meal. 
Rocky Jfc Rococo 
*4^*"* 
Rocky Rococo Now Serves Beer and Wine 
Happy Hour - Monday and Friday 5-8 
176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio 
352-4600 
O 1985 Rotky Rococo Corp. 
News Briefs 
Shuttle tribute sought 
(AP) - Just as children saved pennies a 
century ago for the Statue of Liberty, some 
kids are talking about building a replace- 
ment for space shuttle Challenger, a dollar 
at a time. 
Adults, looking for some way to remember 
the seven who died aboard the shuttle Tues- 
day, are setting up scholarship funds to train 
teachers and a trust fund to care for the 
children of the astronauts. 
In Gillette, Wyo., Missy McPhillips, 9, and 
her brother, John, 10, had suggested that the 
nation's school children each contribute $1 to 
NASA to replace the shuttle. 
"Missy and John feel they're doing some- 
thing worthwhile in memory of the crew," 
their mother, Karen McPhillips, said yester- 
day. She said her children were suggesting 
contributions to be placed in a fund set up by 
NASA in Washington. 
McPhillips said that for some children, 
contributing to the fund helps them deal with 
the grief of the tragedy. One classmate of 
Missy's who was extremely upset by the 
accident contributed $5. 
Dedication day asked 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Legislation to es- 
tablish a national recognition day for teach- 
ers in memory of Christa McAuliffe, the 
teacher who died in the explosion of the 
space shuttle Challenger, was introduced 
Wednesday in Congress. 
"However painful it is to remember, we 
must always cherish the pioneering spirit 
that led Christa McAuliffe and our brave 
astronauts to break the barriers of the un- 
known," said Rep. Gary Ackerman, D-N.Y. 
Hometown honors Gable 
CADIZ, Ohio (AP) - Film star Clark Gable 
has been dead for 25 years. But frankly, my 
dear, residents of his hometown here are 
prouder than ever of him. 
The King of Hollywood, whose last known 
visit to this eastern Ohio town of 3,000 was in 
1931. will be remembered in style tomorrow 
on the 85th anniversary of his birth. Nostal- 
gia buffs and those who knew him plan to 
dedicate a monument at the site of Gable's 
Charleston Street home, which was razed 25 
years ago. 
Best known for his role as the dashing, 
fast-talking Rhett Butler who wooed, won 
and walked out on Vivien Leigh's Scarlett 
O'Hara in the film classic, "Gone With The 
Wind," Gable, say those who keep the local 
chronicles, really wasn't much to look at 
before he "went Hollywood." 
"Well, he had those great big ears," says 
Michael Cope, Harrison County treasurer 
and one of the founders of the 2-year-old 
Gable Foundation. "He also had a big gap 
between his teeth. But he was big and 
strapping and the ladies loved him. 
Ailing Nixon at home 
SADDLE RIVER, N.J. (AP) - Former 
President Richard Nixon, still suffering the 
effects of a severe viral infection, has re- 
turned home from a Miami hospital and 
canceled all appointments for the next two 
weeks, his spokesman said yesterday. 
"We won't have anything on the calendar 
outside the house," said John Taylor from 
the former president's New York City office. 
Nixon arrived home about 5:30 p.m. 
Wednesday. 
=»*= 
Buy your sweetie a 
VALA-fiD"a     - 
Vala-gram Floating Balloon 
sale on Feb. 3-7 from 9 a.m.-5 
p.m. in the Union Foyer. $1.50 { 
for a silver heart-shaped bal- 
loon to be hand delivered on 
campus on Feb. 14. 
i    H 
Flu 
D Continued from page 1. 
People often confuse cold 
symptoms with those of the flu, 
Kaplan said. 
While many people use the 
term 'flu' to describe the com- 
mon cold, flu victims are distin- 
guishable by "a dry cough, a 
sore throat, a fever of about 102 
degrees and severe body 
aches," he said. 
Since the flu vaccine is used 
primarily for high-risk individu- 
als, there are other precautions 
Kaplan recommended to avoid 
the flu. These include drinking 
plenty of fluids, a healthy diet, 
getting plenty of sleep and 
avoiding contact with infected 
people. 
ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHl'ALPHA PWALPHA PWALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI 'ALPHA PHI 
Alpha Phi Congratulates their New Initiates 
Lesli Calabro Amy McGrath 
Sue Denzer 
^lls 
Kim Meyer 
Margo Elias Mashawn Mizer 
Mimi Gleary Amie Molnar 
Kimberlie Goldsberry Amy Peterson 
Kelly Gray Sue Radican 
Michelle Hanson Heather Ring 
Jennifer Hasselschwert Pam Sherman 
Karen Heid Marcia Steiner 
Lisa Hoffman Beth Wannemacher 
Terri Hoodlel Mary Weider 
Debbie Hovanec Patti fVesthoven 
Juli Jenkins Kim Willetts 
We art so proud of all of you! 
Welcome to the Bond (1 » • 
ALPHA PWALPHA PWALPHA PWALPHA PWALPHA PWALPHA PHI 'ALPHA PHI 
SSSWftW:*^ mmmzm 
s 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
Phone 352-9378 
835 High St. - Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
9:00 • 4:30 Monday - Friday 
HAVEN HOUSE   ■ 
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Features: 
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished 
Gas heat - gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only electric 
Lots of closet space 
1 1/2 bath 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has 
been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool • Sun Lamps • Shower Massage 
• Indoor Heated Pool • Metoi Sauna      • Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
:&:::::::::::::::^^^ 
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BG icers to go Bronco busting 
by Karl Smith 
assistant managing editor 
With Bowling Green in the 
midst of a two game road skein 
and coming two games in Kala- 
mazoo, Mich., one might as- 
sume that Western Michigan is 
looking forward to this week- 
end's series. 
Nothing could be further from 
the truth. 
"We (WMU) are worried 
about them coming off two 
losses, St. Lawrence (who swept 
BG) certainly didn't do us any 
favors because you know a good 
program like Bowling Green 
isn't going to sit on its hands 
after it's swept," Bronco assis- 
tant coach Tom Newton said. 
"I'm sure that little barn on 
Mercer Road (BG's Ice Arena) 
was rocking this week." 
BG head coach Jerry York 
said that he hasn't let his team's 
subpar performance against the 
Saints affect its play against 
WMU. 
"A BIG concept in athletics is 
not to let yesterday's perfor- 
mance affect today's," York 
said. "We know how poorly we 
played against St. Lawrence and 
we know the huge task we face 
against Western." 
"We (WMU) are worried about them 
coming off two losses, St. Lawrence (who 
swept BG) certainly didn't do us any 
favors because you know a good program 
like Bowling Green isn't going to sit on its 
hands after it's swept. I'm sure that little 
barn on Mercer Road (BG's Ice Arena) was 
rocking this week." 
— Tom Newton, WMCJ assistant coach 
According to York, WMU's 
offense will be BG's main con- 
cern. 
"When we think of Western, 
we think of a high scoring 
game," York said. "We're going 
to have to score at least five 
goals in each game to have a 
good chance to win." 
The explosive Bronco offense 
is averaging 4.9 goals per game, 
compared to BG's 4.6. Bronco 
wing Dan Dorion leads the Cen- 
tral Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion with 62 points (24 goals and 
38 assists). 
Helping Dorion carry the scor- 
ing load are Troy Thurn and 
Wayne Gagne, tiea for sixth and 
Stan Burme checks in at 14th. 
WMU also boasts the top 
power play unit in the CCHA, 
scoring on 44 of 128 (.344 per- 
centage) opportunities. 
But Newton said that the Fal- 
cons pack and equally strong 
scoring punch. 
"First of all. you have to shut 
down their offense and you do 
that by controling their top three 
lines, because all nine players 
are capable of killing you," 
Newton said. "There's not one 
guy in that group that can't 
score three goals in one night." 
Falcon senior wing Jamie 
Wansbrough ranks second in the 
CCHA with 55 points (24 goals, 31 
assists), followed by sophomore 
Paul Ysebaert at fifth with 44 
(14-30). After the top two, how- 
ever, the next five are within 
seven goals of each other. 
With all this firepower, York 
said that the team that plays the 
best defense will have the edge. 
"Defense is important, espe- 
cially on the road," York said. 
"We have to get good goaltend- 
ing from (Gary) Kruzich and 
our defense will have to play bet- 
ter (than against SLU) and han- 
dle the one on one situations." 
As far as Kruzich goes, New- 
ton said that the junior goa 
tender may hold the key to the 
series. 
"We need to break the ice 
early with Mr. Kruzich, he has a 
knack for winning games in the 
goal," Newton said. 
KRUZICH IS second in the 
league with a 3.48 goals against 
average. 
Tonight's and tomorrow's 
games will be played in Lawson 
Arena, starting at 7:30. 
Falcon notes: The Falcons are 
ranked fifth in the WMEB-FM 
poll, Michigan State is the only 
other CCHA team ranked, earn- 
ing seventh. Dorion was the 
CCHA's player of the week last 
week scored five goals in one 
Cie. Bowling Green swept the 
meeting with the Broncos at 
home, 8-4, 8-7. The series in- 
cluded 63 penalty minutes and 12 
power play goals. WMU's Jeff 
Grossman, who spent 18 penalty 
minutes against BG, has 104 on 
the year. Iain Duncan (94) and 
Brian McKee (92) lead BG in 
that category. 
Drew may sue to play in NBA 
CINCINNATI (AP) - John 
Drew, a former Atlanta Hawks 
star drummed out of the Na- 
tional Basketball Association 
because of his cocaine addiction, 
says he may sue the NBA to be 
restored the right to play in the 
league. 
Drew, 31, who played eight 
seasons with Atlanta and two 
with Utah in the NBA, says the 
league should have given him 
another chance because he vol- 
untarily sought help to battle his 
drug addiction. He is now play- 
ing with the Wyoming Wildcat- 
ters of the Continental 
Basketball Association. 
"I was the one who came 
forward and said I needed 
help," Drew said of his experi- 
ence with the NBA. "The policy 
is wrong because it will keep 
guys from coming forward and 
admitting they still have a prob- 
lem. They've seen what hap- 
pened to me." 
He was kicked out of the NBA 
because he had to go to drug 
rehabilitation clinics three 
times to try to kick his cocaine 
habit. Under the NBA's collec- 
tive bargaining agreement with 
its players, three bouts with 
drug addiction are grounds for 
suspending a player. 
"HE'S A three-time loser," 
NBA spokesman Brian Mcln- 
tyre said Wednesday. "He can 
petition to re-enter after two 
years. That means the 1987-88 
season." 
Drew argues that he should 
not be punished by suspension 
because he acted voluntarily by 
entering the drug rehabilitation 
program a third time. 
He said he is going to sue the 
NBA to force his return. If his 
lawsuit fails, Drew said he will 
finish this season in the CBA 
"and then I don't know what I'll 
do." 
Drew said he was making 
£00,000 a season at his best in 
the NBA and that his cocaine 
habit was costing him almost 
J600 a day. His salary in the CBA 
is $500 a week, and he must ride 
with his teammates on lengthy 
bus rides for road games. 
"I admit it," Drew said. "I've 
never done anything else but 
play basketball." 
He said he is sorry that he 
slipped back into his drug habit 
after his visits to the rehabilita- 
tion clinics. 
"I have no one to blame but 
myself," Drew said. "People 
didn't push me into it. And when 
I came out, people weren't push- 
ing drugs on me. And nobody's 
pushing me now, either." 
The Washington 
Center 
Internship. 
Don't Graduate 
Without It. 
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SUMMER DEADLINE 
EXTENDED TO FEB. 15 
CONTACT 372-8202 
or 231 ADMINSTKATION 
TODAY! 
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
TOURNAMENT 
BGSU - vs - 
University of Toledo 
University of Michigan 
Western Michigan 
Saturday,Feb.1" 
at 5:15 Anderson Arena 
NO charge for admission! 
Your support is needed 
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity 
and Alpha Phi Sorority 
with <fjkgf&>  present Win a weekend trip for two 
to Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
AND party with the 
WET SHAVERS 
in one of their last 
BG appearances! 
BOWLING GREEN VS. WESTERN MICHIGAN 
WHEN: Today & Tomonow 7:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Lawson Arena, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1985 record: 22-8, 20-4 in the CCHA (first) 
National Ranking: fifth 
Head coach: Jerry York, seventh year (161 -102-12) 
Returning lettermen: 14(F10, D-3, G-l) 
Last   Weekend:   BG was swept  for the first time this 
year by St. Lawrence 5-2, 8-5. 
Players to watch: Jamie Wansbrough (RW), broke the BG 
goal   scoring   record   last   weekend   formally   held   by 
Brian Hills. Paul Ysebaert (C). is second on the team 
behind Wansbrough  in scoring  with  49   points.  Gary 
Kruzich (G). has a 3.48 GAA which is the second lowest in 
the CCHA. 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Nickname: Broncos 
1985 record: 20-10. 15-9 in the CCHA (third) 
Head coach: Bill Wilkerson, fourth year (75-67-6) 
Returning letterman: 13 (F-8, D-4, G-l) 
Last   Weekend:   The   Broncos   split   with   Ohio   State, 
winning 11-7 on Friday and losing 6-4 on Saturday. 
Player to watch: Dan Dorion (RW), the nation's leading 
scorer with 71 points, was named the CCHA's player of 
the week, scoring 10 points in the OSCJ series. Stu Burnie 
(RW), has 31 goals and 22 assists for 53 points. Wayne 
Gagne (D), also has scored 53 points. Freshman Bill Horn 
(G) has a 14-3 record and a 4.00 GAA. 
Series record: BG 38 12-1 
Last series: BG swept. 8-7 and 8-4 
MftWvVWVWNVVVV^WlWVVVVVWv\W«VVWVVW 
VILLAGE GREEN 
"A Mce Slace to-&*' 
"The finest in apartment living 
fashioned for upper graduate lifestyles. 
Many Appliance Extras 
•Dishwasher 
•Disposal 
•Air Conditioning 
Recreational Extras 
•Private Pool •Basketball Courts 
•Club House •Volleyball Courts 
•Picnic Areas 
- FOR RENTAL INFORMATION - 
(419)354-3533 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 31 
9:00 PM • 1:00 AM 
GRAND BALLROOM 
18 YR OLDS WELCOME 
Tickets Available at the Door 
No Carry-In Bottles or Cans 
• All proceeds for the Wood Co. 
Heart Fund • See You There! J 
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BG meets similar foe 
by Ron Frilz 
assistanl sports editor 
Western Michigan coach Ver- 
non Payne said he doesn't know 
what to expect when Bowling 
Green invades Kalmazoo, 
Mich., tomorrow. 
In fact, to hear Payne de- 
scribe the Mid-American con- 
test   at   2   p.m.    in   Read 
Fieldhouse, you would think he 
was a shrink. 
"Bowling Green and Western 
Michigan are both enigmas 
rolled in riddles and wrapped in 
mysteries,"Paynesaid."We play 
well against the tough teams 
and don't play quite as well 
against weaker teams. I don't 
know what's going to happen 
Women cagers to 
invade the 'Zoo' 
by Paul Silvi 
sports reporter 
Bowline Green's women's 
basketball team will travel to 
the "Zoo" to take on its next 
opponent. 
The Falcons face Western 
Michigan in Kalamazoo, 
Mich. Saturday, in an effort 
to keep their share of first 
place. 
WMU topped the pre-sea- 
son polls to win the Mid- 
American Conference, but 
currently find themselves 
struggling to hold down sixth 
place at 3-6. 
Shelly Klare leads the 
Bronco attack, averaging 16.8 
points a game. The Cincinnati 
native earned MAC player of 
the week for her perfor- 
mances against Ball State 
and Miami. 
"Western is on a roll right 
now, and we're expecting a 
real good ball game," BG 
assistant coach Sue Young- 
peter said. "They played a 
tough game against Ohio Uni- 
versity Wednesday. They 
have a lot of talent and a lot of 
height." 
Tracy Wells helps out Klare 
in the back court, averaging 
12.5 points a game. 
BG's answer to the Klare- 
Wells punch, comes in the 
form of Rhonda Moore and 
Sheri Voyles. 
The value of Voyles shows 
up more on the hardwood 
than it does on the statistic 
sheets. The 5'4" point guard 
functions as playmaker for 
the Falcons. 
Moore bombs from the pe- 
rimeter, and averages IS 
points an outing. 
Up front, the Broncos boast 
Alletta Miller (9.3 ppg), 
Brenda Goldner (11.7), and 
center Kendra McDonald 
(7.4). 
The Falcons counter with 
Stephanie Coe (12.7), and cen- 
ter Joelyn Shoup (8.9). 
Shoup led the MAC in re- 
bounding last season, but suf- 
fered an ankle injury a few 
games ago against Eastern 
Michigan. She returned to the 
starting line up Wednesday 
night and is expected to start 
against the Broncos. 
Shoup's absence has given 
Jackie Motycka a chance to 
show her stuff. Motycka 
heads to Read Fieldhouse af- 
ter coining off a record- 
breaking performance 
Wednesday night against 
BSU. The freshman hit 13 of 
16 from the field and six of six 
from the stripe, en route to a 
BG record of 32 points. 
The two teams met at An- 
derson Arena earlier this sea- 
son, with the Falcons 
thumping WMU, 65-49. 
"We're going to use our 
same game plan against 
Western," Youngpeter said. 
"The key to beating them lies 
in how well we keep them off 
the boards." 
Saturday." 
Both teams will be trying to 
break two-game losing streaks. 
The Falcons, after an impres- 
sive 92-71 win over Northern 
Illinois last Wednesday, dropped 
an 84-72 contest at Kent State 
and were beaten by Ball State 
76-71 Wednesday. 
WMU, following a 67-64 over 
BSU in Kalamazoo, lossed 68-60 
at Miami University last Satur- 
day and were bludgeoned 85-62 
at Ohio University Wednesday. 
"WE HAVE been so inconsis- 
tent," he said. "Our problems 
are solvable, but we have to get 
consistency in our approach to 
the game and in our play. We 
have have a team that shows up 
ready to play and one that 
doesn't." 
WMU is led by junior forward 
Booker James, who averages 
16.4 points a game and nine 
rebounds. Senior guard Donald 
Petties, who scored 43 points at 
home against the Falcons, Is 
averaging 12.7 a game. 
BG hasn't exactly been a 
model of consistency as wit- 
nessed by the losses to a weak 
KSU team and tough BSU 
squad. Sophomore Anthony Rob- 
inson, who has been struggling 
this season, scored 14 points ana 
grabbed six rebounds against 
the Cardinals Wednesday. 
"I feel a lot more confident," 
Robinson said. "That game 
helped me a lot. I expect to 
continue and get better. 
The Falcons are led by senior 
guard Brian Miller's 18 points 
per game average. 
PAYNE SAID BG is a differ- 
ent team now than what he saw 
in the Broncos 85-73 win over the 
Falcons on Jan. 4 Anderson 
Arena. 
"And with the job John Wei- 
nert is doing at BG. don't be 
surprised if they're right in the 
thick of it," Payne said. "In my 
mind, John Weinert should be 
the coach of the year in the 
MAC. He has done just a fantas- 
ticjob." 
Robinson said the Falcons are 
going to be in Rockford, 111., 
(sight for the MAC tournament) 
come March. 
"A lot of people picked us to 
finish ninth," the 6-5 forward 
said. "But we're better than 
that. If we play hard and work at 
it; well overcome whatever is 
in our way. We're definitely in 
the running for the title." 
Staley not a lonely leader 
Gymnasts' only senior also Falcon captain 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports reporter 
As a college student, Shelley 
Staley faces pressure every day. 
Getting good grades, paying 
bills and looking toward a job 
after graduation are just a few 
of her worries. 
This year, Staley faces some 
added stress by not only being 
the team captain, but also the 
lone senior on Bowling Green's 
gymnastics team. 
While others might loathe 
such a situation, she doesn't 
seem to mind at all. In fact, she 
seems excited with the chal- 
lenge. 
"Being the only senior and the 
captain, of course, means a lot 
of responsibility," Staley said. 
"But I feel it is an honor to be in 
such a position." 
Staley, with the season just 
under way, has responded well 
to her important role on the 
Falcon squad. In BG's recent 
meet against Northern Illinois, 
Staley was the key in leading her 
teammates to a very important 
victory. 
After being soundly defeated 
by Kent State in the season- 
opener, there had to be some 
question in the tumblers' minds 
as to what direction they were 
headed. 
"We needed a little push to get 
us going," BG coach Charles 
Simpson said. 
Orioles to 
begin drug 
screening 
BALTIMORE (AP) - The Bal- 
timore Orioles, expressing con- 
cern over baseball's tarnished 
image, announced Thursday the 
formation of the game's first 
voluntary drug testing program. 
Twenty-six of the 38 players on 
Baltimore's spring training ros- 
ter have agreed to take part in 
the one-year pilot program or 
were already subject to similar 
arrangements through contract 
clauses or minor league testing. 
The remaining 12 have not yet 
been contacted. General Mana- 
gaer Hank Peters said he hoped 
for 100 percent participation, hut 
added that no disciplinary ac- 
tion would be taken against any- 
one who refuses. 
"We've long been concerned 
with the individual welfare of 
our players," said Peters, "and 
the magnitude of the drug prob- 
lem in baseball has certainly 
damaged the image of our 
game. 
Noting the many public disclo- 
sures of drug abuse in baseball 
last year, Peters said the new 
program should "remove any 
clouds hanging over the club, or 
baseball." 
Baseball has not had an indus- 
try-wide program since the club 
owners withdrew from a limited 
testing plan last fall. Should 
agreement be reached on a new 
drug abuse program, that would 
supercede the Baltimore plan. 
Individual players on other 
major league teams have 
agreed to drug testing in ex- 
change <or a guaranteed con- 
tract. Others have the option of 
voluntarily putting a drug test- 
ing clause in their contracts. 
STALEY   PROVIDED   the 
boost the BG tumblers needed 
by placing first in the floor exer- 
cise, and second in both the 
uneven bars and the all-around 
competition against NIU. 
"Shelley has been one of our 
best all-around people the last 
four years," Simpson said. 
Three years ago. however, 
Staley was just a walk-on candi- 
date trying to make the team. It 
did not take long, however, for 
the Vandalia, Ohio native to 
make an impression on her 
coach. 
"She's still a very hard 
worker," Simpson said. "And 
the new things I taught her as a 
freshman, she really learned 
fast." 
Quick learner might be an 
understatement. In Staley's first 
season, she not only helped the 
tumblers capture the Mid-Amer- 
ican Conference championship, 
but also set a school record on 
the balance beam with a score of 
9.3. 
While her mark has since been 
broken by teammate Tiffany 
Kosmerl, her desire and energy 
have not. 
"Shelley has a very bubbly 
and outgoing personality and is 
an excellent source of lead- 
ership for us." Simpson said. 
"She s behind her teammates 
all the way. 
"She is also a fierce compet- 
itor. She gets really upset when 
she doesn't do well." 
LAST YEAR, in her junior 
campaign, Staley didn't have 
too much to get mad at herself 
for. She helped her team win the 
MAC, along with being named to 
the All-MAC team and the All- 
NCAA Northeast Regional 
squad. 
The three-year letter winner, 
however, feels competing is get- 
ting tougher for her every sea- 
son. 
"My junior year I had a lot of 
classes and ft took me away 
from gymnastics," the educa- 
tion major said. "I'm also 22 
years old now and some of the 
things I did as a freshmen are a 
lot harder to do, but I also try a 
lot harder now." 
As the elder statesman on the 
squad, Staley hopes to lead the 
young Falcon team to another 
MAC title. Her individual goal, 
however, is not necessarily to 
win an event or the all-around 
competition. 
"Ijust want to make all my 
routines," Staley said. "It's not 
where I place that matters, it's 
knowing that I've done my 
best." 
If the senior captain does, 
indeed, perform at ner best, it 
will certainly mean succes- 
s... and quite a fitting end to 
the her gymnastic career. 
Staley and the Falcon tum- 
blers will host Valparaiso today 
at 2 p.m. in Eppler North Gym. 
BOWLING GREEN VS. WESTERN MICHIGAN 
WHEN: Sat, Feb. 1,2 p.m. 
WHERE: Read Fieldhouse. Kalamazoo, Mich. 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1985 record: 512, 4-5 in the MAC (tied for seventh) 
Head coach: John Weinert, 10th year (144125) 
Returning lettermen: 6 
Last Game: BG lost to Ball State 76-71 Wednesday for 
its second straight setback. 
Tentative Starters: Joe Gregory (G), Brian Miller (G), Jim 
Smith (F). Anthony Robinson (F), Steve Martenet (C). 
Players to watch: Jim Smith (F), scored 18 points in the 
loss to the Cardinals. He's second on the team with a 15.8 
ppg. scoring average. Brian Miller (G), tallied 15 markers 
against BSU and leads team with an  18-point scoring 
average. Anthony Robinson (F), broke from a slump by 
scoring 14 markers Wednesday 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Nickname: Broncos 
1985 record: 10-8, 5-4 in the MAC (third) 
Head coach: Vernon Payne, fourth year (31-69) 
Returning letterman: 7 
Last Game: Western was hammered by Ohio University 
85-62 Wednesday. 
Tentative Starters: Booker James (G), Dan Zachary (G), 
Tony Baumgardt (C), Don Pettis (F), Steve Rilkonen (F). 
Players to watch: Don Pettis (F). is averaging 13 ppg. He 
tallied 43 points last year against BG in Kalamazoo. 
Booker James (G) was MAC Freshman of the Year in 
1984 leads the Broncos with a 16.4 ppg. 
Series record: BG 44-23 
Last meeting: WMU won 85-73 
PI BETA PHI 
would like to give a big 
THANK YOU to the BGSU 
GREEK SYSTEM lor their 
support and the big welcome, 
we look forward to being a part of your campus! 
0*L<^ 
Easy ways to make 
bucks for '86 break 
by Lisa Buscani 
Friday reporter 
Friday Photo illustration/Jim Sakola 
The brochures are beginning to appear and talk off Florida 
and spring break excursions are cropping up in hallways 
and on sidewalks all over campus. The time seems right to 
scrape together some money. Yes, find that extra job or 
hock that old clunker you call a car and begin planning for 
your one blissful week of getaway.... 
You step out the door, and 
the wind delivers an icy one- 
two to your face. Your shoul- 
ders hunch, your muscles 
scrunch and every molecule 
in your body screams "LET 
THERE BE WARMTH!" 
Okay, maybe I'm exagger- 
ating. But spending a little 
time in the southern or west- 
ern states couldn't hurt any- 
one right now. But, since 
college is often associated 
with abject poverty, you don't 
have the funds to find your 
place in the sun. And time is 
running out. 
Fear not, frozen Falcons. 
There are several ways to 
scrape up money for spring 
break without devoting a lot 
of time or - God forbid - ef- 
fort. 
First, by planning ahead, 
you can make your own 
money work for you. Instead 
of waiting until April 15 to do 
your tax returns, send them 
off to the IRS as soon as you 
receive vour financial infor- 
mation from your employer. 
The refund will probably ar- 
rive before spring break. I 
know the idea of complying 
with a due date two months 
early may seem foreign. Call 
me a traublazer. 
You can also make money 
on your money by investing in 
money market certificates. 
The Huntington Bank offers 
money market certificates 
for a minimum deposit of 
1500. The money would be 
untouchable for three months 
(under heavy penalty for 
withdrawal) and would earn 
a grand total of eight dollars 
interest. That's enough 
money for three mixed drinks 
in Fort Lauderdale. Whoopee. 
You could sell your body to 
science. Only in this case, it 
would be used while you were 
living. The Psychology De- 
partment often conducts ex- 
periments using paid 
subjects. You'd help expand 
the body of psychological 
knowledge and bring yourself 
that much closer to putting 
your tootsies in the sand. 
There's always blood 
money. The Toledo Plasma 
Donor Center will offer ten 
dollars a pint for type A or B 
blood ana eight dollars for 
type 0, which is more com- 
mon. Donors may visit the 
center twice a week. Think of 
the nest egg you can save up 
by spring break! So you'll be 
anemic. Details, details. At 
least you'll be warm. 
Well, when all else fails, 
there's still a time-honored 
method of raising money that 
has provided a steady stream 
of cash to students for years. 
"Hello, Mom and Dad..." 
Florida not only place to vacation over break 
by Kelly Rose 
and Malinda Null 
Friday reporters 
The snow and the homework is piling 
high and thoughts of sunny beaches or 
ski lodge fires fills your mind. Why not 
take those thoughts one step further 
and start planning for your spring 
break? 
Now is the time to start making plans 
for spring break. To ensure a good time 
some thought must be put into the finer 
details of the trip. Deciding where to 
go, how to get there and what to take 
with you need to be considered before 
you fly or drive off to your favorite 
vacation spot. 
Florida is one of the more popular 
vacation spots for students. Fort Lau- 
derdale, Daytona Beach, Orlando and 
Tampa offer warm weather and an 
endless supply of entertainment. Get- 
ting away from the below freezing 
temperatures and the poles of snow 
does not necessarily mean going to 
Florida. The Bahamas, New Orleans, 
Hilton Head Island and Myrtle Beach 
offer warm weather and beaches on 
which to relax. 
If you enjoy the temperature and 
snow in Ohio and would luce even more 
snow, then skiing in Colorado and 
Northern Michigan is another spring 
break option. These places do not offer 
beaches or warm weather, but there is 
plenty of fun and exictement on the 
slopes. 
Planning a trip can entail hours on 
the phone making hotel and flight res- 
ervations. Reservations for a vacation 
can be made by calling airports and 
travel agencies to get the best price for 
tickets  and   hotels.   Taking   a  pre- 
Slanned trip can eliminate some of 
lese hassles. Among the groups offer- 
ing these trips is the local AAA travel 
agency. According to Paul Meeker of 
the AAA, the travel agency offers a 
seven-night stay in the Bahamas with 
prices between $409 and $427 per per- 
son. This includes airfare and hotel 
accommodations. For more informa- 
tion on this plan, contact the AAA 
travel agency at 352-5276. 
The University Activities Organiza- 
tion is offering three trips this April. 
The first, to Daytona Beach, Fla., costs 
$215 per person and includes transpor- 
tation, lodging and a pool deck party 
each day , according to Bill Missig, a 
UAO member. 
For those students who do not want to 
travel to Florida but still want to be 
beach bums, UAO is offering a trip to 
South Padre, Texas. Missig said the 
trip costs $249 and features such side- 
trips as a trip to Mexico and a paddle- 
boat dinner ride. This vacation spot is 
slightly calmer than Daytona, but is 
the growing spring break place for 
Midwestern and Rocky Mountain col- 
leges, according to Missig. The last day 
to make reservations and put down a 
$100 deposit is Feb. 14. Full payment is 
due Feb. 24. Contact Bill Messig at the 
UAO office for reservations or more 
information. 
For those who prefer a quieter, more 
natural week, UAO's Outdoor Recre- 
ation Committee again be organizing a 
backpacking trip to the Appalachian 
Trail. This year the trip, which carries 
a price tag of $125, will be routed 
through parts of Georgia. The commit- 
tee is still working out all of the details, 
but Cindy Miller, chairman of thecom- 
mittee, expects sign ups to be in mid- 
February. 
Another organization offering trips 
over spring break is Campus Connec- 
tions, a travel agency based in Maine 
that specializes in spring break vaca- 
tion trips for college students. Trips to 
Bermuda, Fort Lauderdale, Nassau, 
Cancun, Freeport and Daytona Beach 
have various prices depending on the 
quality of the hotel and other factors. 
Intercollegiate Holidays, another 
out-of-state agency, offers trips to Fort 
Lauderdale and Daytona Beach. De- 
tails for these trips are posted around 
campus. 
All trips that are offered through out- 
of-town companies should be investi- 
gated thoroughly. Although most trips 
prove to be enjoyable, some students in 
the past have not had a pleasant vaca- 
tion. Eric Houser, a University student, 
paid $134 for a bus trip to Daytona 
Beach and ended up sitting on a cooler 
for the entire trip and stayed at a hotel 
6 miles from Daytona Beach. 
Although no legal action was taken. 
Houser said that he would not travel 
again through the same organization. 
This year Houser is driving to Florida 
with a few of his friends. 
When signing up for these types of 
trips, students should always read the 
application form carefully. Packages 
that reserve the right to change any 
part of the trip at any time or do not 
guarantee your money back if you 
cancel should be avoided. 
Any plans for break should be made 
soon. Airlines are quickly filling up all 
seats and the prices of tickets will 
increase as break grows closer. 
Students can save money by driving 
to their locations. On the average, it 
takes 16 to 20 hours to drive to Florida 
nonstop. By driving to Florida and 
sharing the gas expenses, students are 
able to save money. A drive to Hilton 
Head Island takes about 15 hours and it 
takes approximately 12 hours to get to 
Myrtle Beach. The vacation spots 
closer to home are more economical to 
drive to than to fly to, according to 
Meeker. 
Students can save even more money 
when going to Florida by taking advan- 
tage of the state parks, where camping 
is economical. 
Remembering these few important 
travel tips can save time and money. 
fri<mcih£> otmfc 
Do you have any outrageous plans for spring break? 
| Friday/Peter F 
■ Kelly Gray, freshman unde- 
leted major, Canton: "I have a 
B month to decide whether I'm 
going to New York to visit my 
grandparents or to California 
I with a friend to visit relatives." 
Steve Meuinger, senior IPCO 
major, Toledo: "We have to 
bring back a boat for my boss. 
We get to use the boat and Jet 
Skis. We'll be playing 'Miami 
Vice' out on the ocean.' 
Lba Smith, freshman human 
resources major, Dayton: "I 
have friends at all different col- 
leges and it seems like everyone 
is heading for Florida." 
Scott L. Smith, junior elemen- 
tary education major, Rich- 
field: "I'm going to Arizona - 
where it's warm, dry and hu- 
mid. I'm going to the Hopi Res- 
ervation where I hope to teach." 
Chrii! Huwn, sophomore fashion 
merchandising major, Dayton: 
"I'd like to go to Florida to visit 
my brother who lives in a horse 
barn, but I'm going home to get 
my wisdom teeth out instead.' 
Interviews by/Barb Symbolik 
Kathy Ryan, junior marketing 
research major, North Canton: 
"I want to get out of Ohio and 
head for Florida or maybe the 
Bahamas. The parties will be 
crazy." 
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Marley commemorated in reggae concert Thursday 
by Ron Coulter 
Friday reporter 
"Don't worry about a 
thing,/'Cause every little 
thing/Is gonna be alright' 
-From Three Little Birds, by 
Bob Marley (Feb. 6, 1945 • May 
11,1981) 
The many facets of Bob Mar- 
ley's life and music could never 
be completely summarized in 
the lyrics of one song. But those 
lyrics, from the Exodus album, 
may come as close as any to the 
essence of Marley's message. 
A commemoration of Mar- 
ley's birthday will begin at 9 
p.m. on February 6 in the North- 
east Commons. The reggae band 
Crucial DBC will perform. 
Norm Jones, singer for the 
group, said the band will play a 
set of Marley tunes, including 
War, Exodus and Jamming. 
Bob Marley's music inspired 
people all over the world. As 
Malika Lee Whitney and Der- 
mott Hussey said in their book 
Bob Marley, "The songs of Bob 
Marley remain an eternal flame 
to light the way out of darkness 
and into a brighter and renewed 
consciousness." 
Bob Marley was not naive. He 
knew the hatred and evil in the 
world. But he sang of love, peace 
and unity, believing that one day 
they would triumph over oppres- 
sion and racism. He had not yet 
seen that day when cancer took 
his life at the age of 36. 
Robert Nesta Marley was 
born and raised in the hills of 
Jamaica. His musical influences 
included American rhythm and 
blues and the native sound of 
calypso. The two forms even- 
tually merged to form a style 
known as ska. 
From these roots reggae was 
born, the music that Marley and 
his group the Wailers trans- 
formed into a powerful vehicle 
for expression of both hope and 
frustration. 
Jones said that without Mar- 
ley, "Reggae would have a fu- 
ture but no past. It would still be 
struggling.* 
Jones described Marley as a 
prophet and an inspiration. "His 
music related to people as a 
whole, not just one group." 
Bob Marley and the Wallers 
Sained world-wide attention in 
le mid-1970s. His music was 
recorded by such diverse artists 
as Barbra Streisand, Eric Clap- 
ton, Stevie Wonder and Taj Ma- 
hal. The Waiters toured Europe 
and America. 
Jones said that Marley's lyri- 
cal content made people listen. 
"Marley addressed issues of 
the African struggle." Jones 
said. "He saw a day when there 
would be brotherhood between 
men - 'one love.' That's what he 
wrote about." 
The Crucial DBC concert will 
be sponsored by the Carribbean 
Association, a campus organiza- 
tion. Errol Lam, faculty advisor 
to the Caribbean Association, 
said that Marley's birthday is a 
reason to celebrate, and reggae 
music is a good way to remem- 
ber him. 
"Bob Marley spoke on behalf 
of his people. He brought reggae 
international recognition. I 
think that's something to re- 
member," Lam said. 
Because February is Black 
History Month, Lam has 
planned other activities in addi- 
tion to the music. 
"We have invited a few people 
to give short talks. We plan to 
have a student from Africa who 
is studying here, as well as Cas- 
sie Madden, the president of the 
Black Student Union," Lam 
said. 
The president of the Carribean 
Association, Errol Samuel, said 
that the group is interested in 
the politics and culture of the 
Caribbean, where Marley had a 
great impact. 
"Marley appealed to the poor 
and oppressed to free them- 
selves. He was a messenger of 
liberation and freedom," Sam- 
uel said. 
Take a day off from smoking 
Young Concert Artist series 
presents 
soprano 
DAWN UPSHAW 
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Bryin Recital Hill 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
All seats $5 Call: 372-8171 
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Master Class with Miss Upshaw 
February 6,10 a.m.-l 2 noon 
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\    352-5166 Voted Best Pizza In B.C. .f 
$J50 
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Chicago Style Em/a 
i-TZza JOJN flk.si 
Bowling C/*«n C*"o 
"We support 
plus a FREE 2 Liter btl. 
of   PEPSI   with   this 
coupon.   P.  $10.50        or 
value, Ask for when       rtjK, 
Open 4 P.m. 
FREE DELIVERY 
On* Coupon P»r Pino 
Friday/Joe Phelan 
Lead singer Norm Jones and reggae band Crucial DBC will be playing 
their first anniversary show at a concert in honor of the late Bob 
Marley's birthday on Feb. 6 at 9 p.m. in the Northeast Commons. 
Give a hoot.   Don't pollute. 
ordering. 
expires 2-27-86 
Ventian Court Resort 
Apartments 
63 Isle of Venice       « 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33301 
Tel. (305) 525-2233 — call collect 
Students welcome for Spring Break '86. Apartments, 
efficiencies and hotel rooms to accommodate two to ten 
persons, all around $20 per person per night. Barbecues, 
laundry, pool, maid service. 
PARTY 
with Campus Marketing 
YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA 
YOU DRIVE (tO THE PARTY) 
$129 
Wf DRIVE (1HE PART* SIAR1S HERE) 
$199 
INCLUDES: 
• Pound *"p mote cooc •.o"«xy'o''0^ <c n*ou' *\. 
Dav"ono Beoch Wfl DPrVl Package* On* We use 
n©th..ng Du* modern "»griwOv COOCVS 
• fight ficyao dovsseven end'esi n,ghi«, a' one ot ow 
e«cittngoceor*ontrso*e<i oco'ea»ghto"'hePav1ona 
Beachs«>p voufhotethosaDeou'ituipooi fcjndeo a* 
cond'toneo fooms co<o» *v and O "ice >ong s''e*ch ot 
MOCn 
• AM scheduled FRf E poo> deo pa**«*s every dov 
■ Afuinis>otp*e a"a"oeaa'»cou",i*o»avevou'TK>'»ev 
Davtoho Beach 
• Travel 'ec»esen'o'.ves 'o nsu<e a smooth tap o^n o 
good time 
• Optional ude e»cu*S'Ons 'o D'snev wo"d foco' 
sea tarting por\ cu-ies etc 
• AM tones and t-os 
SPEND A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
ANDflONUPeq|| 
DAVE JACKSON 
353-4804 
or see him in the 
B.A. Building Lobby 
Mondays, Wednesdays or Fridays 
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
Sponsotad by Compus Mortetmg 
Off-Campus 
Housing Fair 
Landlords and University rep- 
resentatives will be present to 
discuss problems and answer 
questions concerning all as- 
pects of Off-Campus Life. 
A price list of available apart- 
ments will be provided. 
The Student Legal Services 
will be available to discuss 
problems about rental 
agreements. 
Tuesday, February 4 
7 - 9 p.m. 
Grand Ballroom 
Free and Open to All 
Refreshments Served 
Sponsored By: Off-Campus Housing Office 
Student Consumer Union, and 
Student Legal Services 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
372-8248 or 372-2458 
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Stripes, flowers coming in — paisley phases out 
Loose, feminine styles highlight spring fashions 
by Tracey Batdorf 
and Sue Eberhart 
Friday reporters 
Feminine and practical styles 
will be turning heads and mak- 
ing waves on the beach this 
spring break. 
"Last summer, the oversized, 
rugged look was in," said Sha- 
hab Ahmed, manager of Sea- 
sons and Styles, 123 S. Main St. 
Now, she added, the fit of the 
clothes is slightly loose and 
softer. 
Sandy Emsthausen, manager 
of Et Cetera, 113 Railroad 
agrees with Ahmed. 
The clothes for this spring 
and summer are scaled down, 
compared to the oversized look 
of winter," she said. For in- 
stance the oversized sweaters 
and shirts will be more fitted. 
Along with this slimmer line, 
soft pastels and subdued colors 
will be popular this summer. 
"White will be the biggest 
color," said Ahmed. 
Surprisingly, the recently pop- 
ular 60's paisley prints disap- 
pear, according to Ahmed. 
Replacing them will be muted 
pastel stripes and floral prints. 
"Floral patterns will appear 
on shirts, jeans, Jackets and 
sweaters," said Emsthausen. 
Also big this season will be 
exotic Hawaiian and Bahama 
print shorts, she added. 
Men especially will be seen in 
these palm tree and surfer 
prints, according to Ahmed. 
"There will be convertible 
shorts that will take you to the 
beach or to classes," he said. He 
pointed out that the Ocean Pa- 
cific line of clothing will be espe- 
cially popular. 
The prints will be on fabrics 
that not only look good and feel 
good, but they are also practi- 
cal, as they protect you from the 
heat. 
The number one fabric will be 
cotton according to Ahmed. 
Voile (a sheer woven fabric), 
gauze and ramie (a cotton-like 
fabric) will also be popular. 
"Cotton, besides being com- 
fortable, also absorbs moisture 
because of loose weaving," said 
Dorothy Behling, professor of 
fashion merchandising. 
Behling suggests not taking 
clothes made of nylon, polyester 
or acrylic because they trap 
perspiration. "Man-made syn- 
thetics are tighter woven, there- 
fore are warmer," she 
explained. Behling also suggests 
not packing linen clothes as this 
material wrinkles easily be- 
cause of the humidity. Who 
wants to take an iron to Florida? 
To accentuate the clothing, 
Jewlery this spring will be white 
and more abstract, almost 90 
percent of it, explained Ahmed. 
Especially popular will be the 
Tnfari line. "Jewelry will have 
more life and won't be big and 
gaudy," said Ahmed. Earrings 
are also down to size and ban- 
gles, shells and bead chokers 
will be evident. 
According to Ahmed, the basic 
styling of bathing suits will not 
change. However, colors will. 
"They will go from bright and 
erotic to subdued and femi- 
nine," he said. 
After living in your bathing 
suit all day, you'll want to get 
ready to go out in some evening 
party-wear to catch the atten- 
tion of that potential spring 
fling. 
"Miniskirts of sweatshirt 
material by Esprit is a good 
choice," said Emsthausen. 
Gauzy evening dresses are also 
a good choice to keep your cool. 
Since many college students 
will be going to Florida for 
spring break, "a sense of patri- 
otism and belonging will invade 
the beaches this spring," said 
Ahmed. He explained that col- 
lege students will be sporting 
their school sweatshirts, and 
more will be seen in soft colors, 
even the men's. 
All this clothing can add much 
extra expense for a college stu- 
dent but if you can't afford a 
whole new wardrobe, don't de- 
spair. Emsthausen suggests 
bringing along these basics to 
get you through spring break. 
• A cotton sweater for chilly 
evenings 
• A big shirt that can be worn 
under the sweater or to wear 
alone 
• A tank top or sleeveless 
sweater to be worn with shorts 
or under a big shirt 
• Boxer style shorts that can 
be pulled on over your bathing 
suit 
• Dress pants or a miniskirt to 
go out at night 
• And of course-your bathing 
suit 
So, don't bury your head in the 
sand, be "sunsational" in these 
new spring fashions. 
After living in your bathing suit all day, you'll want 
to get ready to go out in some evening party-wear to 
catch the attention of that potential spring fling. 
Senior fashion merchandising major. Kellie Roman, models some of 
(his summer's fashions, (right) she wears a black tank top, oversized 
black polka-dot shirt and black pants. The all-cotton Espirt outfit costs 
S70. (above) This summer sweater is a floral pastel on white by 
Organically Grown for $30. 
>hcKNw 186VJ S. MAIN 354-1834 M-F, 11-7 Sat, 12-7 
BUY 2 THINGS, GET 1 FREE 
LTSIERTAW'E     WITH THIS AD! 
TRENCH COATS 
OVERCOATS 
SHIRTS 
SWEATERS 
JEWELRY 
SKIRTS 
DRESSES 
HATS 
GLOVES 
JACKETS 
WOMEN'S COATS 
SUITS, TUX'S 
SPRINGFEST '86 
will be a reality on 
Saturday, April 26 
Organizing Committee needs a few good students 
to help shape this year's event 
Apply /Ok 405 Student Services Mon. 
Deadline: 
Feb. 3, 5 p.m. 
Health 
Professions 
• Health Care 
Administrator 
• Clinical Engineers 
• Bioenvironmental 
Engineers 
• Optometrist 
• Clinical 
Psychologist 
• Pharmacist 
• Physical Therapist 
CALL COLLECT 
(419)865-6017 
* frffff *n of M* 
WINE SHOP 
Check Our Fine Bakery Selection This Weekend 
'We are open 7 days a week for all of your needs." »»' 
' 
Check These Specials! 
0'Grady's6<u. 
Potato Chips   $1.19 
Coke 2 liter  $1.39 
Bagel Sandwiches   75* 
ACROSS FROM 
HARSHMAN QUAD 
*lce Cold Beer at State Minimum 
*Wine Coolers 
*Ice Cream 
♦Bakery Items 
♦Grocery goods 
♦Bagels 
♦Deli Items 
♦Subs 
♦Coffee ♦Best wine selection in N.W. Ohio 
with expert advice often available 
Hours 
Mon-Sat 8:00 AM -12 Midnight 
Sun 10:00 AM -10:00 PM 
353-WINE 
SPRING BREAK 86 
* Make it a Memory * 
NASSAU, BAHAMAS 
from $409-$439 
based on quad, occupancy 
Your package includes: 
7 nights hotel 
Air from Detroit 
Hotel cocktail party 
All hotel facilities 
Call <c^ro for your reservation     / 
352-5276 <£ 
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S&SBOb Savage tan takes common sense by Marie Uu 
Friday reporter 
FRIDAY - 
Best Chest Contest 
—$100- 1st Prize— 
SATURDAY - 
"Past Prime" 
Pizza Party 
with pizza at the 
twilight hour 
open 'till 4 a.m.- 
TUESDAY thru FRIDAY 
18 & over 
Editors Note: Liu is a Senior nursing 
student who has researched tanning, its 
effects and precautionary techniques for 
obtaining a tin. 
Approximately 50 more days and instant 
desertion will again arrive on the University 
campus. For those who are traveling south 
to bask and bake in slightly warmer temper- 
atures, take care of your skin by practicing 
some practical tanning skills. 
In a nutshell, tanning is the process by 
which skin defends itself against the vicious 
alpha and beta rays found in ultraviolet 
(UV) light. The pigment melanin, which is 
formed in the upper layer of skin, helps 
absorb and scatter these nasty rays and is 
responsible for the skin color changes. The 
amount of melanin each of us have is deter- 
mined at the time we are made; therefore 
those with fair skin have less ability to 
become bronzed BGers than those with dark 
complexions. 
Nothing can speed up this tanning process. 
So once burning and peeling occur, one will 
not only experience decreased defenses 
against Mr. Sun, but will also have to start 
the tanning process all over again. It usually 
takes two weeks to develop a semi-perma- 
nent and reliable tan. 
The best tanning method is to have short 
but frequent periods of exposure. This 
method minimizes the amount of overexpo- 
sure yet maximizes the melanin production 
Cl news for any dedicated tanee. 
types vary from the fair and freckled 
to those who are enviously unbumable. Use 
of the proper sunscreen depends on the type 
of skin you have. 
Lotions now display their Sun Protection 
Factors (SPF) on their labels. These SPF's 
range from 2 to 15 and inform the potential 
tanee about the extent of protection con- 
tained in the lotion. SPF's are based on the 
minimum time one can stay in the sun 
before becoming pink. 
Doctors refer'to this time as the MED, 
meaning the minimal erthemal dose. The- 
oretically, the time one can remain in the 
sun w.'hout burning can be found by multi- 
plying SPF by the MED minutes. Looks 
difficult, but it's not. 
For example, if you can remain in the sun 
30 minutes before turning pink, using a 
sunscreen with a 4 SPF will allow you to stay 
in the sun two hours instead (4 times 30 
minutes) before burning. 
Sunscreens improve your tan by increas- 
ing your skin's natural defenses, preventing 
bums. This in turn reduces skin peeling and 
tan loss. This is not to say burning can never 
occur. These lotions must be reapplied every 
couple of hours, especially in humid weather 
and after swimming. Those who are fair and 
freckled should always wear sunscreen to 
prevent skin damage. 
Another way to improve your tan is avoi- 
dance of over exposure between the hours of 
10 a.m. and 2 p.m.. the time most harmful 
rays stream through the atmosphere. In- 
stead of remaining horizontal all day, take a 
walk, go eat or play Frisbee during the noon 
hour. 
Sunbathing on light colored surfaces such 
as white towels or, worse yet, plastic wrap, 
can result in serious and painful burns. It s 
best to use a darker surface to catch the 
rays. 
If planning on some scuba action, use oil- 
based sunscreens because light rays can 
penetrate the water's surfaceTThe oil base is 
recommended to prevent it washing off in 
water. 
A word of caution - tanning oils and baby 
oil provide zero sun protection and only help 
keep the skin moist. If used you might find 
yourself spending painful hours indoors re- 
cuperating from overexposure to your un- 
derprotected skin. 
If a burn does unfortunately occur here 
are some tips for relief: 
• Avoid Solarcaine, Americaine products. 
These contain benzocaine which may trigger 
an allergic response. Although they might 
provide temporary relief, they are best to 
avoid since a serious skin reaction could 
occur. 
• Aspirin is great treatment for pain because 
it helps relieve pain and swelling in the 
burned area. 
• Cold water baths are therapeutic for they 
help prevent blisters while providing com- 
• Drink lots of fluids to avoid dehydrating. 
Use of these methods will increase your 
tanning abilities and decrease your chances 
of skin cancer and premature aging. 
These are two common side effects which 
are correlated with overexposure and sun- 
burn damage to the skin. 
Being careful by using sunscreens, mini- 
mizing overexposure and avoiding oils may 
not guarantee the darkest tan. However, ft 
can assure a less painful, more enjoyable 
and longer lasting tanned body to reveal 
upon your return to frigid Bowling Green. 
CHARITIES WEEK 
February 3 • 8 
All University groups 
and organizations are invited to 
participate. Have a fundraising event and 
donate the proceeds to your favorite charity! 
Contact: Charities Board, 405 Student Services 
or call 354-1034 
Winterfest held in Toledo 
by Diane Dods 
Friday reporter 
If the weather doesn't con- 
tinue to cooperate, the first To- 
ledo Winterfest may turn out to 
be a winter blunderland. How- 
ever, organizers of the cold 
weather celebration are hoping 
for more snow and success. 
The three-day festival opens 
at 4:3d p.m. on Friday, Feb.7 
with the Weekend Warm-up at 
Portside and continues until 
Sunday at sites throughout the 
city. 
Winterfest committee co- 
chairperson, Beth McCornock, 
You're in the 
BAG 
Seniors!! 
If you're among those who haven't had their senior portrait taken. 
Varden Studios of New York 
is back 
one last time! 
•       Feb. 3-14 
Call 372-8086 now to schedule an 
appointment. 
Don't be left out of the best senior section ever, or caught at graduation 
without senior portraits for family, friends or employers. Then you WILL NEED 
a bag! 
Meadowview Courts 
Apartments 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas, heat 
shared electric 
Two bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
includes utilities 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the privilege of using The Cherry- 
wood Health Spa located at 8th and High St. 
352-1195     214 Napoleon Rd. 
said, "Toledo has city-wide 
events most of the year, but 
there's a terrible void from La- 
bor Day to spring." 
The festival is intended to be 
participatory, she said, so there 
are many sporting events 
planned. Other activities are 
designed just for spectators. 
The University skating club 
will perform on Friday evening 
at the Owens-Illinois ice rink, just ouside One Seagate. Follow- 
ing their exhibition is a fire- 
works display on the Maumee 
riverfront. 
Events on Saturday include a 
hot-air balloon rally, an ice- 
sculpting competition, innertube 
sledding and fee fishing. 
Sunday's agenda includes 
softball and tennis tournaments, 
ice skating, running and a cross- 
country skiing triauialon. 
The ice rinks at both Owens- 
Illinois and Ottawa Park will be 
free and open to the public all 
weekend, whenever perfor- 
mances aren't scheduled on 
them. 
SPECIAL REPORT ON 
CORPORATE 
INTERVIEWING, 1986 
Discover how corporations 
screen appfcants. Only $2.00 - 
satisfaction guaranteed! Order 
Now!! Y.T. Enterprises, 2123 
Sequoia Ln, Dept. BF3, India- 
napolis, Indiana 46240. 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
FALL SEMESTER 
3 Locations 
* Palmer Avenue 
* South Summit St. 
* Napoleon Road 
'One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished 
'Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included 
'On Site management 
'Full time Maintainance 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
IF LEASE IS SIGNED 
BEFORE MARCH 31 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment 
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Voight's performance keeps 'Runaway Train' on track 
by Scott Norman 
Friday reporter 
Runaway Train is not a title 
that grabs the prospective 
movie-goer and says, "go see 
this today or else!'' But don't judge a movie by its title. Run- 
away Train features creative, 
fresh filmmaking and a strong 
performace by an "old" favor- 
Runaway Train centers 
around, well, a runaway train. 
Set in an Alaskan prison in 
which Warden Reikom (John P. 
Ryan) is just short of being a 
Neo-Nazi, the movie heats up 
when a convict, Manny (Jon 
Voight), is literally welded into 
his cell by the warden. 
Manny has become a symbol 
of survival to the other convicts. 
Reiken wants Manny to attempt 
another escape so he can finish 
him. Manny quickly obliges. 
With the help of Buck (Eric 
Roberts), a young punk, the pair 
escape through the sewer sys- 
tem. They make it across the 
tundra and find a freight depot. 
There waits an old, four-car 
freight train. "I want that one," 
Manny says. 
They stowaway on the train 
and are home free, right? 
Wrong. Call it bad luck (or a 
major contrivance) but the eni- 
eineer has a heart attack and 
falls off the train. 
Manny and Buck are unaware 
of this. Meanwhile, the railroad 
puts a high-tech computer into 
action to try to stop the run- 
away. 
The tension builds as the train 
avoids diaster after diaster. 
Manny and Buck's "part- 
nership" begins to dissolve. To 
further complicate matters, 
Reiken is in hot pursuit. Even a 
young engineer's helper (Re- 
becca DeMomay) discovered on 
board is of little help. 
Will the train hit another 
train? Can the train line stop it? 
Can Manny stop it? Will Reiken 
stop Manny? These questions 
create the action-adventure in 
Runa way Train. But unlike most 
movies of this type, Runaway 
Train goes farther and deeper. 
The movie's weight falls on 
the shoulders of Jon Voight. He 
carries it with ease. After mem- 
orable performaces in movies 
like Midni&it Cowboy and Com- 
ing Home, Voight's career has 
become sluggish. In Runaway, 
he moves f artrom the innocence 
of Cowboy's Joe Buck. Voight 
dons facial scars, a gold tooth 
and a thick accent to create 
Manny. 
But Voight does more than 
look the part. He is able to bring 
out Manny's rage at life, human- 
kind and himself. Voight pushes 
this bitter character to the limit. 
Eric Roberts' performance as 
a dope is a bit mannered. He 
seems to be in a small acting 
war with Voight-a battle he 
can't win. One of the best scenes 
in the movie is when Buck 
spouts off his dreams of a "big 
score" to Manny. In a release of 
emotion, Manny tells him the 
reality of an ex-con's world. 
Rebecca DeMomay tries to 
shed her sexy Risky Business 
image. Her character is sup- 
posed to represent innocence, 
but her performance is bland in 
a throw-away role. 
What makes Runaway Train 
special (besides Voight) is Rus- 
sian director Andrei Koncha- 
lovsky. He gives the train a 
mythical quality against the fro- 
zen backdrop and is careful to 
show   gritty   detail.   He   also 
draws striking sybolism be- 
tween the runaway train and 
Manny. 
Runaway Train is an adven- 
ture film that tackles an inter- 
esting character and a theme 
that questions life, freedom and 
death. While the plot is not al- 
ways plausible and the editing is 
sometimes sloppy, the movie is 
undeniably engrossing. Run- 
away Tram, unfortunately, may 
be one that gets awav because of 
its title. 
The shop Mom warned you about 
by Lisa Lattimore 
Friday reporter 
Face it, most of us are amused 
by off-the-wall or maybe even 
erotic gifts that Mom wouldn't 
approve of. Well, don't take 
Mom to Chuckles, 329 E. Woos- 
terSt. 
"The types of things we sell 
are geared toward the stu- 
dents," said Lisa Ward, store 
manager. 
The types of things she's refer- 
g to include canned laughter, 
tic fantasy bath, and inflata- 
ble rats. All sell for under $5.00. 
They also sell adult trivia 
games, stationary, calendars, T- 
shirts and such under-rated 
tomes as Joel's Journal and 
Fact-Filled Fart Book, Why I 
Hate Men, and Adult Connect 
The Dots. 
Chuckles specializes in nov- 
elty greeting cards, said Ward. 
They carry lines such as Paper 
Moon, California Dreamer, 
Dale, Ouiplash, Sexy Occasions 
and Affairs To Remember. 
Chuckles' owner, Jerry Si- 
mons, opened the store last No- 
vember. He also owns stores in 
Toledo and Ann Arbor. Because 
of the more established stores, 
he leaves most of the responsibi- 
lities in Bowling Green to Ward. 
TRANSMISSION 
i     EXPERTS     i 
RADIATOR — BRAKES 
Engine Tune 
352-6966 
Wlntarli* lndud«. 2 gol. .«;, 
System       laiKmn    ii 
in»p«ct b«tt» ft ho»««. bock 
fluih haatw « rodiator 
EARL BROS. 
Ward enjoys the challenge of 
getting a business in the black. 
"I feel the public should have 
an open mind when they come 
into the store," said Ward, who 
redecorated the entire store by 
herself. 
"We still have a lot more gift 
items that are supposed to be 
coming in," added Ward. 
Ward, a student at Bowling 
Green's branch of Stautzen- 
berger College, explained that 
Simons entered the card and gift 
market here because he felt 
there was more need than was 
being met by established card 
shops. 
Ward said she does not know 
exactly how Chuckles got its 
name, but has a fairly creditable 
hypothesis: "If you ever feel 
down, come into the store and 
you'll get a good laugh. Some- 
times f 11 be behind the counter 
and customers will be in the 
other room and all of a sudden 
I'll hear chuckles." 
Friday/Peter Fellman 
Lisa Ward, manager of Chuckles 
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CHECK US OUT FOR 
FALL RENTALS 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS 
FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS 
FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS 
WE ALSO HAVE 
HOUSES 
GRADUATE STUDENT BUILDINGS 
3ts JC3 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. WOOSTER 
352-0717 
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**************************************** 
PI BETA PHI 
congratulates its 
^ 
CHARTER PLEDGE CLASS % 
Lisa Abrutz 
Laura Adams 
Amy Arkebauer 
Nancy Barratt 
Peggi Batt 
Debbie Bing 
Pam Black 
Karen Blue 
Maria Bodnar 
Laurie Bracht 
Christi Brooks 
Becky Buchenic 
Tracy Butterfield 
Donna Carey 
Angie Caruso 
Beth Connelly 
Susan Croston 
Maria DiCiacomo 
Jane D'lsa 
Jodi Dixon 
Lori Denny 
Jennifer Donaldson 
Colleen Donovan 
Debbie Dunn 
Sylvia Etmans 
Janet Fair 
Amy Faulkner 
Carrie Fay 
Pam Fete 
Carrie Foltz 
Kelly Fritz 
Cheryl Fulop 
Molly Games 
Tracey Giles 
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Nobody wants to be dull, so try 
Matrix Prism translucent hair 
gloss in 19 different shades 
BGSU OPEN HOUSE 
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NOON — 4:00 p.m. 
* 
25% OFF 
All Foliage Plants 
Cash 8 Carry 
* FREE DRAWING 
Preview Our 
Valentine Arrangements 
ond Specials 
* 1 FREE CARNATION 
TO EVERY STUDENT 
KLOTZ FLOWER FARM 
906 Napoleon ^
—>    353-8381 
at the end of S. College 
Come See Our 
Fine selection of 
'Seiko 
*Pulsar 
*14kt gold chains 
'earrings 
* Sorority jewelry 
Check our 30-40% Off Sale 
(On Selected Hems) 
Dill Jewelers 
129 S. Main    342-4770 
The Video 
Connection 
Located in OPEN PANTRY 
Open 7 Days a Week till Midnight 
Mon. - Thura. VCR Rental & 2 Free Tapes 
only'8.99 
No membership required 
352-8723 
21 Locations in NW Ohio 
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VINE Gueii  ftudY Pfaua 
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Gaorga Monigomery Mtween 
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0 SUNDAY AFTERNOON 
AT THE OPERA   Sfttama    Le> 
era da MonfeP production teamg 
the inn d Setoma t p**a>cm 'or 
the prophet Jokanaan iJoltn the 
Baptati who >t thrown mto aM 
tor oRandng Kmg Herod lEngtah 
Subtitle*) 
0 CBS SPORTS SUNDAY 
Alorvao StrongDow «• P*u» Gon 
lakaft tor rha NABF Ihnaerght title 
BCtvaduMd lor 17 raunda kv* kom 
Lo* An gal— Eutopaan Figure 
Staling Cnemp-ont"<tt horn Co 
pannage*! Oanmark iTapttdl 
0 LIFESTYLES Of THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS '** 
lured Robert UK" a lour o* Lon 
don w-th juo\ Came end amgar 
Luhr ftei La* Vegt* World Pefta- 
Chamctoniiup tatite raltora m 
Europe 
0 OLD FRKNOS Faatura* 
Chariet Stock ar ol the Saner 
Houemg League dracuaad home 
•hating irratt laPUnt* erf Tottdo 
t h^agned n tha S*n«» P-ry-a 
0 MOVK •*• Moftywood 
Or Buat (i960) Dean Martn 
Jatn/laar*) 
0 GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES E-vttem on tha SaftCh 
Changng  tmag*  of   Opera      fa 
anecLon*  iPart2o«2. 
IEIPN)      MARK      SOSIN  S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
(TMCl    MOVIE     * •       Oeford 
Blue*    >19Mi Rob Lowe   Aky 
Shaady  Oalrjrd Urw*r*»ty • B*oV 
,1 t.. I .- B, ■ 
and —tarvawt w 
PlMkp CM** and theater arttt 
RoOart yVtaon aa Uatured rfi ttua 
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10 round* kv* kom i ate Chart** 
La     World Cup St<ng   the Artierg 
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Anton  At/ti'.a 
0 FAME An .tie itudant men 
nam Ranaomi apart* racial dm 
aantron whan he vorcee draap 
(■ova over r-t .nit at >m J> tn* 
play tut* Fmn m aiarao 
0 AMERICA S MUSICAL 
THEATER 1'eamomaha An 
•dweatad young woman etruggie* 
eo*" " the •uperttnioua belli <* 
her (ornmirnrty *> ttvi 1908 Scott 
Jopkn ' a opera parformad by the 
Hotrllon Grand Opera m aiereo 
0 MOVIE ft ft . Day C* Tn. 
EvtGun '1969 Gann lord Ar 
thur kannedy 
0 BROWN SUGAR (Prem 
atei 6*y Da* WAamt ho*tt rha 
eeren aaarrung the i ar**rt o* 
pioneerig b«ect lemaht anlartem 
era kom the paat 60 yaara Smg 
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round llnra. 
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reSKSBBES  RaEBBtEBER andEn- 
ilernvant (Pan 6 c* 91 Q 
• STAR TREK 
SHAKESPEARE HOUR 
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FRAGGLE ROCK ■ ■ ■■-!  ■ 
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0 PUNKY BREWSTER M 
rha lirti c* * *.. P*t ep-aoct* 
Henry t hnancial drfhcirHart may 
reaub m Pur*y a bang tent bact 
to Fattier Haa - tiereo ibart 1 
of 6ig 
0 DISNEY SUNDAY MOV- 
K tPtamatat Heap VVanted 
K.da AchacieaacoupM'6't'hjO- 
ton Cmdy Watamai "we* two 
yaungtiart lo act a* Ihe* of 
tprmg m an effort to conform with 
than company t lamrry .mag* 3 
0 SHAKESPEARE HOUR 
Twelfth Nght Separated horn 
her tan brother Sabeanam m a 
thowrect V-Ma dagwtad at a 
mala p*g* •*■* - ■ - •. - w<m ha> 
employer Dute On.no (Pert I ol 
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0 AT THE MOVKS Schao 
uttd 'titmi Down and Out « 
Bavarh ".". iRMhard >*yfu*t 
Batta lAdeari Power iRclutrd 
Ger* Aft* Chraitai) Hannah and 
Her Sratert 'Wuody Aken v. 
Fartowt  , 
0 FAME An -ate atudant Kgn 
rv»m flan*omi aparta racie" drt 
**rvaon whan ha vcucee draap 
proval ov*r Iwa TW at Jrm m tne 
pkty Hue* Fmn tn ttereo 
0 WONDERWORKS 6oy 
Who Never We* An Ahsan cap 
ajmat t aon tidrieppad by tenor 
att who 'aptace rum wm t   - ■ 
atkt   Mil out to prove hie idantrty 
after etxaping rut captora y 
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manegat Mofry t Reach what the 
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10% OFF 
All Hair Coloring Services 
with Laurie, Nicolo 6 Sue 
* Weavings 
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WGift certificates available for 
manicures and other services 
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352-HAIR 143 I. Woottar 
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PHONE 
353-1045 
Friendship 
Bouquets 
$2.75 
428 E. Wooster 
FALCON HOUSE 
"rnr4nwMrtVwl*M rMnejufwrl. 
$2 OH 
Hooded Sweat Shirt* 
flOHSwaolpanta 
or Craw Swaol Shirt* 
Exp. 2/7/86 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green i 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
rJLinden Jree KeSiaurant 
Saturday and Sunday 
8 a.m. -1 p.m. 
Breakfast Buffet 
AU you can eat for only $3.59 
• The Best in Town • 
Bouliili! diTi'ii 
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February it Black History Month, and organizations across campus have planned special events 
throughout the month to educate, entertain  and celebrate. 
To kick off a month full of activities and lectures, a major conference, entitled "An Affirmation of 
the Afro-American Male: Myths and Realities" will be held Saturday (Feb. 1) from 8:30 a.m. to 4 
- p.m. in the Main Auditorium of University Hall. The conference has been planned to dispel the 
myths that exist about Afro-American males and three experts will deliver papers about their . 
studies in the area. The conference is free ond open to all. 
At 9 p.m. Thursday (Feb. 6), the Caribbean Association and the Black Student Union will pay an 
annual tribute to Bob Marley, internationally known reggae artist who preached peace, unity and 
— love through his music. They ore sponsoring a free reggae concert, featuring Crucial DBC. in the 
Northeast Commons. 
The theater department, in collaboration with the Ethnic Cultural Arts Program, will present a 
~ premiere performance of "Currents: From the Rivers of Our Fathers" of 8 p.m. Wednesday through 
Saturday (Feb. 12-15) In the Joe E. Brown Theater of University Hall. 
— The play is an original script by University Playwright-in.Residence. John Scott, and is an adult 
drama which examines the choices and struggles of a block family and the impact these decisions 
  have on future generations. The production also features an original score. Admission is $1.50. 
Tickets can be purchased at the door. 
On Friday (Feb. 14) an all-day colloquium, "Blacks in Higher Education: Two Decodes Under 
Scrutiny," will be held leaturing distinguished speakers from across the nation. Beginning at 10. 
a.m., Dr. Marvalene H. Styles Hughes, director of Counseling Services and Placement at San Diego 
. State University, will deliver the keynote address in the Alumni Room of the Union. 
At 1:30, a panel discussion will be held moderated by Dr. Mory Edmonds, vice president of 
student affairs at the University. Panelists include Dr. Fred Harper, professor of counseling and 
psychology at Howard University: Dr. Harold Cheatham, associate professor of education and 
director of counseling and educotlonal psychology ot Pennsylvania State University and Dr. Ann 
L        Pruitt, associate provost at the Office of Academic Affairs at Ohio State University. The panel 
discussion will be held in the Alumni Room of the Union. 
Following the discussion there will be on open house in the Community Suite of the Union. The 
lectures and open house are free and open to all. 
On Thursday (Feb. 13, 30, and 27) a Black Film Festival will be held in the Northeast Commons. 
. "Beverly Hills Cop." "Ragtime" and "Men of Bronze" will be the special features respectively. The 
films are free and open to all. 
At 6 p.m. Sunday (Feb. 16) a gospel concert will be held at Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center. Admission cost has not 
yet been determined, but tickets will be available at the door. 
Other events held loter in the month will include lectures by Democratic Congressman Walter Fauntroy: Angela Davis, block activist 
- and founder of the National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression and Dick Gregory, comedian and human rights activist. A 
Discovery Day for minority high school students from Toledo to become acquainted with the University, a soul food dinner, and a display 
. of books, journals, recordings and government documents representing the mony aspects of block history at Jerome Library will also be 
featured this month. 
Details about these events will be included in the next Issue of Green Sheet. 
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Fact Line, 
can you 
help us? 
Campus Fad Line is now accepting applications from 
freshmen and sophomores who would like to work at the 
student-operated telephone information service beginning 
in the fall of 1986. 
Applications will be available ot the Office of Student 
Employment. 460 Student Services, beginning ot 8 a.m. 
Monday (Feb. 3). Candidates will be limited to the first 100 
students who apply. 
Among the highest paid student employees on campus, 
Foct Line operators answer more than 180,000 calls from the 
University ond surrounding communities each year. 
Operators work from nine to 12 hours a week, answering 
queries which may range from academics to trivia. 
Applicants will be limited to freshmen and sophomores 
because those hired will be expected to work a minimum of 
two academic years. 
Addltonal information about the position and hiring 
process can be obtained by contacting Gardner McLean, 
supervisor of Campus Fact Line. The telephone number is 
372 2616. 
on Parade 
Lectures. S- 
In 1941, Mlnoru Tamil, who was born 
and raised in Oregon, was building a 
promising law practice in Portland. By the 
following May, he hod been "arrested" and 
sent off to Idaho. His crime: He Is a 
Japanese-American. Since the first day he 
was picked up by authorities for relocation 
to an Internment camp, Yasui has been 
fighting the federal government and its 
treatment of Japanese-Americans during 
World War II. At 7 p.m. Wednesday (Feb. 
12) in the Assembly Room of McFall Center, 
Yosul. who is chair of the Legislative 
Education Committee of the) Japanese 
American Citizens League  will discuss 
his experiences. He will also examine the 
recent federal appeals court decision which 
will enable internees to sue the federal 
government for damages. The lecture is 
free and open to the public. In conjunction 
with the lecture, an exhibit of 
photographs taken In the camps will be 
on display In the McFall Center Gallery 
beginning Wednesday (Feb. 12). On display 
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays, the 
exhibit will continue through the end of the 
month. Also as part of Yasui's visit, WaOU- 
TV will rebroodcast "Unfinished 
Business," an indepth look at the work of 
those interned, including Yosul, to seek 
legal redress for their Internment. The 
program will air at 10 p.m. Feb. 26...Once 
again the Office of Student Activities 
and Orientation is offering a student 
leadership workshop, open to all 
Interested students. The theme of the 
workshop, to be held from 4-5 p.m. 
Monday (Feb. 10) in the Alumni Room of 
the Union, is "Creating Change In Your 
Organization and Surviving." Wayne 
Colvln, director of Greek Ufa. will be 
the special guest speaker. 
Aliisir... 
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As part of the Young Concert Artist 
Series sponsored by the College of Musical 
Arts, soprano Dawn Upehaw will sing in 
concert Wednesday (Feb. 5) In Bryan 
Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Upshaw has captured the 
attention of critics as an outstanding young 
musician, and has won both the 1984 
Young Concert Artists International 
Auditions and the metropolitan Opera 
Young Singers Program. Tickets for the 
concert are $5 each and con be reserved 
and picked up at the Music Center box 
office..."...ond I won't quit 'til I'm a star on 
Broadway..." The music of Broadway will 
be featured at 3 p.m. Sunday (Feb. 2) when 
the Collegiate Chorale and the 
Colleglatee take to the stage in Kobacker 
Hall, performing their "Broadway 
Review." Tickets ore $1 for students ond 
S3 for all others and will be available at the 
door.   The Bowling Oreen Pfillharmonle 
will be making beautiful music at 3 p.m. 
Sunday (Feb. 9) in Kobacker Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. The program 
will feature "Symphony No. 6" by 
Beethoven, Bach's "Brandenburg Concerto 
No. 5" and "Prelude a I'apres midi di  un 
fawne" by Debussy. The concert is free ond 
open to all. 
S|KM'fS... 
One way to lose weight, get in shape for 
spring break ond enjoy some friendly 
competition is to get involved in an 
Intramural sport. Sign-up deadlines are 
fast approaching for male and co-ed floor 
hockey (Tuesday. Feb. 4), man's curling 
(Wednesday, Feb. S) and woman's singles 
and doubles racqueteoll (Wednesday. 
Feb. 5). Applications are available in Room 
108 of the Student Rec Center. 
Etceter 
-- 
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"Here she is, Miss BGSU?!?!    That's 
right, it's time for the .Mies MSU 
Scholarship Pageant. The excitement 
begins at 7:30 p.m. Thursday (Feb. 13) and 
continues nightly at the same time through 
Saturday (Feb. 15). This year 22 women will 
be competing for the title of Miss BGSU. On 
Thursday evening. 11 contestants will 
compete in the swlmsult and evening gown 
competitions, while the other 11 
contestants will perform their talent. On 
Friday evening, they will switch. On 
Saturday, ten finalists will be named and 
will compete in all three areas for final 
judging, after which the new 1986 Miss 
BGSU will be named. Tickets for the 
preliminaries arm $2 and S3 for the finals, 
ond can be purchased at the door. The 
contest will be held in Kobacker Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center all three 
nights...It's the time of the year to send 
roses, candy and hearts to those you love, 
but with the price of roses close to that of 
our national debt and you on a tight 
budget, what to do? UAO has the answer - 
- Valegroms. For $1.50 you con send that 
special person a heart-shaped helium 
balloon ond a message. They will be 
delivered anywhere on campus. Orders 
will be taken from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Feb. 3-7 
In the Union foyer...A new multi-media 
planetarium show premieres Friday (Jan. 
31) at the University Planetarium.   Planet 
Ouest.   the locally written and produced 
show, examines how the planets appear 
from Earth and what their appearance tells 
us about the cosmos. A visual tour of the 
planets will be conducted using space 
artistry and photography. The program will 
be presented at 8 p.m. on Tuesdays ond 
Fridays and at 7:30 p.m. on Sundays from 
Jan. 31 through March 9. There is no 
admission charge, but a SI donation is 
suggested to defray costs. 
Green Shoot is 
produced by the 
Bowling Green State 
Univesity Office of 
Public Relations for 
students, faculty and 
staff. 
The next issue of 
Oreen Sheet will be published Feb. 14 and 
will cover events occuring between Feb. 17 
and March 2. The deadline for that issue is 
noon Wednesday. Feb. 12. 
All events must be submitted in writing 
to the Green Sheet editor, 806 
Administration Building. There Is no charge 
to have an Item listed. 
Editor: Dlna Horwedel 
Calendar Editor: Stoci Slupe 
Designed by: Anne Kern 
Production: Bob Schindler 
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9:30    a.m.-4     p.m.     ••     Amtrkin 
Marketing Association 
Membership drive Drive continues Mon- 
day, fob. 3 ■ Friday, fob. 7. Opon lo a 
lobby. Business Administration. 
1:30 p.m  ■■ Excellence In Eduecetlon Series 
Elizabeth Stimson, ostocloto professor of EDCI. will spook on 
"Looming tram tfto Third World: My Touching Exporlonco in 
China." froo and opon to oil. 2IS Education. 
7, 10 p.m. - UAO Compos film 
"Amadous," tho story ol Wolfgang Amadous Moiart, will bo 
shown. Jl 50 with BGSU I.D. Main Auditorium, University 
Holl. 
7:JO p.m. - Heckoy 
BGSU at Wostorn Michigan (Kalomazoo). 
• 10 rt.su. - Public Skating 
Admission Is SI .23 with a BGSU ID. Skat* rental SO cents. Ice 
Arena. 
• p.m. m Plonotorium Show 
Planet i Quest" will be presented. SI donation suggested. 
Plonotorium. Physical Sciences Laboratory. 
11 eai.-l p.m. - Clink for Handicap- 
ped Children 
School of HPER Saturday Clinic for Han- 
dicopped Youth. Anyone Interested In 
working with handicapped children on a 
one-on-one bosls should attend. Contoct 
Dolores Black. 2-6917. 
3 p.m. - Basketball 
Men's team at Western Mlchigon(Kolamozoo). 
4 p.m. •- Church Service 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstln. 
7. 10 p.m. - UAO Campus film 
See 7 p.m. Friday   Jon. 31. listing. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at Western Michigon(Kalomaroo). 
7:30. *, 11 a.m. - Church Services 
St. Aloysius Church. 150 S. Enterprise. 
3 p.m. - tancert 
The BGSU Collegiate Chorale and the 
Colleglotes will present "Broadway 
Review Tickets are SI for students; S3 
for all others. Kobocker Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
7:30 p.m. - Ptonetnrlum Shoes 
See 6 p.m. Friday, Jon. 31, listing. 
9e.m.-3 p.m. - Valegrem Balloon 
Sale 
Orders will be token for heart-shaped 
helium balloons. Cost Is SI 90. Balloons 
will be delivered on compus on Friday. 
Fab. 14. Sponsored by UAO Exhibits 
Committee. Union Foyer. 
11 o.m.-l p.m. - Hot Dog Sale 
Sponsored by tho Commuter Off-Campus Organisation. Moln 
Lounge, Moseloy. 
24:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
Coffee ond refreshments will be served. Free ond opon to 
oH. Sponsored by the World Student Assoclotlon. 411 South 
Hall. 
3-4 p.m. - Monday MueUlane Concert 
The Groduoto Woodwind Quintet will perform. Sponsored by 
UAO. Free and opon to all. McDonald East Cafeteria. 
0:30 p.m. •■ Undergraduate Alumni Association 
Meeting. Open to all. Mlleti Alumni Center. 
7 p.m. ~ Undergraduate Student Government Meeting. 
Open to all. Assembly Boom. Mcfall Center. 
7. * p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Romancing tho Stone," starring Michael Douglas ond 
Kathleen Turner, will bo shown. $1 50 with BGSU ID. 121 
West Hall. 
• p.m. - Basketball 
Men's loom vs. Eostern Michigan. Anderson Arena. 
■ p.m. - International film Series 
"The Tired Death." with English subtitles, will be shown. 
Sponsored by the deportments of Russian. German, ond East 
Asian language!, free and open to all. Gish film Theater, 
Honna. 
• p.m. - Criminal Justice Organisation 
Meeting. Open to all. 102 Honna. 
■ p.m. - Public Relations Organisation 
Meeting. Open to members. 208 Honna. 
• eai.-S p.m. - Val.grem Balloon 
Sato 
See 9 a.m. Monday. Fob. 3. listing. 
11 e.m.-l p.m. - Hot Dog Sale 
See II o.m. Monday. Feb. 3. listing. 
11 e.m.-l p.m. - Bake tola 
Sponsored by the Commuter Off-Compus Organization. Moln 
lounge, Off-Campus Student Center, Moseloy. 
1-S p.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Advisement session. 365 Education. 
S pai. - mtromurale 
Deadline to apply for men's and co-ed floor hockey in- 
tromurols. Entry forms ore available ot 108 Student Roc 
Canter. 
7 p.m. - Active Chrlstlens Today 
Fellowship meeting. Open to all. Alumni Room. Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Moating. Open lo oil. 210 Hayes. 
7:30 p.m. - Society for Creative Anachronism 
Meeting. Open to all. 305 Moseloy. 
• p.m. - Pleneterlum Show 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Jan. 31, listing. 
0-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Special admission price Is SI with BGSU ID. Skate rental 50 
conn, ke Arena. 
t p.m. - French Club 
A trodillonal French party will be presented. Admission is 75 
cents. Food, drink and entertainment will be provided. Open 
to all. French House. Sorority Row. 
t-e mm. - Meet* of tho Apple II Series 
Mealing, loom Bosk for the Apple II computer. Bring a disc i 
for copies of programs. 
Opon to all. 351 Education. 
t a.m.-5  p.m.  -  Valegrem  Balloon 
Sato 
|     | B See 9 a.m. Monday. Feb. 3. listing. 
11 HBb.1 p.m.      Hot Dog Sola 
See II o.m. Monday, Feb. 3. listing. 
11 e.m.-l p.m. - (te-rer sate 
Items ond services will be auctioned off. Proceeds donated to 
charity. Moln Lounge, Off-Campus Student Center. Moseley. 
3 p.m. - Biology Seminar 
Dr. Torrence loverly of the University of Toronto will discuss 
"Floral Complexity ond Foraging Behavior in Bumblebees.' 
Free and open to all. 112 life Science. 
3 p.m. - Intremureli 
Deodllne to apply for men's curling Intromurols. Entry forms 
ore available at 108 Student Roc Center. 
3 p.m. M Infremurels 
Deodllne to apply for women's singles ond doubles roquet 
ball Intromurols. Entry forms ore available ot 108 Student Roc 
Center. 
7-0 p.m. - Society of Professional Journalists 
Homer Brickley of the Toledo Blade will speak. Information 
session for prospective members. Opon to all. 121 West Hall. 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Admission Is SI 25 with a valid BGSU 1.0. Skate rental 50 
cents. Ice Arena. 
g p.m. - Basketball 
Men's team vs. Central Michigan. Anderson Arena. 
• p.m. - Young Concert Artist Series 
Soprano   Dawn   Upshow  will   perform   works   by   Hodyn, 
Debussy ond Strauss. Tickets ore S5.  Bryan Recital  Hall. 
Moore Musicol Arts Center. 
» e.m.-3  p.m.  -  Velegrem  galloon 
Sato 
Sea 9 a.m. Monday, fob. 3. listing. 
10 a.m.-Noon - Master Class 
Soprano Dawn Upshow will present the 
class, free ond open to all.  Kobocker 
Hall, Moore Muskal Arts Canter. 
11 e.m.-l p.m.   - Hot Dog Sato 
Sea 11 a.m. Monday, fob. 3, listing. 
11 o.m.-l p.m. - Oong Show 
Sponsored by Commuter Off-Campus Organization. Open to 
oil. Moln Lounge. OH-Campus Student Center. Moseley. 
14:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
Coffee and refreshments will be served. Free and open to 
all. Sponsored by the World Student Association. 411 South 
Holl. 
7:30-* p.m. - Commodore Users Group 
Meeting. Demonstration of the new 128 computer and soft- 
ware. Open to oil. 1I3A Hayes. 
• p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film Series 
"North by Northwest," starring Cory Gront ond Eva Marie 
Saint, will be shown. Free ond open to all. Glsh Film Theater. 
Hanno. 
■:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Open to all. Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship. 313 
Thurstin. 
8:30 p.m. - leehlen ond Gay Alliance 
Meeting.   A   program   on   relaxation   techniques   will   be 
presented.   Open   to  all.   Religious   Education   Room,   St. 
Thomas More Porlsh, 425 Thurstln. 
• p.m. - Black History Month Event 
Tribute to Bob Morley. "Crucial DSC" will perform reggae 
music. Sponsored by the Caribbean Association and the 
Block Student Union. Free and open to all. Northeast 
Commons. 
* a.m.-3  p.m. - Va I eg ram Balloon 
Sato 
See 9 o.m. Monday. Feb. 3. listing. 
11 BVtaVl p.m. - Hot Dog Sato 
See II a.m. Monday. Feb. 3. listing. 
1:30 p.m. - Excellence In education Series 
A panel of educator! will discuss 'Tram Idea to Gront Pro- 
posal: Advice and Practical Information." Open to all. 215 
Education. 
121p.m. -- Fantasy ond Worgaming Society 
Meeting and open gaming. Free ond open to all. Off Compus 
Student Center, Moseley. 
7-9 p.m. - Art Show Reception 
The Graduate Student Art Show opens. Fine Arts Gallery. 
Fine Arts Building. 
7:30 pas. - Dunamls Campus Fellowship. 
Meeting, Open to oil. Alumni Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs. Michigan State. Ice Arena. 
7:30, 9:45 pat. - UAO Campus Film 
"The Terminator." starring Arnold Schwarzenegger, will be 
shown. SI .50 with BGSU ID. 210 Math Science. 
• pas. - Pleneterlum Show 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Jan. 31. listing. 
Midnight - UAO Compus Film 
"Excollbur" will be shown. SI.50 with BGSU ID. 210 Math 
Science. 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. - Social Ministry for 
Peace and Justice 
Various workshops on the Imprisoned, 
the handicapped, the elderly, racial 
minorities ond politic! will be 
presented. Open to all. Admission Is S7 
(include! lunch). St. Aloysius Porlsh. 
ISO S. Enterprise. 
1 p.m. - Swimming and Diving 
Men's ond woman's teams vs. Ohio University. Cooper 
Pool, Student Roc Center. 
4 SMB. - Church Service 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstin. 
7:30. 9:45 pas. - UAO Campus Film 
See 7:30 p.m. Friday. Fob. 7. listing. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at Michigan StatefEost lonslng). 
• mm, - B—ketbell 
BGSU at Ohio Unlversity(Athens). 
I mm. Midnight - Morel Ores Celebration 
"A Weekend Getaway  will bo presented. Sponsored by 
UAO. Free ond open lo all. Union. 
Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See midnight Friday. Feb. 7. listing. 
» 
N 8, 10 em. - Church Service* 
St.   John's   Episcopal   Church.   1509  E. 
Wooster. 
8:43. 11 mm. - Church Sorvto 
' SI. Marks Lutheran Church. 315 S. College 
9:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. Enterprise. 
OHO. 11 aas. - Church Services 
First United Methodist. 1506 E. Wooster. 
10. 11 a.m.. Ill* oat. - Church Service 
St. Thomos More Porlsh. 425 Thurstln. 
10 a.m. - Church Service I 
First Presbytorion Church. 126 S. Church. 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstin. 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Sponsored by BGSU Bible Studies. 1040 Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
10130 mm. - Church Service 
Active Christians Today. Prout Chapel. 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 W. Pearl. 
10:30 a.m.. 4 p.m. - Church Services 
Alliance Church, 1161 Napoleon. 
10:30 a.m., 4 p.m. - dutch Services 
First Baptist Church, 749 Wlntergarden. 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church. 200 N. Summit. 
10:43 a.m. - Church Service 
First Chrlstlon Church. 875 Hotkins. 
2-3 p.m. - educetlonal Memorabilia Center 
Various historical ankles will be on display. Free ond open 
to oil. Little Red Schoolhouse. west ol the Commons. 
2-3 p.m. - Art Exhibition 
The Graduate Student Art Show will be on display. Free and 
open to oil. Fine Arts Gallery. Fine Arts Building. 
3 p.m. - Concoct 
The Bowling Green Philhormonia. under the direction of 
Robert Spano. will perform. Free and open to all. Kobocker 
Hall, Moore Musicol Arts Center. 
3:30-3:30 MB, - Public Skating 
Admission Is SI.25 with o valid BGSU 10. Skate rental 50 
cents. Ice Arena. 
3-9:30 p.m. - Religious Retreat 
"Where Do I Fit In?" will be presented. Free ond open to oil. 
St. Thomos More Porlsh, 425 Thurstln. 
r  — ——  
J    MON 
4:30 a.m.-S p.m. - Art exhibition 
See 2 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 9, listing. 
2-4:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
Coffee ond refreshment! will be Served 
Free and open to all. 411 South Holl. 
44 p.m. - Student OrganisetIons Leadership Workshop 
"Creating Change in Your Own Organization and Surviving" 
will be presented.  Open to all. Alumni Room, Union. 
34 p.m. - Monday Musicians Concert 
The 597 Jazz Quartet will perform. Sponsored  by UAO. 
Krelsher cofeterio. 
7 pal. - Undergraduate Student Government 
Meeting. Open to all. Assembly Room. McFall Center. 
7. • p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Thief ol Hearts" will 
with BGSU ID. 121 West Hall. 
be   shown.    SI .50 
7:30 p.m. - Phi Beta lambda 
Meeting. Open to all. Alumni Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Civil Rights lecture 
Joe losbaker ol the University ol Iowa will present "Struggle 
Against Apartheid in South Africa and Racism In the U.S." 
Free and open to oil. Sponsored by the Block Student Union 
and the Coalition of Progressive Organizations and In- 
dividuals. 208 South Hall. 
• p.m. - International Film Series 
"Bolwieser." with English subtitles, will be presented. Spon- 
sored by the deportments of Russian, German ond East Asian 
languages. Free and open to all. Gish f Urn Theater, Honna. 
4:30 e.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibition 
See 2 p.m. Sunday. Feb. 9, listing. 
1-3 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Advisement session. 365 Education. 
7 p.m. - Active Chrlstlens Today 
Fellowship meeting. Open to all. Alumni Room. Union. 
7 p.m. - Home economics Association 
Meeting. Home Economics Living Center. 
10 mm.. 4 p.m. - Church Services 
Doysprlng Assembly of God, 181'/. S. Main. 
7:30 p.m. - Peece Coalition 
Meeting. Somlr Abu-Abu. a prolessor at the Univerlsty of 
Toledo, will speak on Middle East issues, free and open to 
all. 210 Hayes. 
• 10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Special admission price is SI. Skote rental 50 cents. Ice 
Arena. 
4 p.m, - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m. frldoy, Jon. 31, listing. 
4 p.m. - Concert 
Tubist Ivan Hammond will perform, free and open to all. 
Bryan Recital Holl, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
4:30 e.m.-J p.m. - Art Exhibition 
See 2 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 9, listing. 
4:30  a.m.-4:30  p.m.  --   Photograph 
Exhibit 
Pictures of Joponese internment camps 
will be on display. Through Feb. 28. 
McFall Center Gollery. 
11:30 a.m. - Coffee Break Series 
Deb Helnernon. associote director ol Financial Aid and Stu- 
dent Employment, will spook. Sponsored by the Commuter 
Off-Compus   Organization.   Free   ond  open   to   all.   Moln 
Lounge, Moseley. 
11:30 oat.; 4. 7:30 p.m. - Ash Wednesday Services 
St. Thomas More University Parish, 425 Thurstln. 
3 p.m. - Otology Seminar 
Dr. John Lehman of the University ol Michigan will speak. 
Free ond open to oil. 112 life Science. 
7 p.m. - Japensn American Lecture 
Minoru Yosul, o lawyer and a former internment camp de- 
tainee during Work) War II. will discuss his experiences and 
recent court rulings concerning the Internment of Jopanete- 
Amerkons. Free ond open to all. Sponsored by the Human 
Relations Commission In cooperation with numerous Univer- 
sity groups. Assembly Room, McFall Center. 
4-10 p.m. - Publk Skating 
Admission It $1.25 with a valid BGSU ID. Skate rental 50' 
cents, ke Arena. 
■ pas. 
Double boss player Wllliom Hones will present o faculty con- 
cart. Free and open to all. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Muskal 
Arts Confer. 
I p.m. - University Theater Production 
"Currents," written by BGSU faculty member John Scofl. will 
be presented. Admission Is SI .50. Joe E. Brown Theater, 
University Holl. 
• pas. _ Basketball 
BGSU at Eastern Michigan (Ypsilantl). 
• p.m. - Bowling Party 
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theto. Bowling is 85 cents a gome 
and shoes ore IS cents. Bowling Alley. Union. 
• p.m. - Friends of MM Deaf —— 
Meeting. Open to oil. 303 Education. 
"4:30 a.m.-4:30   p.m.   -  Photograph" 
Exhibit 
Sea  8:30   o.m.   Wednesday,   fob.   12, 
listing. 
. 4:30 eai.-S pal. - Art Exhibition 
See 2 p.m. Sunday, fob. 9. listing. 
9 e.m.-3 p.m. - Sweeter Sale 
Sweaters and scarves Imported frotn Ecuador will be on sole. 
Sponsored by UAO. lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union. 
lpa.-aV 
Application deodllne to oplty lor Fall, 1986 MEP. Forms are 
availalbe In 529 Education. 
3:30-7:30 pal. - Lenten Film and Supper Series 
"Jesus: B.C." will be presented. Free ond open to oil. St. 
Thomos More University Porlsh. 425 Thurstln. 
7 pas. - ■tack Film Festlvel 
"Beverly Hills Cop," starring Eddy Murphy, will be presented. 
Free and open to oil. Amonl. Commons. 
71*0-10 p.m. - Miss BGSU I 
22 contestants will compete for the title of Miss BGSU. Con- 
test continues through Saturday. Admission is $2. Kobocker 
Holl. Moore Muskal Arts Center. t 
■ p.m. - lenhert Classic Film Series 
"Singing in  the Rain." starring Gene Kelley  ond Debbie 
Reynolds,   will   be   shown.   Free 
and open to all. Glsh Film Theater, Hanna. 
• pas. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 12, listing. 
■ p.m. - Johborwock Oeme Night 
Trivial Pursuit, backgammon, and Una, among other games, 
will be provided. Free ond open to all. Delta Sigma Theto 
house, 129 S. Prospect. 
8:30 p.m. - lesbian and Oay Alliance 
Meeting. Dr. Joshua Kaplan will discuss AIDS ond Hepatitis 
B. Open to oil. Religious Education Room, St. Thomas More 
University Porlsh, 425 Thurstln. 
f pai. - Susssmor Study In Franca 
Sponsored by the department of economics. Open to all. 
French House. Sorority Row. 
8:30 a.m. 4:30   p.m.   -  Photograph 
Exhibit 
I See 8:30  o.m.  Wednesday.  Feb.  12, 
" listing. 
4:30 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibition 
See 2 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 9, listing. 
1
 e.m.-3 p.m. - Sweater Sato 
See 9 o.m. Thursday, Feb. 13, listing. 
9:30 a.m.-S p.m. - Macks In Higher Education Seminar 
Keynote speaker will be Dr. Morvolene H. Styles Hughes of 
Son Diego Stole University. Panelists Include Dr. Fred 
Harper, Howard University: Dr. Harold .Cheatham. Penn- 
sylvania State University: and Dr. Ann Prultt. Ohio State 
University. Sponsored by the department of College Student 
Personnel, the College of Education and Allied Professions 
Colloaulm, Office of Minority AHalrs, Department of Ethnic 
Studies, ond Human Relations Commission. Alumni Room, 
Union. 
Noon - Operation ID Prise Drawing 
To be eligible to win, contestants must register ond have a 
cord on lile ot Public Safety to indicate membership In 
"Operation ID." Sponsored by Public Safety Crime Preven- 
tion. Drawing will be held at the Union. 
4 pal. - Fantasy and Wergemlng Society 
Meeting ond open gaming. Open to all. Off Campus Student 
Center, Moseley, 
7:30-10 p.m. - Miss BGSU Pageant 
Second doy ol this scholorshlp competition. Admission Is $2. 
Pogeont continues through Saturday, Feb. 15. Kobocker Holl, 
Moore Muskal Arts Center. 
71*0. 9:43 pa... Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
"St. Elmo's Fire." starring Rob Lowe, Judd Nelson, Ally 
Sheedy and Emllio Estevez, will be shown. SI .50 with a BGSU 
ID. 210 Math Science. 
7:30 p.m. - Heckoy 
BGSU at Miami UniversitylOxlord). 
4-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Admission it SI .25 with o valid BGSU ID. Skate rental 50 
cents. Ice Arena. 
4 p.m. - Pleneterlum Show 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Jan. 31. listing. 
• pas. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, fob. 12, listing. 
10 p.m. - Johborwoch Dance 
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theto. Admission is $2. Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. Union. 
11 e.m.-l p.m. - Clinic for Handicap- 
pad Children 
School ol HPER Saturday Clinic lor Han- 
dicapped Youth. Anyone Interested In 
working with handicapped children on a 
one-on-one basis should attend. Contact 
Dolores Block. 2-6917. 
1 pas. - Swimming and Diving 
Men's team vs. Ball State. Cooper Pool. Student Rec Center. 
2 pas. - Pleneterlum Show 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Jan. 31, listing. 
4 pas. - Church Service 
St. Thomos More University Parish, 425 Thurstin. 
4 pas. - Swimming and Diving 
Womeni  team vs. Ball State. Cooper Pool, Student Rec 
Center. 
7:30. 9:43 pal., Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See 7:30 p.m. Friday. Feb. 14, listing. 
7:30 pas. - Hockey 
BGSU at Miami Unrverslty(Oxford). 
71*0-10 p.m. - Miss MM Pig seal 
Final day of pogeont. Admission Is S3. Kobocker Holl. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
• p.m. - M 
BGSU vs. Toledo. Anderson Arena. 
■ pat. - University Theater Product ton 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 12, listing. 
■ p.m. . 
A talent competition ond campus ond state talent will be 
presented. A dance will follow the contest. Admission is S3 
in advance; $3.50 at the door. Grand Ballroom, Union, 
• pas. Midnight - Moral Ore* Festival 
Sponsored by the Work) Student Association. Open to oil. 
Admission Is $1. Costumes encouraged. St. Thomos More 
University Porlsh, 425 Thurstln. 
10. 11 eai., 1:13 p.m. - Church Service* 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstln. 
101*0 mm, - Church Service 
Active Christian! Today. Prout Chapel. 
2-3 p.m. - Bducetlonel Memorabilia Center 
Vorlous historical articles will be on display. Free ond open 
fa all. little Red Schoolhouse, west of the Commons. 
3130-340 p.m. - Publk Skating 
Admission Is $1.25. Skate rental Is 50 cents, ke Arena. 
7:30 p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting. Open to ol I. St. Thomas More University Parish, 425 
Thurstln. 
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siory 'evceves around a 'elormed 
■•e or deeth dAymma dependent 
on rus en's horn the past 3 
O MOV* * * ■; ButterlaaM 
8 i«960i ffciabei" 'eytor lav 
'ante Harvey A oeeutitui aroman 
•mo had am ays taken love hghtly 
•inds nei Hue aovei but ihe men  t 
1  30 
CMAL- O    FRONT    PAGE 
LENGE Q 
ifSPNI COLLEGE BASKET 
•ALL Cmcinnai. at Memphis 
Siaie tLivei 
1000 
(  NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
Ub. FROM MOSCOW TO 
CHAUTAUOUA N.gnkghia c» e 
H JW -■ deiigation s 1999 visn to 
1
 "m*-M     N V      to   pertarapete 
a> a meek ■■ - . ewnenge o< —*• 
and cuttute Included pertarm 
ance 1 kps a debate anth Reagan 
edmxwstieiMrn pokcymekais and 
Soviei leeponses to audience 
ouestions   Bl stsveo 
09 NEWS 
10 IB 
(TMC)   MOV*   •      l"dey   The 
• 3lh A Nan Beo-nning 
p'IBb jmn Snapard Meiane) 
■ rtuvsmen A meaiadkieer brutal 
ly slays a gtoup o> unsuspectavg 
leeneg^s   R  Q 
10 30 
10 SANFORO ANO SON 
1 1:00 
0 ■ 09 0 0 NEWS 
ffl OARK SHADOWS 
O      LOVE.      AMERICAN 
STYLE 
JWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
OMKJ   BUSINESS   OUT 
LOOK 
MtOO 
O ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NiGHT A laoort •»-■ Sea 
Seas T ne Women in Roo> 
O MOV* • * ') Color Me 
Deed H989I Tom Ti,on Ce-o 
•yn Jones A man dv*ng hom a 
siov. acting poison e dalarmavad 
to hnd Pae k«ei in the lest 'ear 
hours he has -" ■      .- 
• REMINGTON BTEELE A 
rudrten tieesura ■. goM Wede 10 
murder end Lews Murphy and 
Sleeks are hot on ihe ■ — s tie* 
iRi 
09 ««T Of CARSON 'iom 
January 1985 tat show hoei 
Daw3Lettermen gcRsi Lee Tien 
no end pair group '<ee Fbght at»n 
hoei Johnny CarSOn   In .'- -        » 
IABC NEWS NIGMTLINE 
PALLISERS   'he   lebuious 
fuStece rSamonds and the* pro 
vocative ownai piov-de the 
Paiisais -nth icendetous goss«> 
Piantagenei S l«er* government 
■sdeieeied  lPart9oi27l 
iTHE AVENGERS 
BENNY HILL 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Bieak Mouee The law 
sun o< Jernoyce *s Jarndyie 
dregs on through ganaretons and 
•s the local pom ol tins Charles 
Dickens   work     In   episode   one 
1 smer Summerson 1 aummoned 
to LcavrJon wnar* She meets Rich 
ard Caraione and Ada Cieee the 
pnnc«e*s o* the case Diana Rigg 
and Danhoim Eton 11* lP»t 1 
ofBip 
ttSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12O0 
O    STREETS    OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
EYE ON M0U.YWOOO 
THREE STOOGES 
CBPNI   CYCLING  BMX   World 
Chempri*nshap from Whistler   8 C 
& 
IRI 
rTMC, MOV* *•*    Spleen 
I<984|   'om   nan..    Dm,    Han- 
nafi 
12:30 
•09 LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN StneduWd 
actress Gokke Hewn comeefcen 
Rcherd Lewis m stereo 
09 COMIOY TONIGHT 
Guests John Ferrentava John 
MiAoonay 1 -« AnJes Don Gev- 
m  Jan Mvart (Rl 
12:40 
0      MOVif      *•• Hear 
■acnes tlSSU AnraaPons Mat 
flMKioVJei 
1:00 
I HAWAII IIVE O 
I JMMY SWAGGART 
MOV* ••* Money 
from Home <19ft3> Oe«n Me 
tai  Jam, Lewis 
CSPN) ACTION SPORTS Of 
THE 90S Featured World 
OPlshore Powarooet Chemc—m 
ehap hom Key Weal  Fie  IR) 
1:30 
09 NEWS 
I 
1.60 
(TMC)     MOVIE     ••       Cagad 
••eat1    H974I Juenrta Brown  fi- 
■ca Gavm 
2:00 
S       CBS       NEWS 
NIGHIWATCH 
• NEWS 
CSPNI SRORTSLOOK 
2 30 
09 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTVVATCH 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
300 
CSPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL REPORT 
3:10 
TTMC)    MO VII     ■<       Wonder 
Woman    119741 Cathy Lee C-.n 
by  Ricexlo MontaPoan 
3:30 
(ESPN)  TOP   RANK   BOXING 
l •»* Ben vt   Bun Cooear e> • 
heew-n-oht   bout  scheduled  tor 
10 lounda hom Atlantic City  N J 
IRI 
TUESDAY 
FEBRUART4. 19B8 
OAYDME SPORTS 
8:30 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
BOO 
CSPN)    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL REPORT 
0:30 
CSPN) LPGA OOLF lusbeth 
Aiden  Classic     hnal  found  hom 
M-env,  IRI 
11:30 
(ESPNI SRORTSLOOK 
12:30 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL REPORT 
100 
CSPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL    Cmcmnat.    at    Memphis 
State IRI 
300 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL Piciwdance at Si   Jof*> s 
nu 
BOO 
(tSPN)FISHIN   HOLE 
0AYT1MEMOVC8 
BOO 
(TMCI  • * *     The Trouble With 
Hany     11968)  Edmund Owenn 
Shaiey Meet erne 
7 OO 
(TMC)   * •      To  Be  C*  Not  To 
Be     M9B3I   MM   B-ooki    Anne 
Benc-of. 
0:30 
(TMCI     •*•        The    Learning 
'-a*    H969) Kyie Johnaon   Alas 
Clarke 
11:30 
(TMCI    *« '<       The   Stek-yg 
Moon   119881 Gregory Peck Iva 
Mar* Semi 
1.00 
9     • * '1      Better  A Widow 
'•i:<   ...... 1  .    Pater Mcfnary 
2 00 
fTMCI     *••        The    Bieallaat 
Club       119841    EmaYo    (stevei 
MoVy RmgwaWI 
4:00 
(TMC)   ***      Sanara     I19B4I 
Bioosr Snajlde  I emoert Weson 
EVENING 
BOO 
09 09 09 NEWS 
Z PERFECT MATCH 
MACNEK.   /  LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
ID WONDER WOMAN 
© DIFF'RENT STROKES 
09 OCEAN US 
CSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
(TMC) MOVIE • s> "» Foot 
Woaa (1964) Kevin Bacon Lou 
Savgar Teen-agers *> a amal town 
tight lor thea light to dance and 
stags a prom despite opposition 
hnm   ihe*   conservative  parents 
PG g 
8 
B 30 
09 COS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
m ABC NEWS CJ 
09 HAPPY DAYS 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
KSPNi    WORLD    CLASS 
WOMEN 
7:00 
CBS NEWS 
GZOWSKI   S   CO.  Guest 
producer actor    1    starmeker 
Mot*, /name    rfll 
I WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT   interview   with   Victor* 
Prmcejal 
« NEW!YWED GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
09    BEST    Of    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
IM'A'S'M 
MACNEB,     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7 SO 
O   P M.   MAGAZINE Modai 
Kamy   Ireland    actress   Barbara 
Cerrera I   Deles   )  masery achoo) 
cnedren 
O COUNTRY REPORT 
m JEOPARDY 
■ TAXI 
W >*-M. MAGAZINE Model 
"ath, *aiand ectress Barbara 
Carrara < OeBee I 
(9 WHD   WILD WORLD Of 
ANIMALS 
09 BENNY HILL 
©THREE S COMPANY 
CSPN) ACTION  SPORTS OF 
THE    BO'S   ' «*•   P'O   Ciessx 
8 OO 
809MELBA 
THE MUPPETS A CELE- 
BRATION OF SO YEARS A 
host ot celebrities «.n Moppet 
cieaioi J*n Hanson s manager* 
o* medtap puppets 10 chronicle 
Mgpoet history hom thea hump* 
beg*u*nga n  vVeshmgron   DC 
10 thea rotas n 'ulWngth thaair. 
C«'—"S 
B A-TEAM Murdou poses as 
a deranged mercenary 10 gal e**n 
win a man *no ejami to -emove 
souettei   hom   ivs 
m WHO'S THE BOSS' 
Angela s nteresied in one cat 
Tony 1 raunciy poker pen ^ 
© Ot NOVA 'he eNects o« 
Red Cnma 1 .„.„ Revc-unon 
on ihe -tasty* end artcasnt -t& 
tionsoi ihe >s/esn horseman  5 
(DALLAS 
OETROIT PISTONS 
(ESPN)  NHL   HOCKEY A* Star 
Game hve hom Hairfora Conn 
fTMCI   MOVIE   • •      'o Be O 
Not  To Be    119811 Me« B-otet 
Anna Bancro*i   A iheeter group -> 
occupex) Wetew saves ise* and 
Ihe Poksh  uncss>90i*id hom tha 
Na/is   Ol   *mpaiSOnaling   SS   0**i 
re-i   PG :^ 
S 30 
O 09 CHARLIE  B  COMPA- 
NY   Junot   decides   ha d  .ether 
aOan   Ihe Aim,   ■•.«■   be in   Ihe dog 
house at hom* oeteuse 1* s been 
ss<io>ng school 
0    GAOWING    PAINS   Ban 
cooks    up   a    scheme    to   >au 
enough money to buy n.s 'ethei a 
'«■'■«, piesent CJ 
0   NBA   BASKETBALL   Da 
net    Petons    at    Crwcago    Bus* 
BOO 
O © SINS •••' - ' Veruce 
Aaxit s ijoan Ccaenei lomance 
* " Weste-d »- •< ' »-■ - 
. hsned by rus * - ■■— „ 
-■.-•— Von f ..*•■• ii s '--a.*. 
»—• -' rsksese hom ,- *- esi 
"vrwjtas •" a showdown rnai 
thiaetens in ■ . . - "ITU s pin> 
■slung anvjHia     »»i   l;,i   1    .. 
ITHE SANDBAGGERB 
PETER      THE      GREAT 
when ne opposes the thror* s 
-..'.-.. pox*s Pater s inan 
10 maney to the West * -mer 
rupied by yet enother coup meat 
erm**ded by Soph* Stats Me 
Fener Tieva Howeid Boos Plot 
..,-.----     ■■-     ■    ■ 
Bid 
fSAOONLKiHTINGQ 
© FRONTLINE *■ ...- 
•union c» ihe peghi ot Chester 
Pa cheapen ia" o< whom are h« 
ng below the po**rty •-*■ da 
spue Ihe many socael Service pro 
Se* aveAsBss tor itssp Q 
MOV* * • * : Cat On A 
Hot Tm Roof H966I fhiabeth 
'•*•• Paul Newman 8seed on 
the i»ay by Tennessee Wevarns A 
Southern -, - .a ptegued by <* 
hehness astohofeem and eiaMuSy 
when the wAi wenis to have a 
baby 
1000 
O   NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
© SPENSER FOR HIRE 
Speneet and Susan s plans Par a 
..—*". *» weekend are deened 
when the* ieern about a drug 
overdose deeth st Snuthheid High 
School C 
© © YES MA'AM Ties pio 
tea ol New Orleans Met* houee 
hoM workers eianunee c**ngea 
sexe ihe cive j ■» lyaovement 
end ihe emotionei bond between 
white employer and Macs em***. 
ee ■■•...«        en    ananated 
SlVOil   MincPuCBM)   Q 
(TMCI    MOV*    •••       Blood 
Senp* 119641 John Geti 
Fiancee McOamand A -omen 
has an aria* with her hgebend s 
employee and sparks a 'etei cheat 
0* events   R 
11:00 
{©•©■©NEWS 
DARK SHADOWS 
LOVE.     AMERICAN 
STYLE 
© ON THE LINE 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL  Piorth Cerosne et Georgte 
'- ••   '«*■ 
11:30 
©   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NeOHT   Intervene   with   .. ua 
PnncsMl 
© MOV* • * Count Oiecir- 
le 11971) CP»*tophet Lee Her 
bvi lom Baaed on tha story by 
Brem Stotar A iiWnpare must 
prey upon *v**g pyurnana 10 SUB 
ten h* own Ma 
© SIMON * SJMON An ao 
wee cohere**! ceea upon "<* an) 
A J to ".« st* a reader who may 
know the detaes et m r*em*trq 
iraatdBf   IRI 
© TONIGHT Hoet Johnny 
Careen SchsduksJ corneefcen 
BJC**. He.s*ti   in essres 
IABC NEWS NK3HTLINE 
PAU-ISERS The mylkery of 
the Eustace eMnvonda * con* 
pdWiRM. LiCM Eunecei s hyanda 
and hancs deeen har rathar than 
be kreed anth scandal  (Pan 10 o> 
lew-w.tar (Par- )     • 3 
1200 
O      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
SEYE ON HOLLYWOOO 
THREE STOOGES 
fTMCI   MOVIE    * Senere 
• 984'   BroOke   Srv*tdS     .emoert 
12.30 
© LATE NIGHT WITH 0A- 
VID LETTERMAN Scheduled 
smgei Tom Wans in Stsreo 
© COMEOY TONIGHT 
Guests Joe Devon Carol Snemd 
Boo '---!. Marc .'.- *■ 
Ste^ Shaffer   iR 
12:40 
©  MOVIE   * *   -      'he Good 
Guys And Tna 6ad Guys      1969 
Roberr  Mmv-    George *,•""* 
d* 
1 OO 
HAWAII FiVE-0 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOV*      S> • •       Scare 
mouche '962       |M*B'I 
Granger   •»»■.. "an- 
CSPNI     INSIDE      THE     PGA 
TOUR 
1 JO 
© NEWS 
(ESPN)      MARK      SOSIN S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
2 OO 
09 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
©NEWS 
IISPNI SPORTSLOOK 
(TMCI     MOV*      • • •        'he 
Brees-asi Club    .1984  (mwole 
HMI v ..,-.■ >;-«.- 
2 30 
(ESPN) SPORTSCE NTER 
3 OO 
CSPNI  NHL   HOCKEY Aa Si. 
Gem* hom Her nor d   Con~   .a 
it 
NEWLYWEDGAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST   Of   SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
SM*A*S"H 
MACNEB.     /     LEPiRER 
NEWSHOUR 
IE9PN) SPORTSCENTER 
7 JO 
©  P M    MAGAZINE  Mooos 
-no appeei .n tne Spons iiiustrat 
ed    swim suit    issue      eusonist 
Tanm lag   Doc Ssvermsen ol     The 
'orugnt Snow 
© WHO KINGDOM Accom 
perued bi roc*og*t jonethen 
Scott   j*n Poweji observes the 
«■' - • 0* marauding . - - ■ ' >■ 
cas OOughi imcken Zampei. 
River area 
I JEOPARDY 
(TAXI 
P M IAAGAZINE ModeH 
•*■) appeei *• the Spons ■eusi,at 
ed swms-t *sue Doc Severm 
sen cd *he 'caughi Show 
© WB.D WILD WORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
SBENNY HRJ. 
THREE S COMPANY 
CSPN) NBA TOOAV 
BOO 
©     ©      MARY     ■MsenCspjB, 
'*»* 1 i^ned down Out her oh><* 
buddws  he*  out  with a h*noTi 
gamaotposei   .«  ^ 
O NATURE  Of  THINGS (• 
ions to ovenome  m* dw*w>ng 
'lumttai    o<   >er*i*s   emong   "000 
ciops tswsed b> >n bieedV*g end 
genet ■ ivomogeiviation 
© HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
jonethen 'omemes the woman 
he man*d as a -*ortai beng aN» 
•—  •■-    ■ end housemate o*s   * 
0 MACGYVER A cw*er e 
among the preeeniers 
(ESPN) ROLLER DERBY 
(TMCI     MOV*     *#   -        Tht 
Flamingo Kid     ii9S4i  Matt  D*- 
•on    Richard Crenna    m   1963   a 
Brooklyn plumper   s son gets a aOb 
at a ctvc beech chab and becomes 
enamored w-th the meter*! nepo 
-vgso«-l»     PG   13 
10 30 
© SANFORO ANO SON 
11 OO 
©©©NEWS 
I DARK SHADOWS 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPNI SPLASHI 
SWIMWEAR   SB 
11  SO 
©   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT A report on the Acedemi 
3 38 
(TMCI MOV* • t 
loose < t9S4< a*.m 
S-je. 
WEDNESDAY 
FEBRUARY 6   1986 
now 
• plol to blow up e trap 1." 
© © SURVIVAL Oson 
Weeas njnates 8«iiSh *■■• 
logiephei Cmov Buiton 1 ehorts 
10 Mm ma lownsnap - i^en end 
OieeAng season ot rhe ka*g 1* 
gun (okvues on the ejeno ot 
Smnh  1 * . r 1 during me - j* 
•ends :; 
I DALLAS 
MOVIE     B99       Can* 
ii9'6   S-ssi  Spaces    P<MI  ieu 
©     MOVIE      •    1 a   -. 
<l968i Ene Auhn   Menon Bian 
do    A nymphet  heeds  iw  flew 
• on eher oemg >aped by a poet 
endaSpervsn gardenei 
0T.J HOOKER The son c- a 
wearthi   ctiien  e>eds  a bend -* 
thugs -ho abduct St a-. 
©     TONIGHT    Host      Jonnn, 
*ABC NEWS NIGMTLINE 
PALLISERS P-unees »« 
<*ow has in* "leans to purchase a 
seei m P»iiemeni IUII* Eustace 
lakes a husbend end ihe Peesen 
•osa me* oeMied unc* Onuvum 
iPan ' 1 ot 22' 
©      LOVE AMERICAN 
STYLE 
ENNVHBJ. 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE 6*as nous* Nemo» 
Hue .-■■'. and sudden deem »- 
piobed b* Mi '-»-.■ • 
*i*i" t* 1- 1- '*a 1 \r-*f 10 (sth 
er   Miss fste coaepses  iPeri 3 Of 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
11  46 
(TMCI    MOVIE       'he   Oe».ov 
em    .'96S> Peny Amg   I i.iar*"- 
• - ■,      An   arUSi   *   *"■■   '• ■   With 
till  
 
I: 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
• SO 
IB9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
BOO 
CBPNI   TOP  RANK   BOXING 
("ve  1- .    .1    Bun  Coop*    ■   a 
heevyanapnt   bout  scheduled  lor 
10 lounds hom Ai*nln   Cn*   N J 
1 1   SO 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12 SO 
CBPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL  North Cerosne st Geonj* 
TechiRi 
2 SO 
CSPNI  NHL   HOCKEY  As Star 
Game hom Hartford Conn  1R1 
B SO 
(ESPN)      HORSE      RACINO 
WEEKLY 
DAYTIME MOWS 
6 SO 
(TMCI     •• Tne    StaB-vg 
Moon it9t»> Gregory Peck Eva 
Mar* Sent 
7 SO 
fTMC) 000 Saga il9T6t 
Maria* Barsem  SyN* Sidney 
IOOO 
(TMC)   ** >      Rage     1101*1 
Geoitfa     C       Scotl       Richam 
Beeenan 
12 CO 
fTMCi *e        Ii Nona   ii9B4i 
2arde Sev* ■ *-• <   Devid V- 
•Mpendo 
1 OO 
© *e ihe >ony(ight -our 
MA* H9'0) Oanen McGenn 
WAem WwJom 
2 SO 
(TMCI    00 *| The    tierr-ngo 
■-1 C984I Man DA(>n R«herd 
CMBBB 
430 
1 IMC 1   ***     s*aa    H978I 
Martin Belsem   S.tv* S-*wy 
rhe bun o» a cruai piom rught 
prere end 'eteMtes »u*- •■ -w 
iiessmeies    with   a   devestat.ng 
CBPNI f T.HIN HOLE 
(TMCI MOV* ••• ■ -•-. 
Bab* il9'9' KPMH Canaokr* 
"- .-- Shaeds A World War 1 
photopapner dacpdes to many 
the etwsascent daughter cr> a proa 
t.tute n New Owens Red light 
D*i-ai    R 
8 SO 
© © 1 OLf Y SQUARE 
BOO 
© © CRA7Y 1 i- I  A FOX * 
reehaon    desagner     turns   10   Harry 
end Harrison when she Oegms <• 
iii.-g rleeeienmg pnone CAM 
hom her suppoeedN deed partner 
© MAPSKET PLACE 'he .1*.. 
gsvs poaed by •«i>-«*..1. soft 
drire botnes ere eiarranad 
© PETER THE CeREAT m an 
attempt io psseee n* tethw 
Area* - m ■ — 1 lomee c* «* -~» 
' .it- Peiei weges war age**' 
Sweden to gam access »o e Ben. 
■"'in* • J"*'I ■ - ■**»   R 
12 00 
©      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
lEYE ON HOLLYVVOOO 
THE AVENGERS 
THREE STOOGES 
CSPNI SKIING MAGAZINE 
12 30 
© LATE  NIGHT WITH 0A- 
viD   LETTERMAN  Scheduled 
■•'.'■■     Oast*      stay    Weme 
GretAi   cornedaan   —   .   ■-■•■■ 
©    COMEOY     TONIGHT 
Guests     Dend    Nestar      Me  -a 
Wartash)     Scon    isRoee     Mee 
McDonasd  SueeosnsAi  1R1 
CSPNI SKI TV 
12 AO 
© s*OV*   ••     ThaKoOP" 
'•'*     Edward    ABMn     ■ •► 
Biecs 
I 
I00F 
PERFEC 
MAC* 
Nl V 
if 
22) i THE AVENGERS SNNYMBJ. MASTERPIECE      TNf- 
ATRE B*aa Houae E1M1 
guerdaen aafcs har to run Blse* 
Houae  Laoy De*x» takes an sv 
EVENSNO 
0*00 
NEWS 
ECT MATCH 
NEK      /     LEHRER 
EWSHOUR 
I WONDER WOMAN 
1 DlfF RENT STROKES 
_ I CRIME 'U 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
S30 
©CBS NEWS 
© NBC NEWS 
© ASC NEWS p 
© HAPPY DAYS 
© BUSINESS REPORT 
CSPNI     INSIDE     THE     POA 
TOUR 
(TMO MOV* * • v, On, 
Knight 1 Wort (1978) Jattn 
Mala Donatd Pksaaence The aon 
of a murdered 20ih-cent*a> 
kragnt snkets tfsa aid of an eooan- 
»« reteed Sconend Yard dnac- 
n*e a* fe*deyg the p*rpetretor 
PG 
TOO 
CSS-NEWS 
OATELIME: ONTARIO 
WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT A teaon on the Acedem, 
i 
enttan Ruse* iteeetens 10 create 
chaos and Pet* takes draef 
meeaures to iavte h* peops* end 
meaitean Pus i""'1- *• Standing 
Siars Maaimaaan ScheB   ife. Phabp 
and Lyubo* Ghermanova iPart 4 
c*j«  g 
© DYNASTY Siaee s siiavved 
when (aaon amvee m Oenver 
Amende end 0e> share a romen 
©  ©  PLANET   EARTH Ci 
matcaogrsts study currant neether 
patterns m an eftori 10 determa* 
whether the eenh <s entering e 
new - • age 0 becorrvng a su- 
psrheeted veennouee that art 
eventual*  cauee eitenen* hood- 
MOV*   •*    >      "mgsong 
H976I     Jeft     B'Oges       jeee<e 
lenge A monstrous ape * 
brought 10 P*ew York Oty hom a 
hoc-cat island by a greed* or) pro- 
moter eager to eapiorf tne crea- 
ture tor profit 
CSPNI WORLO CUR SKIING 
Women s Slalom hom Megeve 
France (Taped) 
8:30 
© MAN ALIVE Oesprfs suffer 
**g "run* a dabwtat*vg motor ryan 
ron ceseese Carnbratge ijnweram- 
1 '■.«-■ 1' '.1 - p— ■ Hawtiauj 1 ■ • 
aaarcfi « cPiangjng on v*w o* the 
on.vw 1* :; 
IOOO 
«© EQUALIZER 
NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
© HOTEL Peter Suspects t— 
nograprui mo,*i are bang famed 
at r** hotel a BBBOi aged cou- 
ps* s vacaton pkana are put on 
hold wrie- eha hnda out aha a 
i»egr*ni a woman employee at 
Ova St Gregory hgnta eesuM <M- 
oenavatain Guesii avefude AM 
Parneh and Tom Boafa* Q 
© MY FREEDOM MY 
BONOAGE 
tNEWS 
ALfRED I DUPONT- 
COLUMBIA AWARDS IN 
BROADCAST JOURNALISM 
The 44th annual awards ceremo- 
ny honor**g recto and leNniui'i 
broedcaei ftu-ua-11 Hoei Dan 
Rasher    DougSes  EAearda   Oawd 
PfarVhert    I herteyrw "untar Geult 
John  Paener  end  Janet  Munow 
1  OO 
PiAWAll f IVE -O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOV*   e e e e     The Con 
*ersataon      H9'4i   Gene   Haok 
man    John 1   i,eu- 
CSPN)   TENNIS   MAGAZIPfC 
REPORTS 
1  SO 
©NEWS 
CSPNI NBA TODAY 
(TMC 1     MOV*      • * 1        Ei 
PfOrkS 19S4I    .'.   *-     '.   .   a   (M 
tern/ David .■•**■■■ 
2 00 
© CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
©P4EWS 
CBPNI SPORTSLOOK 
2 SO 
© CB8 NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
CBPNI SPORTSCENTER 
SCO 
CSPNI   ROOCO   Winston   Tour 
'eem Rodeo hom Tacome Waeh 
1R1 
4 OO 
CSPNI    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL  '!•••■ Cartwne et    — ■ j- 
TechiRi 
(IMO MOV* ••• Frefr* 
Bat,, < 19791 Kedh Cened** 
BrnAeShaekN 
FEBRUARY 6   IB 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
9 SO 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
9 OO 
(ESPN)      HORSE       RACINO 
WEEKLY 
MO 
CSPNI NBA TOOAV 
IOOO 
CSPNI SKI TV 
1030 
CSPN)   BOOYSUBJ3ING   hi 
■amal Miaed Peea CPsaripionaivp 
hom Dei-cut  (R) 
11:00 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
CSPN) PKA FULL  CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
BJJOO 
CSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Erree Ban ve Bun Cooper *> a 
hee*y-e*iaht bowl ecPssdUlBd for 
10 rounds hom AnanhC Cm; N J 
IRI 
4 30 
CSPNI ROLLER DERBY 
6 SO 
CSPNI SKIING MAGAZINE 
DAYTM4E MC7VCS 
6 OO 
(TMC)   **      Wonder   Woman 
. I974t Cam* Lee Crosby  Ricerdo 
Monteejen 
7:30 
(TMC)   • •      A*e   Th, Clump 
il976)   l^ina    Morgan     Oe.t*. 
930 
(TIKI     •• Neighbors 
.1981       JOh"    Ba-ush.      Dan    A* 
kro*d 
11  SO 
(TMCI  ••     Dann.    ti979)Re 
becca Page Gecga Luce 
1 CO 
©        •• B.I..    Aha* 
.19J0-    Dane"    McGenn     P.,u 
Weaver 
(TMC)   •*      Wono*   Women 
119'4> Cathy ceaOoeby R<ardo 
Moniaftan 
2 30 
(TMCI   • • Where Tr* 8ova 
Are    119601 Domes Hen George 
Hamilton 
4 SO 
(TMCI * • *"ce The Clump 
<19>6< ... * Morgan Deiier 
iNicner 
©PERFE 
0     MAC 
000 
NEWS 
i- 
PERFECT MATCH 
NEB.      '     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
f WONDER WOMAN 
OIFF RENT STROKES 
OCEANUS 
CSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
(TMC)   MOV*   •*   1      Nwgr. 
bors     '1981*  John 8ehaSl*   Den 
AiAiovd * m-jcBe ciess suburban 
'•«'- * subiected io the snang 
•»■  74 hour  penod  1*  the*  bvaa 
attw tuiarre new neigpybors move 
mnealduor     R 
8 30 
■ cas NEWS 
© NBC NEWS 
©ABC NEWSQ 
© HAPPY DAYS 
© BUSINESS REPORT 
CSPNI TENNIS MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
7 00 
iCBS NEWS 
THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
WHEEL OF PORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT meree with Psa* M< 
ilhomes 
I NEWLYWED GAME 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    Of    SATURDAY 
NIGHT 11VI 
©M-A-S'H 
0     MACNEB.      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:00 
© PM MAGAZINE Mel 
cosn jamat Warner ot The Coa 
by Show a busa*sssn-oman 
who poeed lor a Jocae* .-■■*- 
e*er ed pievww o* 1 The Sound 
Put  1 
© 4 ON THE FLOOR Sketch 
es '- •-» dpem on the farm 
SWAT teem and ■ *-1 pa* 
:ho«og* 
JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P.M MAGAZINE A bue> 
nesswoman who poeed he e Joe 
ke* under neat ad MektcMm Jemel 
Warner o> The Cobby Show 
© W9LO. WB_D WORLD Of 
ANIMALS 
t BENNY   HIH 
THREE S COMPANY 
CSPNI NHL  HOCKEY fdrnon 
ion O—.  at  New  Jersey  Devee 
iiivel iSubisci to !"■ • ■ -' 
8:00 
I© MAGNUM. R I 
THURSDAY   NIGHT Pro 
fees o*   the   40-*ee> career of 
Cayieovsn  pubssner   Jack  McCkst 
land and the Me of ens pnean 
"ucpisi licnilChelnvari   Q 
© COBBY SHOW CkPl 9»>e 
educe 10 B yOung man whom 
had «* to be Sondras steed* 
boy*>«nd In stereo IRIQ 
© RIPLEV'S BELIE VC IT OR 
NOT! Reports eKiudB a W» et a 
statue honor -ig an Amancan hero 
who was laaar labakst) a net.. 
and corn that *n t meant tor 
ivjmen consumption Q 
I THIS OLD HOUSE 
COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
••■■th-eiie ■ at OPMO State (Lrvei 
© MOV* * • • For A Few 
Dosars More 11967) Ckni fast 
wood Lee Van Can* Two bounty 
hunters stab a band of outlaw* 
and k* tha vtcaoue leader 
© ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL II 
(TMC) MOV* e * - Sudden 
impact 119831 Cent Eastwood 
Sondra Locke Near San Franc* 
co sbeetwiae detective Dry* Har- 
ry Laaaner aaeychae to. a ntuaeev 
UCkaSer    R  Q 
8 SO 
© FAMB.V TIE S m aiareo Q 
ii 
BOO 
«© SIMON • SIMON 
CHEERS Sam a matenmak 
**g aa *s   mm*  envan  I > ae*r  a» 
r*ou*u*a  p*ana  to  marry  tha  a*' 
Sam pack ed owl for Pern  m stereo 
fTHE OOLBYSQ 
©    MYSTERY!     AdVan- 
lurea c* Shoriock  Holmes "   The 
Greek  Interpreter     A second ab- 
ows whan a kidnapped 
who i^iweVvgl* trans- 
matanai for e bandaged Gr e 
ratasae Pea ■for* 10 
S30 
© RED SERGE Abe and ihe 
grts late matters mto tier  own 
hands when the*   Recover the* 
the hotel * bv* on lend iseeed so 
lordEctersN  lP«nSof9)Q 
© NPGHT COURT   - stereo 
10:00 
I© KNOTS LANDING Q 
I  NATIONAL   -   JOURNAL 
uwn 
ii 
©   HeU.   STREET   BLUES A 
"1US4C   video DioduCtion cornpeny 
sets up an the station houee and 
ees Pfuntw s puppy M a prop 
9 20 / 20 Q 
I CAPITOL JOURNAL 
I DALLAS 
I PRICE 
fTMCI MOV* • • Hot Dog 
The Mov* 119841 David Neugh- 
ton Pair** Hoveer An Idaho 
term boy parncajatavg ** a hee- 
ityt* skang compeiii«*n t*vda 'o 
mence and fun aa w*a aa a nvaby 
with the i*(r-og Auehian cnem 
pen   R  O 
10 SO 
©    SNEAK    PREVIEWS    ■ 
©NEWS 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
11:00 
I0000NCWS 
DARK SHADOWS 
LOVE AMERICAN 
STYU 
SVVKRP IN CINCINNATI 
TIME OUT 
CSPNI    COLLEGE     BASKET 
BALL Weshangton at UCLA ilivei 
11:30 
0 fNTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT lotarvaew w.m Ph*p Mi 
■•» Thomas 
© MOV* • Chtv* Bet s 
Oeughtet H946i Roeemary l* 
Ptenche Moty lanvant A feme* 
— - lee bat strbe* hsar ai the 
heeits ot thoea  with the -mstor 
©    CBB    NEWS    SPECIAL 
Coverege of ihe i»ai *i.» alec 
t«*< n the Ph4«p**ae 
©      TONIGHT     Hoet        JOhnn, 
Carson ■- r,...«. ■ comedwn Ro 
beiVYakams  m stereo 
tABC NEWS NIGMTLINE 
PALLISERS A. me new 
Duke of i)mn.um Pientegenet 
musi is*nov*h les post Of Chan 
caeca of the Eictvaouer Gayncora 
II*S to achranc* the career ot 
Phmeaa fam end hnd a huebenn 
*or country couet Adelaada IPart 
12ot321 
ITHE AVENGERS 
BENNY HBJ. 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Beset "UUH Rachet-d 
and Ada 1 angegemont meets 
enih drsapprovel hom John Jam 
dyce i sth*. meets Lad* Dedtoct 
the court 1. as* conte*ues IPart 4 
Ot B1Q 
11:48 
fTMC)   MOV*    e a VAmera 
The Boys Are ■i960) Dolores 
Hart George '■*-•- ■,- Four 
young women a*an the hordes ot 
Fkande bound coaagaana duraig 
faster .erehon 
12:00 
©      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
©   NIGHT   HEAT   A   women 
cleans   Ihet  a  prowtar  murdered 
her  husbend deepde  ovorwfteim 
■no evidence to the connery 
©EYE ON PeOlLYVVOOO 
0 THREE STOOGE S 
13.30 
0 LATE  NKeHT WITH  DA- 
viD   LETTERMAN   SclvaoUed 
eceess Ree Dawn Chong  In ater 
eo 
0    COMEOY     TONIGHT 
Guests   Corson  6   Triareon   Peut 
Provenip    Teddy   Sergaron    Jari ; 
Servmona  Don Roaan IR) 
©NEW GENERATION 
1 00 
0 HAWAII FIVE-O 
B JIMMY SWAGGART 
1 MOV* *•* Mr Staff 
■ j- - 119441     *i.-,.     Oev* 
Claude Sams 
CBPNI FISHIN   HOLE 
1:10 
©   MOV*   ••>*,      The  un,. 
mate     Wernpr        11876)     Ygl 
Brynnar   Mai von Sydov. 
1:30 
©NEWS 
fTMC) MOV* * * * The Puy- 
e- HV (1976) Ccefc; Tyenn 
James lart Jonee 
200 
© CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
CSPNI SeMjRTSLOOK 
2:30 
©NEWS 
CBPNI SPORTSCENTEN 
3:00 
0 COO NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
(S8PMI    HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY 
3:28 
(TMO   MOV*   ••      Ho,   »*» 
sort (18861 Tom Pareakien De- 
bra KaBy 
3:30 
CSPN)  NHL  HOCKEY f dmon 
son OBars et  New  Jareey DM, 
IS) 
.   **9> 
**» 
. .   ** 
I
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Hull Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
l«6E.Wooster ngn ninny 
STADIUM PLAZA     O0/*>£ 1U f 
RESUME 
When you need to make 
your best impression! 
-DATA SHEETS- 
Professional work at 
reasonable prices. Stop in 
and see our samples. 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 352-4068 
hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:30-5:30 
FMDM,.^ m 
Meeting for all staff and volunteers 
Monday February 3, 1986 
Meeting time: 8 p.m. 
Commons, Second Floor — West Hall 
C. Hornberger, Editor 372-2603 
Regular meetings held every Monday 
Classifieds Friday/January 31,1985 16 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS PERSONALS 
Get ready for 
USG awareness" 
BQ PuDac Relations Organization «i« be 
meeting Monday February 3 al 8 00 P M <i 
208 Hannah Hat 
Crtrrenel Justice Organization Meeting 
February 3, 102 Manna  8 00 pm 
Everyone « welcome 
STUDENT COURT WANTS YOU' 
Now taking staff apptcMona 
406 Student Services until Mon Fab 3rd. In- 
terviews Turn and Wad Fab 4th A 51b 
AU- MAJORS WELCOME" 
NEED VOLUNTEER HOURS? 
ADOPT AORANDPABENT' 
BEGINNING 2-3 WE WIU GO TO THE NURS- 
iNG HOME ON MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY 
NIGHTS AT 8 00 P M ANY QUESTIONS CAU 
TERRI 372-8549 OR ELLEN 352-2263 
THE APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR 
WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP FOR 
SUMMER TERM HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO 
FEB. 15. GET AN EDGE OVER OTHER 
STUDENTS BY GETTING WORK EXPERIENCE 
IN YOUR FIELD OPEN TO AU MAJORS 
FULL CREDIT CALL THE CENTER OF 
ACADEMIC OPTIONS FOR MORE INFORMA 
TON. 2-8202 
UAO VALA-GRAM SALE 
FLOATING BALLOONS! 
FEB. 1-7. 9AM-SPM 
UNION FOYER 
II SO 
Woman are aa delicate as snowfLskes until 
may stick together. Join Women lor Women 
Monday. Feb 3 8 30 p m . Faculty Lounge. 
Union The we* be a general meeting to discuss 
ideas and upcoming programs Bong s friend1 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND   ONE PSYCHOLOGY BOOK IN GISH 
THEATRE CALL DAVE AT 372 5043 
Rush Beta Theta Pi UT Stti 
Tuee Fab 4. 7 30 9 30 
Beta House 
18 year olds welcome St 
FLORIDA FLING 
TOeHQHTI 
All PIZZA PARTIES ARE NOT THE SAME 
ESPECIALLY WHEN THEY'RE SPONSORED 
BY 
THE ROYAL GREEN 
THE   ROYAL    GREEN   A   CAMPUS 
ORGANIZATION 
TO SERVE COMMUNITY NEEDS 
COME SEE THE DIFFERENCE' 
TUES . FEB 4. 9 PM 
253 MEMORIAL HAU 
AMY HUICHINS 
CC**GRATULATIC*4S ON  YOUR  KD-SIGMA 
NU  LAVAUEPJNG   TO  BOB'  LOVE.   YOUR 
SISTERS 
Airy women who did not participate m Pi Phi 
Rueh and are interested In Spring Rush may 
contact the Greek Lite Office lor more mlorme- 
hon   3722151 
ATTENTION LADIES. 
I'm wafttng by the phone lo hear horn you Bir- 
thdays parties, and group gatherings are my 
specialty Invite me For xilormation cal 
3726222  
ATTENTION 
DARLENE HOYINO 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY WOMAN! 
LOVE. THE PEANUT S GANG 
Berries la now open lor dinner Mon -Thurs.. 
4 00 pm 6 30 p m and s new Sunday 
Brunch from It 00 am-2:00 pm NOTE 
Berries wa no longer be open weekday km- 
chee 
CAMPUS MANOR NOW RENTING FOR FALL 
WITHTHESCU MODEL LEASE CAU THEM 
AT 352-9302 HOUSING FAIR FEB 4. 7-9 
PM, BALLROOM 
CHOs. 
A Maw Years Eve Bash is in the making, and 
we I be yours for the taking 
With kisses at midnight   the ZBTs 
Graduate   Student   Happy   Hours   now   at 
Downtown every Friday 4-9pm 
Al You Can Eat Buffet 
Every Sun In the Pheasant Room 
12 noon - 2 pm 
Eight hot selections and 
Oekjie Salad Bar ONLY $6 75 
RESERVATIONS 372-2598 
Meal Coupons Accepted 
Hey PI Phis' Get psyched lor our first tee with 
the men of Sigma Chi on Saturday mght1 
(Remember your IDs) And wel see you el Sun- 
day night at 8:30 In 220 Math and Science 
Center tor our pledge meeting Love. Kafhte 
and Mary 
USG 
FOUND Par of prescription glasses Reddish- 
Drown frames Picked up near the University 
Bookstore  To cavm cal 372-11 75 
LOST 1 dark brown ladies wallet m Myles Pizza 
narking lot Reward Cal 352-2580 or 2-2301 
days, ask for Susan 
LOST Dorm key between Rec Ctr and 
Kreischer Quad Has keychain--orange. 
G L I P A Journalists" insignia on it Cal 
2-5753 ft found 
SISTERS OF PI BETA PHI 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
WELCOME YOU TO BO'S GREEK SYSTEM 
HOPE YOU HAVE A GREAT YEARI 
The studenf government met begins wtth YOUi 
Interested <i law school? A BGSU graduate a 
the Director ol Admissions from Ohio Northern 
UnN Coaage of Law. will be m the Faculty 
Lounge. Student Union. Fn . Jan 31. 1988 
(torn 3 15 to 4:30 pm Al Interested students 
are encouraged to attend Iras Inlormal info 
passing session 
It's time once agam lor the PI KAPPS and GAM- 
MA PHIS to str*o up the music and party al 
night Get excited Pi Kappa lor a great tea 
Saturday ragW 
Love, the Gamma Phla 
JII Pizza 
10   Cheese Pizza   Only II 7b 
Phone 352-5475 
JT a Pizza 
14" Cheese Pizza-Only $2 75 
Phone 352-5475 
J T a Pizza 
16" Cheese Pizza-Only $3 75 
Phone 352-5475 
JT's Pizza 
French Bread Pizza-Only SI 75 
Phone 352-5475 
JENNIFER FEIGHNER 
BELATED CONGRATULATIONS ON MAKING 
THE ORCHESTRA   LOVE. YOUR KO SISTERS 
JIM TESNOW 
CONGRATULATIONS ON MAKING BG S CLUB 
HOCKEY TEAM!" -THE PHI PSI'S 
LOST ONE HONDA KEY ON CHAIN WITH 
SMAU LOCK IF FOUND CAU CATHY AT 
372 3914 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Look what you can do Stay home A make 
money too Send self-addressed stamped 
.mvetope to Anne Marie. Apt 258 Napoleon 
Rd . Bowling Green. OH 43402 
PREGNANT' CONCERNS? Free pregnancy 
test Obtecttve mio Cal now 354 HOPE 
(4673) Hrs M. In 12 noon-Bpm T.W 10 
am-2pm. Sat  12 noon 2pm 
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS a DAHMS 
APARTMENTS help students daily by using the 
model lease Cal them al 352-1800 or 
352-4673 Housing Fair. Feb 4. 7 9pm. 
DeBroom 
FREE 4 MONTH OLD. WHITE FEMALE KIT 
TEN CAU 352-4310 
Gats cords and denims 
30  -70   oft 
Guys Lee and Levta cords 
S9 95 $14 95. Reg $20-24 95 
Jeans -N- Things 
531 Rklge 
Gala Sweatwear 
Tops and bottoms 1 -2 off 
Joans -N- Things 
DART LEAGUE 
Sign up NOW 
Purceas Bike Shop 
AirAM 
Thl» ad sponsored by PlT^ry^ 
Responsible decisions about drinking and driving 
KD WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE BETH 
MACK ON HER KD-SAE LAVAUERrNG' 
LOVE. KD SISTERS 
Kim Eeot Thanks lor al your support and help 
You're the best' 
Love, the Phi Phi's 
111 Jayne- Happy 2lst Birthday You're the 
greatest stile and friend evert 
Love. Laura 
Lias Douglas 
Congratulations on making it this far n Kappa 
Delia! Gel exerted about initiation LOVE IN 
AO T . LAURA 
LORY 
CONGRATULATIONS ON BECOMING A DZ 
AGAIN' I'M SO PROUD OF YOU' LOVE LORI 
LSAT MCAT-GMAT-GRE 
NTE-CPA FtEVlEWNCLEX-RN 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO  1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
(419) 538-3701 TOLEDO 
MID AM MANOR A CHARLES TOWN APART- 
MENTS ere using SC.U'l model lease cal 
them about your fal rental needs Housing Fair 
Feb. 4. 7-9 pm. Balroom 
NEED EXTRA MONEY-I BUY COLLEGE TEX 
TBOOKS FOR PRICES BETTER THAN 
BOOKSTORE  CAU 352-6023 
The BG News 
.Classified Information. 
Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior lo publication no later than 4 p.m. 
{The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line. $1.80 minimum. 
50« extra per ad tor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals. 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please 
come to 214 West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be 
responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  .Phone# 
Address  
Social Security # or Account # 
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
Classification In which you with your ad to appear: 
       Camput It City Events* 
        Lost a Found 
        Rides 
       Services Offered 
       Personals 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Valentine Message 
•Campus/City Event sds are published tree of charge for on* day for • non-profit event or meeting only 
Dates of Insertion. Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
The BQ News 
214 West Hall BGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Total number of days to appear, 
BOB MARLEY LIVES' 
Celebrate wtth Crucial DBC at the 
reggae tribute 9 00 pm, Thurs . Fab 8 
NE Commons. A Black History Month Event 
Sponsored by Caribbean Asaoc  a BSU 
FREE-With support from Green 
Tambourine Records- 352 7876 
Located at 157 Clough St 
LYNN In BROMFIELD You're beautiful! AnoTm 
not going to give up on you ao eeany 
Sometimes you've got to take INITIATIVE. 
MARGARET KELLEY 
HERE'S A  LATE   CONGRATS  FOR  BEING 
ELECTED   PRESIDENT    OF   CHI   OMEGA 
YOUUL   BE   SUPERI   LOVE.   YOUR   OLD 
ROOMMIE 
PS    REMEMBER-WELCOME    TO   THE 
WORLD .  
Mary and Kattue 
Beat of kick with your group ol PI Phi's We 
couldn't have asked lor two better consultants 
to start our new chapter it you need any help 
Just ssk" -Heidi  
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT SERVICES USES 
THE STUDENT CONSUMER UNION'S MODEL 
LEASE CAU THEM ABOUT A FAU RENTAL 
AT 352-5620 HOUSING FAIR FEB 4. 7-9 
PM. BAUFtOOM 
PHI DELTS- 
THE ALPHA XI'S ARE LOOKING FORWARD 
TO A GREAT TIME WITH AU OF YOU FRIDAY 
NIGHTi SEE YOU THERE!  
PhiMus 
ll'elhattjme PMS It s gang to be the best PM 
Mu Sisterhood even Slumber Party. muncMea. 
movies, and fun on Saturday night   See ya'l 
MM 
REWARD 
PHI MU sorority pin lost 1 -24-86 between Pro 
ut Chapel 1 PHI MU House Black A gold pm 
wrih four pearls If found please cal 372-2780 
or 352-4429 
RON 
I'm ao glad we mot al E Merry I hope I'm never 
"ALONE AGAM" -DENISE 
SATURDAY FEB 1 N E COMMONS COME 
OVER AND JAM WITH THE WET SHAVERS 
AU PROCEEDS GO TO THE CHILDREN'S 
RESOURCE CENTER-GET CRAZY THIS 
SATURDAY AND PARTY LIKE YOU NEVER 
HAVE 
SPRING BREAK on the beech at South Padre 
island. Daytona Beach. Fort Lauderdale. Fort 
Walton Beach or Mustang Island-Port Aransas 
from only S89. and sluing at Steamboat or Vail 
from only $86' Deluxe lodging, parties goodie 
bags, more Hurry, cal Sunchase Tours lor 
more information and reservations lol free 
1 800-321-5911 TOOAYi When your Spring 
Break counts ..count on Sunchase 
The Brothere ol DeUe Tail Delta wish to an- 
nounce the paaaing of Past President Craig 
SHU Private servtes w* be held Saturday at 
6 00 pm and Viaitahon will be Saturday bet- 
ween 9:00 pm and 1 00 a m We send our 
deepest condolences to family and friends 
The Brothers of Phi Gamma Delia wish to con- 
gratulate Rtc Foster on las FUI-KKG tevaaerlng 
to Pam Saver 
THE MODEL LEASE IS FAIR TO 
STUDENTS DOES YOUR LANDLORD USE 
THE MODEL LEASE? IF NOT. WHY' FOR 
MORE WFO CAU THE STUDENT CON- 
SUMER UNION AT 372-8248 OFF-CAMPUS 
HOUSING FAIR FEB 4 AT 7PM IN THE 
LENHART GRAND BAUROOM 
To our super basketbel coaches Dave Merry 
and Jan Johnson-- 
We couldn't have scored those  112 points 
without you guys!' ft was a lot ol fun'Love. the 
Alpha Phta 
To the Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epaeon In the 
house wtth the heart! We look forward to our lea 
with you tonight Love, the sisters ol Phi Mu m 
the house ol the heart' 
To the women of KKG Thanks for lending your 
beautiful house for our rush You're greet. Your 
Monmoutfi Duo sisters, the PI Phi's 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APARTMENTS serves 
students wtth the model lease. Cal them about 
their other services et Housing Fair, Feb. 4, 
7.9pm, BaBoom 
WE KNOW WHO'S WHO IN OUR FAMILY! 
CONGRATULATIONS HOUY CARTWRIGHT. 
DANA DURBIN AND USA TOOD LOVE. YOUR 
KD SISTERS  
We're looking torward lo a great evening with al 
you Sigma Chi s 
Love. The PI Phi's 
WET SHAVERS 
FLORIDA FLING 
14 02 TUMBLERS 
FLORIDA FUNG 
DOOR PRIZES 
FLORIDA FLINO 
STROH'S BEER 
FLORIDA FLING 
18 YEAR OLDS WELCOME 
FLORIDA FLING 
DON'T FORGETI 
Only one more day to Join the 
Selling a Seles Menegement Club 
Speakers, sociefe. field experience. 
and a trip to Boston tor only $15 001 
Sign up today m the B A building 
-ATTENTION- 
WM A FFCE TRIP FOR TWO IN FLORIDA. 
PLUS MANY GREAT DOOR PRIZES TONIGHT! 
FLORIDA   FLING,   GRAND   BALLROOM, 
UNION, 9-1 AM 
SOSU SAYS GOODBYE TO THE SHAVERS 
TONIGHTI 
FLORIDA FLING 
FLORIDA FLING 
ONOVROSS 
YOU BETTER TALK TO YOUR SISTERi 
LOVE. YOUR SECRET ADMIRER 
Congratulations 
Nsw Gamma Phi Actives I'm proud ol you You 
guys are ate In my heart. 
Much Love, Amy Hal 
BELTS on Wooeter. need any toeet paper" 
Luv. "Mrs " Wfappk) and her wrappings! 
DON'T MISS MAYBE YOUR LAST CHANCE 
TO SEE THE WET SHAVERS AT BQSUI GO 
TO FLORIDA FLINO TONIGHT! THE WINNER 
Of THE FLORIDA TRIP AND MANY DOOR 
PHIZES WIU SE ANNOUNCED! 
Doug Ruch 
Happy 
20th 
Birthday!! 
Love ye. Wendy 
FLORIDA FUNG 
KOHL 
FLOfc.UA FUNG 
HARSHMAN 
FLORIDA FUNG 
MACOONALD 
FLORIDA FUNG 
ROOOERS 
FLORIOA FLING 
KREISCHER 
FLORIOA FUNG 
PROUT 
FLORIOA FLING 
FOUNDERS 
FLORIOA FUNG 
OFFENHAUER 
FLORIOA FLING 
GREEKS 
FLORIOA FLING 
i. when I was 14 we met snd since then 
■tavty special moments of my life have bean 
spam arnti you. You're my beet friend and a 
lentasHc boyfriend. Thanks for making Hie 
pool 4 1-2 yean euperdoopor. I LOVE YOU. 
LOW 
N the lee's from the FsH were meerrt lo recall. 
"The Dee Gel end PN Teu'e will have a 
Ball" 
TC a PANHfEL COUNCIL: Don'l Forge! Happy 
Hours, tomorrow H ■ I the Phi Dens. See you 
HJeiNY) 
Happy 19th twThdey to the sweeteet Pseudo- 
roomrrane In the world 
Love. Peg and Fred 
KlTi 
OET EXCITED FOR SPRING RUSH 1911 
LOVE. YOUR KD SISTERS 
LITTLE SUE SWVELY 
OET EXCITED FOR NEXT WEEK I  I CAN'T 
WATT FOR MY LITTLE TO BE ACTIVE! 
LOVE. BIG K 
Happy 19th birthday Remember, BEGINNERS 
USE TWO HANOSII Love. Emmy 
MARGARET- 
MOPE YOUR 21 ST IS EVEN BETTER THAN 
YOUR  NTH.   JUST  REMEMBER   TO  STAY 
AWAY FROM BETA CHAUFFERS. SNUS. AND 
BMV'SI 
LOVE. JULIE 
MATT 
Although you talk using strange words which 
leave me confused it's o k I had a wonder- 
ful weekend and I can't think of anyone nicer I 
could have spent rt with' I hope I see you again- 
SOONI 
Three-Ouartera Confused 
MenoflFC 
Looking fonrard lo meeting you el PM Dens 
Saturday, tor Happy Hours. See you at fl - 
Psnhel CouncH 
MKE PIOTWCK 
Happy 20th! Have a GREAT day' You're the 
beat 
We love Ye! ASaon. Dame, and Lori 
Omega PM Alpha (National Service Sorority) 
-Went to make Mends, help others, and in- 
fluence people? Join 0 PM A, lodayt 
PHI PSI NEOPHYTES ANO PLEDGES-IT IS 
GREAT TO HAVE AU OF YOU AS PART OF 
USItl 
-THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA PSI 
THE SUPER TEA 
1 
PI Beta PM 1 Sigma Chi 
Saturday Night 
We are the EX ahuffUn' crew 
Shuffle to our tee, we're dotn' It for you. 
We're ao glad, we know you're good 
Comln'   on   campus   like   we   knew   you 
could You know are're lust lookln' tor tun 
Dandn' all Mght with everyone. 
We'll hove some beer and may see double 
We'll all be dotn' the 
PI Phi Sutlie 
THERE'S NO SNOW IN FLORIDA ANO EVEN 
LESS IN THE GRAND BALLROOM' DON'T 
MISS YOUR CHANCE TO 00. TONIGHT IN 
THE GRAND BALLROOM AT FLORIOA FLINQI 
Theta CN's 
We're looking forward to s party that's out of 
sight  ifi been ewhHe but let's make N Una 
Met 
Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delia 
UAO MONDAY MUSICIANS 
GRADUATE WOO0WIN0 QUINTET 
MCDONALD EAST CAFETERIA 
FEB. 3. 5-6 PM 
USG 
HoSs A Moore 
University Service Award 
Nomination tormo are avaaapie 
untj Feb  14 in 405 Student Services 
CotigratUetforia Alpha Phla on your "•weaome' 
victory al the PN Kappa Tau Basketbel 
Marathont! Keep up thai 'Phi-nominar' spirit 
tool 
DO YOU FIND SATURDAYS BORING AFTER 
FRIDAY'S FESTIVITIES? NOT THIS 
SATURDAY-COME OUT TO NE COMMONS 
900 PM AND PARTY WITH THE WET 
SHAVERS   9 00-1 00  
Hey Alpha Slgs- 
Thanks lor the eerenetkng on Monday night It's 
great to know that you guys are fuel aa excited 
for Florida Feng aa we are'! Love, the Alpha 
Phi's  
Hey Gamma Ph, Betas' 
The PI Kapp Crew has got the brew and we're 
walling lor you   Are you prepared to party 
Saturday? 
Jinny. 
Happy tOthl Have a great day! 
Love, your roomie 
KAPPA DELTA (XJNQRATULATES MARY 
ANITAS ON HER SELECTION TO THE 
PANHELLENIC CABINET SCHOLARSHIP 
CHAIRMAN 
LOVE. YOUR KD SISTERS 
HELP THE HEART FUND! 
FLORIDA FUNG 
FLORIOA FLING 
HeyZBT'e. 
Let's |am In midnight the right way, 
CM0-Z8T style! We can't welt to celebrate 
the New Year'a. -XOa 
WELCOME BACK FROM FRANCEI 
JEFFLONGWELL 
WELCOME BACK FROM FRANCEI 
JEFFLONGWELL 
WELCOME BACK FROM FRANCEI 
JEFF LONGWELL 
WANTED 
1 or 2 mate or remote roonvnatoa for Spring 
Semester Very low rent. Good location. Cal 
ASAP 353 4105  
2 Female roomates needed lor 88-67 school 
yaar. Also available for summer 86 Prefer non- 
smowng Ask lor Heidi K. or Carol Cal 
3525663  
2 nonsmoking female roommetee to share 
apartment for Fal 86-Spring 87 Please cal 
352-9107 
Male miilismes needed Immedwlery Close to 
campus- rooooooblo rsm CM 353-3003 
Mate roommate needed ASAP to anare houae 
trailer Own room $150 month includes 
uemse Stop by after 5 p m Lot 113 w Gypsy 
Lane Rd. No leeae 
HELP WANTED 
CHSJD CARE-BOSTON AREA Wo have merry 
temaee looking tor loving chid care workers 
One year commitment, excellent salary, 
benefits, round trip Irarieportatlon Alone Rech, 
Chaocare Placement Service. 149 FJuckminster 
Rd.Brooksne. MA02I48 617 566 6294 
CAMP COURAGEOUS. A SUMMER CAMP 
FOR PEOPLE WITH MENTAL RETARDATION. 
LOCATED IN WHITEHOUSE. OHIO..IS SEEK 
NG CAMP COUNSELORS WATERFRONT. 
ATHLETIC. ANO PROGRAM STAFF CON 
TACT CAMP DIRECTOR. CAMP 
COURAGEOUS. 1 STRANAHAN SO SUITE 
532, TOLEDO, OH 43804 (4191 242-4412 
ELECTRICIANS 
APPRENTICESHIP 
opPORTUNrry 
(Men I Women 
The Toledo Eclectrical Join Apprenticeship snd 
Training Committee wi be occepbrig eppeca 
Hone tor spcrentlceehip from February 1.IS86 
through February 14, IIS* Applcabone wS be 
aveaabie at the Apprentceahlp Treiwig Center 
803 Ume City Road. Roaalord. Ohio (behind 
Local 8) from 10:00 am. lo Noon, Monday 
through Friday fl you are between 18 and 26 
Wdusrvel yean) ol age (up to 30 lor quallying 
velerenal. hove successtuty completed one 
year of algebra, have a high school diploma and 
are Si good heath, you quekty to apply tor said 
Program YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON. An 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 
Exciting summer (ob opportunities Toledo River 
Cruse Lines le looking for young adults wtth 
outgostg a exciting personalties Jobe available 
in reservations, gift shop, waiter, waitresses. 
musicavis A food preparations QRUMPS need 
not apply Write only, send resume: Dan 
O'Connor. Toledo Rarer Cruise Linos, SIS 
Front SI.. Toledo. OH 45605 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $18,040 $59.230-yr 
Now luring Cat 1 -805-887-6000 Ext R 9849 
lor current federal ksl 
HELP WANTED Whitewater River Guides Ful 
snd part time seeeonel positions available Must 
be IS Also looking for people with computer 
experience Equal opportunity employer North 
American River Runners- P O Box 81 Hico 
WV 25854 (304) 658-5278 
Poeltton open for female WSI at giri'a summer 
camp Black River Ranch. Croawel. Mich Cal 
MegGrehem   1-800-327-8287 
FOR SALE 
1977 Chevette. 4 cyl. 4-spd . rw defroal 
98.000 mass $900 Cal Debbie 372-8351 
1978 REGAL AIR, AM FM EXCELLENT 
BODY. 60.000 MILES $2600 OR BEST OF 
FER 353-7602. 
1978VWSCIROCCO 
75.900 MILES $2,250 
3540811 -STEVE 
Coupon Book lor sale $85 
Cal Leeryie at 2-4407 
Coupon book lor sale $85 00 
CM Susan or Lura 
2-1310 or 2-1319 
FOR SALE-Prince Classic 4 1-4 L. used one 
season $35. 372-2251 between 8 00am & 
4.00p.m 
ForSate 1979 Vega Good work or school car 
Low mess. $950 or beat offer Must eel 
Pleese cal 352 7439 
Free kittens A food. Also liner trained   Cal 
352-2114. 
Yastuca Electro- 35 mm. S Nikon EM 35 mm 
camera with 1 1 8 50 mm lens, flash a carrying 
case lor sole For information cal 353-6205 
'81 Peugeot 505S Turbodiesel. 
5spd .Rockwel dm press; Sears 3.9 hp 
vacuum; 372-2097, 352-5343 
FOR RENT 
2 female roommates need to sublease Haven 
Houae Apt May > Feb rent pd Rent 
nerjotlebio Cal Kelt, or Anne 2-1409. 22471 
2 males needed lo sublease apartment W*pay 
$100 each 521 E Merry. 352-7345 
CAMPUS MANOR NOW RENTING FOR FAU 
WTTHTHESCU. MODEL LEASE CAU THEM 
AT 362-9302 HOUSING FAIR. FEB 4. 7-9 
PM. BAUROOM 
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS a DAHMS 
APARTMENTS help Students daily by using the 
model Isese Cal them at 352-1800 or 
362-4673 Housing Fair. Fob 4, 7-Spm. 
Balroom 
Female Roommate wanted lor Spring & 
Summer-Cal 353-2306 or leave name A 
number m OCMB 3443 
Houses A Aprs, tor 86-87 school year 
Smrth-Bogge Rentals. Office 532 ManvHe. rear 
352-9457 between 12-4 
Houses A Apartments dose to campus Loaaes 
begin May A August. 1986 Phone 353-3855 
Houses and Apartments close to campus tor 
summer 1986 and 86-87 school year. Call 
1-267-3341 
Houses and 1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts Sum- 
mer teases aval 352-7484 
MID-AM MANOR A CHARLES TOWN APART- 
MENTS are uang S C U.'a model lease, cal 
them about your fal rental needs Housing Fair 
Feb. 4, 7-9 pm. Balroom 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT SERVICES USES 
THE STUDENT CONSUMER UNION'S MODEL 
LEASE CAU THEM ABOUT A FAU RENTAL 
AT 352-5820 HOUSING FAIR. FEB 4 7-9 
PM. BALLROOM 
Party Room 
Cal 352-9378 
THE MODEL LEASE IS FAIR TO 
STUDENTS DOES YOUR LANDLORD USE 
THE MODEL LEASE? IF NOT. WHY? O'-T- 
CAMPUS HOUSWG FAIR FEB 4 AT 7 PM IN 
THE LENHART GRAND BALLROOM 
Two bedroom furnished apts. lor Fal. 
352-2863 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APARTMENTS serves 
students with the model lease Cal them about 
their other services et Houang Fes-. Fob 4, 
7-9pm. Balroom 
AJiAfrTMENTS NOW FOR RENT FOR THE 
SCHOOL YEAR SM7 ANO THE SUMMER OF 
M. APARTMENTS ARE COMPLETELY FUR- 
NISHED WITH 2 BEDROOMS. CABLE TV, AIR 
COaanfTKMsffetj, LAUNDRY AND PARKING 
FACILITIES AU UTILITIES EXCEPT ELEC- 
TRICITY IS PAID BY OWNER RENT IS 1500 
FOR THE SUMMER "S»" FOR THE APART- 
MENT. FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR AB-17 THE 
RENT IS IS75 PER SEMESTER WITH 4 PEO- 
PLE. CAU TIM AT BUFF APARTMENTS 
SI2-71I2 AFTER 500 P.M. 
CARTY RENTALS 
Houses and Apartments 
Office Hours 11 am—4 p.m. 
al 316 E Merry, Apt 3 
Listings svaasbk) 
or phone anytime for information 
352-7385 
'2 Bor   Fum   A Unfurnished 
•PRTVATE SLEEPING ROOMS 
Mstor UhHies i Cable TV Furn 
one hell Block Otf Campua 
CAU TOM 
Mon.-Frl. 7AM-NO0N 362-4671 
Etranlng A Wkend 352-1800 
